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COOPER4TTTT  LICEYSE  .4GREE~lEST

THIS COOPERATfi’E  LICENSE .AGR.EElEhT  (“Xgreement”)  is made and enterdd  into as of
this 25th day ofMay,  1995, by and between LOC?SWLLE  GAS AND ELECTRIC COMIPA.NY,
a Kentucky corporation (“LG&E”),  and TCIAKR  OF JEFFERSON COUNTY, INC., a
Kentuck--  corporation doing business as TKR Cable of Greater Louisville  (“TKR”).

RECITALS: . . .

A. LG&E is a gas and electric utility company with electric utility structures in place
throughout ponions of the counties in Kentuck  identified on Exhibit A attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference, in&ding LG&E’s  metropolitan Louisvilie,  Kentucky service
territory.

B. TKR is a corporation engaged in, among other activities, the business of providing
communication services to certain residents of the metropoiitan  Louisville area, and to businesses
located in that area.

c . TKR intends to develop, construct, install, own and operate a fiber optic and
c~axiai communications system in the metropolitan Louisviile  area, and desires to utilize certain
ekctric  utility structures of LG&E in furtherance of the same.

D. LG&E desires to permit TK.R to utilize certain of its electric utility structures in
consideration of the covenants and agreements of TKR set forth in this Agreement, and upon and
subject to the terms and conditions provided for herein.

E. TKR desires to permit LG&E to utilize certain of TKR’s  communications assets,
equipment and capabilities in the metropolitan Louisville area in consideration of the covenants
and agreements of LG&E  set forth in this Agreement, upon and subject to the terms and
conditions provided for herein.

AGREEMENT:

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and their mutual covenants set
forth in  this Agreement, and for other vaiuable  consideration, the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, the parties hereto each agree as follows, effective as of the date first above
written:



1 Grant eiLicenses  and Other Riszh~s  to TKR.

/I (4 Conduit License. Upon and subject to the terms and conditions set forth in
this Xgreernenr. throughout the **Term” (as defined in Section 2),  LG&E hereby grants to TKR  a
non-exclusive. rovaltv%ee  rirrht and license (the “Conduit License”) to, and TKR hereby agreesI _
to, instail.  construct. monitor. repair. maintain. own and operate. fiber optic communications
cables (“Fiber Cables”), electrical conducting communications cables. including without
hmitation  coaxial communications cables (ail such electrical conducting and coaxial
communications cables being collectively referred to in this Agreement as ‘Coaxial Cables”), and
related  spikes, terminations and innerducts owned by ?xR,  within electrical conduit and adjacent
manhoies owned by LG&E (the “Conduit Structures?) in the “Service Territory” (as defined
below), for the soie purpose of constructing, owning.‘operating  and maintaining a Fiber Cable and
Coaxki  Cable communications system along certain paths (and at certain locations within the
Conduit Structures) to be agreed upon by LG&E and TKR in accordance with Section l(f). For
purposes of this Agreement (including without limitation, this Section l(a) and Section I@),
below): (i) the “Service Territory” shall mean that portion of the Kentucky counties identified on
Exhibit A attached hereto within which LG&E has the right to conduct its retail electric utility
services pursuant to a grant of authority under that certain Order of the Kentucky Public Service
Commission dated Aprii 25, 1973, issued in the matter of The Establishment of Certified
Territories for Retail Electric Suppliers (Administrative Case No. 163),  as that territory  has been
or may hereafter  be expanded or otherwise modified by the filing by LG&E or other public utility
companies of boundary maps or revised boundary maps with the Kentucky Public Service
Commission, or by Order of the Kentucky Public Service Commission; and (ii) the Fiber Cable,
Coaxial Cable and “FOG Wire” (as defined in Section l(b)(i)) communications systems to be
COIISUUC~~~,  used, owned, operated and/or maintained by TKR along certain paths and at certain
locations in the Service Territory to be agreed upon in accordance with Section l(f), are
hereinafter coilectivety  referred to as the  “Communications System”. To the extent that TKR has
installed Fiber Cable, CoaxiaI Cable or related spikes, terminations or innerducts in any Conduit
Structures prior to the execution of this Agreement, the same shall hereafter be governed
exclusively by the provisions of this Agreement; provided, that, to the extent any of the provisions
of the letter agreement, dated as of March 13, 1995,  by and between TKR and LGkE, as
amended by the ietter amendment dated March 3 1, 1995  (colIectiveiy,  the “Letter Agreement”),
expressly provided for their survival of the execution of this Agreement, such provisions shall
continue to be binding on the parties, notwithstanding the execution hereof Subject to the
limitations set forth in Subsection (c), below, that portion of the Communications System instakd
or piaced in the Conduit Structures shall  consist of Fiber Cables or Coaxial Cables (or any
combination of Fiber Cables and Coaxial Cables) and associated innerducts  at any location which,
if considered together as a paraiiel bundled group, would be no greater in diameter than the
maximum number of such cables and innerducts that could be installed in one standard four (4)
inch electrical duct in compliance with the National Ekctricai  Safety Code ((‘NESC”) and the
Nationai  EIectrical Code (“NEC”), each as amended. TKR may, from time-to-time, request
permission f?om LG&E to install Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cable and/or associated innerducts  within
a particular Conduit Structure which deviates from the dimensional restriction set forth above.

2
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.?iny such reauest bv  TKR jhail  be in w-irinrz,  and  shail iiienr&- the panicuiar  Conduit Structures
in quesrion ad  their  iocarlon within the Senlce  Te.xitorv. LG&E agrees to consider any such
request1  s)  bv TKR in good  faith in LG&E’s ciiscrerion. Per-rmssion  gamed by LG&E hereunder
shall be exYe&ive  oniv  If in v.-kine,  and TKRs  author+ to deviate from the above-desctioed
dimensionai  restrinions shail appiv oniv to the specific Conduit Structures identified in TKR’sL .
written request. and then oniv to the e.xtenr  not further iimired in LG&E’s  written permission to
proceed. LG&E and TKR each acknowiedge  that there are certain operationai and administrative
e6ciencies  that mav be gained by them through the placement of TKR’s Fiber Cables, Coaxiai
Cables and associatid  spiices and innerducts in the fewest possible ducts at any location in the
Conduit Structures, and agree that they shall endeavor to take advantage of such efficiencies
where practicable; provided. that LG&E retains the right, in its discretion, to determine whether
the placement of all or any portion  of TKR’s equipniknt  and facilities within a particular Conduit
Structure, or at a particular location within that Conduit Structure, is appropriate under the
circumstances. Except for the Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables and related splices, terminations and
innerducts provided for above, TKR shail not be permitted to install any other equipment or
faciiities  within the Conduit Structures without the prior written consent of LG&E.

04 Above Ground License.

(0 Upon and subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Agreement (including without limitation, Section l@)(ii), below), throughout the Term, LG&E
hereby  grants to TKR a non-exctusive,  royalty-free right and license (the “Above Ground
License”) to install, construct, monitor, repair, maintain, own and operate Fiber Cables, Coaxial
Cables, fiber optic ground wires (“FOG Wire”) and related spiices and terminations owned by
TKR, on above-ground wood poles, metal poles, and/or high-voltage transmission towers owned
by LG&E in the Service Territory (collectively “Utility Poles”), at such places and heights on
those Utility Poles as LG&E shall designate, for the sole purpose of constructing, owning,
operating and maintaining the Communications System. In the event TKR avails itself  of the
Above Ground License provided for herein, TKR shall install, construct, monitor, repair,
maintain, own and operate the Fiber Cabies, CoaxiaI Cables, FOG Wire and related splices and
terminations in strict compliance with the provisions of this Agreement, including without
limitation, this Section I(b). To the extent that TKR has installed Fiber Cable, Coaxial Cable,
FOG Wire or reiated splices and te&tions  on any Utility Poles prior to the execution of this
Agreement (other than Fiber Cable or Coaxial Cable installed pursuant to the “Existing
Agreement” and/or  the “Cable Television TarifP’  provided for in Subsection @)(ii),  below), the
same shall herder  be governed exclusively by the provisions of this Agreement.

(ii) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement to the
contrary,  but subject to the provisions of applicable law and of the “Existing Agreement” and the
“Cable Television Tariff  described below, at no time shall TKR be permitted to install Fiber
Cables, Coaxis.!  Cables, FOG Wire or related splices or terminations (A) within that portion of the
space on any Utility  Pole of LG&E (coilectiveiy, the “Communications Space”): (y)  beginning at
the point which is prescribed or recommended by the NESC  as being the minimum clearance for

3



instailed  cabie I whether conductrng  or orhen\lse)  below the eieckai conductors or grounded
equipment I whichever is iowest ) on that Ctilitv  Pole. and iz) ending beiow that point at the point

/-- which is prescribed  or recommended by the &SC  as being the minimum clearance above grade
for such instailed  cabie. or which is 15 feet above grade. wi-khever  is hitier ithe  b‘Minimum
Heigix”);  or (B) at anv iocarion on any Utility Poles of LG&E which is below the Minimum
Height. uniess reasonably necessary in order to interconnect TKR’s  cables or wires installed
above the Minimum Heieht  with its equipment installed on the Utiiity  Poles below the Minimum
Height, or unless reasonably necessary in order to interconnect such cables or tires installed
above the ,Minimum Height with adjacent underground cables of TKR. The parties hereto
acknowledge and agree that TKR’s use or installation of Fiber Cables and Coaxial Cables (and
related splices and terminations) within the Communications Space, whether installed prior to or
following the date hereof shall be governed solely by reference to, and shall be subject to the
limitations of (y)  that certain Agreement, dated as of March 7, 1980, by and between LG&E and
TKR (as successor in interest to Storer Communications of Jeffersan  County, Inc.) (the “Existing
Agreement”); and (z) that certain tariff  for Cable Television Attachment Charges of LG&E issued
on January 15, 199 1 and effective as of January 1, 199 I, pursuant to an order of the Kentucky
Public Service Commission in Case No. 90-I  58, dated December 2 1, 1990 (the “Cable Television
Tarifi”);  or to any successor agreement or tari thereof The parties further  acknowledge and
agree that TKR’s  use or installation of any Fiber Cable or Coaxial Cable outside of the
Communications Space, whether installed prior to or foliowing  the date hereof, shall be governed
solely by reference to, and shall be subject to the limitations of, this Agreement. Neither the
Existing Agreement nor the Cable Television Tariff shah at any time apply to any Fiber Cable,
FOG Wire or Coaxial Cable now or hereafter  instailed pursuant to the Conduit License, or to any

e
FOG Wire now or hereafter installed on any “LG&E Structures” (as defined in Section l(d)), it
being expressly understood and agreed that the same shall be governed solely by reference to this
Agreement. The Existing Agreement and the Cable Television TarifTshah  survive the execution of
this Agreement and the consummation of the transactions contempiated  hereby, and shah continue
to be binding on TKR and LG&E for the remaining term thereof, independent of this Agreement.
Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to change the existing relationship between
the Existing Agreement and the Cabie  Television Tariff; or the fact that one may amend, mod@
or supersede the other in any respect. TKR acknowledges that the provisions of the Existing
Agreement and the Cable Television TarifTshah not be deemed to supplement the provisions of
this Agreement or to tie-  amend or modify the rights or obligations of the parties hereunder,
except to the extent specifically provided for in this Agreement.

(iii) Subject to Subsection (c), below, Fiber Cables or Coaxial Cables
installed on or attached to any Utility Pole of LG&E pursuant to the Above Ground License shall
consist  of not more than one (1) cable, which shalI  be no greater in diameter than two (2) inches.
TKR may, from time-to-time, request permission from LG&E to install more than one Fiber Cable
or Coaxial Cable on particuiar  Utility Poles. Any such request by TKR shall be in writing, and
shall  identify the prticdar  Utility Poles in question and their location within the Service Territory.
LG&E agrees to consider any such request(s) by TK& but shah have no obligation to grant such
request(s). pemkion granted by LG&E hereunder shall be effective only  if in writing, and

4



TKR’s  aurhoriv  to mstail  rnore  than one cde  shail appiy  oniy to the specific  Utility Poles
identlfied  in TKR’s  wrirren request. and then oniy to the e,nenr not kmher  iimited in LG&E’s

/-- written permission to proceed.

(iv) Subject to the limitations provided for below and to the provisions
of Subsection (l)(c), in the event TKR elects to install FOG Wire in lieu of Fiber Cable or Coaxial
Cable.  oniy one (1) FOG Wire shali  be installed on or attached to any Utility Pole of LG&E,  and
such FOG Wire shall  consist of not less than 12 nor more than 144 fiber optic strands.
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement to the contrary, TKR acknowledges that
I-G&E may be subject to certain constraints under an existing third-parry agreement with respect
to the use of FOG Wiie in connection with Utility Pples now or hereafter  erected on that portion
of the right-of-way of LG&E described on Exhibit B-attached hereto (and any extensions
hereaiter  made by LG&E to the same), and acknowledges that LG&E shall be entitled to
determine, in its discretion, whether FOG Wire may be used by TKR on those Utility Poles.
LG&E shall be entitled, in its discretion, to determine whether and where any FOG Wke
proposed to be installed by TKR on the Utility Poles shall serve as the static wire or overhead
ground wire for those Utility Poles. In addition TKR acknowiedges that LG&E has granted to
other parties various iicenses, pole attachment rights and other similar rights to attach FOG Wire
to LG&E’s  Utility Poles in the Service Terzitory,  and acknowiedges that, to the extent LG&E
determines, in good faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that the use of
muitipie  FOG Wires on particular LG&E Structures would not be possible without physical
modification to those structures, would adversely afFect  those LG&E Structures or LG&E’s
electric utility facilities or services generally,  or would violate any applicable statute, law, rule,
regulation or ordinance,  then LG&E shall be entitled, in its sole discretion, to iimit  the use or
installation of such FOG Wire on a “fist come-fist served” basis, based upon the order of
LG&E’s  receipt of written request for such use or instaiIation,  specifjring in detail the particuh~
Utility Poles to be utiliid. LG&E shail use its reasonable best efforts to notify TKR at the
earliest practicable time in the event any other person shall  request permission to install FOG Wie
on the Utility Poles, but oniy to the extent such notice would not violate any non-disclosure
covenants of LG&E set forth in an agreement with that other person. TKR’s  written request for
the use or installation of FOG Wire shall  be deemed to be withdrawn to the extent the FOG Wue
identified therein is not instaiIed within six (6) months afker  LG&E’s  approval of such request
(unless  that six (6) month deadline is extended by LG&E in writing, in its discretion).

(v) Notwithstandiig  anything contained in this Agreement to the
contrary, TicR shai.i  be permitted to attach only one (1) Fiber Cable, one (1) Coaxial Cable or one
(1) FOG Wire on each Utility Pole, which shall  be subject to the dimensional  limitations provided
for in this Subsection (b). Except for the Fiber Cables, Coaxiai Cables, FOG Wire and related
splices and terminations provided for in this Subsection (b), and except as otherwise provided in
the Existing  Ageement  or the Cable Television Tariff,  TKR shall not be permitted to install  my
other equipment or facilities on the Utility Poles without the prior written consent of LG&E.

5



(4 Limirsrions. Notw-trhsranding  anykkg to the conrrq  conraineci in
Subsections ra) and r’b),  above. the parties herero acknowiecige  and agree rhat:

(9 Subject to the proc-isions  of Section i(c)(v),  below, LG&E shall be
obligated to make oniy its existing Conduit Structures and Utility Poles in the Service Territory
avaiiable  for use bv TKR under this Agreement,  together with any additional Conduit Structures
or Utility Poles that mav be construcr~d or installed by LG&E in the Service Territory following
the date of this Agreement in the ordinary course of its business, which use by TKR shah be
subject and subordinate to LG&E’s  prior placement of its own cables and other facilities within or
on the Conduit Structures and Utilitv Poles. LG&E makes no representations or warranties to
TKR,  whether expressed or implied,*regarding  the s+abiIity or fitness of LG&E’s  existing or
future Conduit Structures or Utility Poles for TKR’sactuai or intended uses, or regarding the
condition of those structures or poles. LG&E undertakes no obligation to TKR to inspect any
portion of the Conduit Structures or Utility Poles utilized by TKR pursuant to this Agreement.
I-G&E shah endeavor to give TKR notice of LG&E’s  construction or installation of new Conduit
Structures or Utility Poles (exclusive of replacement structures or poles which are not then being
utilized by TKR hereunder) 90 days prior to LG&E’s commencement of construction (or such
shorter period as LG&E  shall deem reasonably necessary under the circumstances), in order that
TKR shall have an oppornmity to assess for itselfthe suitability and condition of such facilities
and to request modifications to LG&E’s  construction plans. In the event LG&E shah determine,
in its discretion, that any of its Conduit Structures or Utility Poles are not suitable or in the
appropriate condition for TKR’s proposed use of the same, and in the event such structures or
poles can, in LG&E’s  reasonable business judgement, be modified, enhanced or replaced to so
accommodate TKR’s  proposed use without imposing an unreasonable burden on LG&E,  its

F customers, or any other parties having the right to utilize the same, then LG&E shah, at TKR’s
soie cost and expense and upon its written request, undertake to so modi, enhance or replace
such Conduit Structures or Utility Poles. In the event LG&Z shail propose to construct or install
new Conduit Stnxtures  or Utility Poles for its own purposes, and TKR shall request a
modification, enhancement or substitution of such structures or poles to accommodate a
reasonable need of TKR pursuant to this Agreement (and so long as the same wouid not result in
an unreasonable burden of the type described above), LG&E shall endeavor to accommodate
TKR’s request; provided, that TKR shall be soleIy responsible for, and shall promptly pay to
LG&E, ail  incremental costs and expenses of any nature incurred by LG&E  as a resuit of such
accommodation. Except as otherwise provided in this Subsection (c)(i), or in Subsection (c)(vi),
below, LG&E shall have no obligation to construct or install new or replacement Conduit
Structures or Utility Poles,  or to repair, expand or otherwise modii its existing Conduit
Structures or Utility  Poies  (or any attachments thereon), in order to accommodate the needs  or
requests of TKR In addition, LG&E shall have no obligation to cause other parties whose
equipment or facilities now or hereafter occupy the Conduit Structures or Utility Poles, to move
their equipment or facilities to accommodate the needs or requests of TKR.

(ii) TKR shah not be entitled to use any conduit or other facihties of
LG&E used in or necessary for the operation of its gas utility business.

6
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I 1111 TKR  shail not be enutied  to install  Fiber Cables. FOG Wire.

Coaxai  Cabies  or associated spiices. teminarions  or innerducts in a pankuix Conduit Structure
Or  Ctiiitv  Pole (or erouo  oi Conduit Structures or Ctilitv Poles 1 , or at a particuiar  location within
or on such Conduit Structures  or Utility Poles, nor shah TKR be entitled to instail  a particular
type or amount of Fiber Cable. FOG Wire, Coaxiai Cable  or associated facilities within or on such
Conduit Structures or Utility Poles. in each case to the extent LG&E shall  at any time determine,
in good faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that: (A) such use by TKR
wouid adverseiy affect LG&E’s  abiiity to provide etkient, safe and reiiabie  eiemic  utility
services to any of its present or future  customers. in the quantities requested by those customers;
(B)  such use by TKR wouid interfere with LG&E’s or its AfEiiate’s  own intended use of such
facilities to expand their business of providing energy services within or outside the Service
Territory, to provide services complementary to such. business, or to enhance or improve their
existing facilities, equipment or services; or (C) such use by TKR,  when combined with ail other
uses of those Conduit Structures or Utility Poles by LG&E and other parties having the right to
use the same as of the date of this Agreement, would (y)  resuit in a vioiation of any applicable
statute, law, rule, reguiation  or ordinance of any governmental authority or regulatory body, or
any provision of the NESC  or the NEC, in each case as then in effect, or (z) would  exceed the
physical capacity of such Conduit Structure(s) or Utility Pole(s).

(iv) TKR shall not use, or permit the use of, any portion of the System
installed in or on LG&E’s  Conduit Structures or Utility Poles in any manner that would compete
with, or that would directly facilitate competition with, LG&E’s  or its Affiliates’  businesses of
providing ekctric  and gas utility services to residential, commercial and industrial customers
located within the Service Territory, or with any services then provided by LG&E which are
incidental to or in fkrtherance  of its electric or gas utility services; provided, that the foregoing
restriction shall not apply to (A) the transmission by TKR of advertisements by competitors of
LG&E to residents, busiiesses and other customers located in the Service Territory generally, in
the ordinary course of TKR’s business, or (B) the provision by TKR to such competitors of
normal communications  products or services which are provided by TKR  to its customers in the
Service Territory generally, and which do not constitute products or services that are specially
developed or implemented for the specific benefit of those competitors.

(v) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Section 1 to the
contrary, and consistent with Section 3(l), below, the Conduit License and the Above Ground
License shall  not appiy  to any “Acquired Systems” or “Exciuded  Systems” (each as defined in
Section  3(l)).

(vi) TKR shah take reasonable steps to ensure that ail  Conduit
Structures to be utilized by TKR pursuant to the Conduit License are suitable for its intended
USES;  provided, that TKR shail  have no obligation to expend fbnds  to ensure such suitability.
Consistent with the foregoing, and consistent with the provisions of Section  l(c)(i), above, in  the
event at any time following  TKR’s  initial installation of Fiber Cables or Coaxial Cables  in a
particular Conduit Strucxure, that Conduit Structure fails for any reason other than the negligence
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or wiilfkl  rnrsconduct oi TKR  or its agents. cOntraci0rS  or empioyees. and  such faiiure resuirs in
damage to TKR’s  Fiber Chles or Coaxlai Cables. or deptives those cables oithe protections

c reasonabiv  expected from sound Conduit Strut-,-rures.  LGSrE  shah. in its discretion. at its expense
and upon the written request 0fTK.R  either (.A)  promptly  commence to repair or repiace the
Conduit Structureisj  that failed. and carry such repair work through to compietion  at the earliest
practicable time (and in a manner that is designed to be as ieast disruptive of the operations of
TKR  as is reasonably possible), or (B) promptly provide TKR with an alternate Conduit Structure
or other reasonable route for such Fiber Cables or Coaxiai Cabies,  affording TKR  reasonable
access to the same buiidings and residences as were being serviced by TKR through its damaged
cables. LG&E shail have no obligation or liability to T’KR or any other person or entity for the
consequences of any failure of or defect in the Conduit Structures not occasioned by the
negligence or wihfkl misconduct of LG&E or its ager%s  or enipioyees, including without
Limitation, any resulting disruption in the use or enjoyment of TKR’s Fiber Cables, Coaxial CabIes
or other equipment or services, and in no event shall LG&E be liable to TKq its tiliates or any
other person for any consequential, incidental or special damages resulting iiom any failure of or
defect in the Conduit Structures or Utility Poles occurring for any reason other than the wiilfkl
misconduct of LG&E.  including without limitation, lost profits. TKR  at its expense. wiil be
responsible for the repair and/or replacement of ail Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables and other
equipment or facilities damaged by any faiiure of or defect in the Conduit Structures (unless
occasioned by the negligence or willfi~l misconduct of LG&E or its agents or employees), or
required in order for TKR to utilize the alternate Conduit Structure or other reasonable route
made available by LG&E  as contemplated above. Notwithstanding the foregoing, LG&E  shall
reimburse T’KR  for its actual cost to clean all alternate Conduit Structures made available by
LG&E as contemplated above, thereby rendering the same useabIe by TKR, and for TKR’s actual

/- materials costs for any Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables and associated innerducts required to be
installed by TKR by reason of any relocation directed by LG&E as contempiated  in Subsection
(B), above, but onlv to the extent Q of that portion of such cables and innerducts in excess of the
portion (measured in linear feet) that TKR was required to abandon by reason of the relocation,
& (z) the replacement cables and innerducts  are comparabIe in size and character to that which
was abandoned. TKR acknowledges that the existing Conduit Structures consist primarily of
assets of relatively old age, many of which may have deteriorated over time, and substantially  all
of which are situated in encased locations which are difficult, if not impossibIe,  to access for
maintenance purposes (other than for purposes of clearing debris which may have accumulated in
those structures). For this reason, TKR acknowledges that LG&E  shall not be deemed to have
been negligent in  any respect, or to have breached any provision of this Agreement, in  the event
any Conduit Structures shall  fbil  due to their deterioration or degradation under normal use.

6-o Svstem  and Extended System Defined. Subject to the provisions of
Section 3(l), LG&E and TKR each acknowledge and agree that (i) ail Fiber Cables, Coaxial
Cables,  FOG Wue, and related splices, terminations and innerducts now or hereafter instailed on
or in, or attached to, the Conduit Structures or the Utility Poles of LG&E  (collectively, the
“LG&E Structures”) by or for TKR, together with any replacements thereof (but  exclusive of
any equipment or facilities installed pursuant to and in accordance with the Existing Agreement
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or the Cabie Television  Ttii17. are coilec3veiv  reiezed to in this Agreement as the “System”:
and Ciij  the Svstem.  togemer ~~r.h the Communications System and all other Fiber Cables,
haxlai Cables. FOG Wire, reiated spiices. terminations and innerducts  and other reiated
equipment installed or to be installed by or for TKR or any of  its Afftiam.  or used by TKR
or such Affiliates.  or owned in whole or in pm by TKR or such Affiliates. in each case
anywhere in the Service Territory (whether or not installed on or in LG&E’s  Structures and
whether installed before or after me execution of this Agreement, and inciuding  without
limitation, all Fiber Cabie  and Coaxial Cable now or her&r installed on or attached to
Utility Poles pursuant to the Existing Agreement or the Cable Television Tariff) are
coilectiveiy  referred to in this Agreement as the ‘Extended System”. The System shall be
deemed to include, without limitation, all Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire and
related spikes, terminations and innerducts  of TKR installed on or in, or attached to, Conduit
Structures andfor  Utility Pates of LG&E hereafter constructed anywhere in the Counties in
Kentucky identified on Exhibit A attached hereto (the ‘Nine County Area”), tn the
Service Territory of LG&E then encompasses, or is thereafter expanded to encompass, the
location  of those Conduit Structures and/or Utility Poles, w T’KR’s
facilities are not installed in the Communications Space on the Utility Poles under the Existing
Agreement and/or the Cable Television Tariff. Subject to the provisions of Section 3(l), the
Extended System shall  include oniy those cables, wires and other equipment of TKR and its
Affiliates now or hereafter located within portions of the Nine County Area which are also
then included in the Service Territory. In the event the Service Territory is at any time
expanded to encompass additional portions of the Nine County Area, all Fiber Cables, Coaxial
Cables, FOG Wire and related splices, terminations and associated innerducts (other than those

assets inciuded  in one or more ‘Acquired Systems” or ‘Excluded Systems,” each as defined in
Section 3(I)) which have been or are hereafter installed or developed in those portions shall  be
deemed to be included in the Extended System for all purposes. The parties understand and
agree  that this Agreement is not intended to apply at any time to any other county other than
those listed on Exhibit A hereto, regardless of either party’s expansion into any other county.

69

(0 In addition to the Conduit License and the Above Ground License
provided for above, and subject to the limitations set forth in this Subsection (e) and
elsewhere in this Agreement, upon 30 days prior written notice from TKR to LG&E delivered
from time-to-time during the Term (or such shorter prior written notice as LG&E  shall
approve, in its reasonable discretion), LG&E  shall permit TKR to interconnect designated
manholes,  handholes and other underground access holes and facilities of TKR with similar,
adjacent facilities of LG&E  in the Service Territory, for the purpose of passing Fiber Cable&
Coaxial  Cables and associated innerducts  between the facilities of LG&E and TKR. Such
nOke  from TKR shail  describe the specific interconnections contempiated  and their proposed
locations in the Service Territory, shall describe any modifications to LG&E’s  facilities
required  to effect the same, and shall otherwise contain the items of information required by
Section l(f) to be set forth in the “Work Plans” of TKR (as defined in Section l(f)).
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Notwltistandine  the r’oregomg,  LG&E shail have no obiigauon  to prowde  (or  to continue to
provide, as the--  may be) such interconnection rights to TKR: (A) in the event LG&E shall
determme.  in good faith and in the exercise oi  its reswnable business judgment (and prior to
its initial written authorization given to TK.R to proceed with the relevant interconnection(s)),
that such interconnection rights would adverseiy  affect LG&E’s  ability to provide electric
utility services to any of its  customers. or would adversely affect the structurai  integrity of the
facilities of LG&E to be interconnected; (B) with respect to any manholes. handholes or other
underground access hoies  and facilities used in connection with the gas utility business or
operations of LG&E;  or (C) to the extent such access would result in a violation of any
applicable statute, law, rule, regulation or ordinance, or any order of any governmental
authority, or would be contrary to any provision o<:this  Agreement, including without
limitation, the conditions or criteria set forth in Section l(c). LGBLE  shall notify TKR of its
determination that the interconnection(s) proposed by TKR are not permissible based upon any
of the criteria or factors described in Subsection (A), (B) or (C), above, within the 30day
notice period described above; provided, that such determination shall not prevent LG&E  from
thereaiter  discontinuing TKR’s interconnection rights based upon any of the circumstances in
Subsection (C), above. Failure by LG&E to deliver such notice to TKR shall be deemed to be
an approval by LG&E  of the interconnection described in T’KR’s notice. TKR shall be solely
responsible for obtaining and maintaining (and agrees to obtain and maintain) any and alI
governmental or third-parry consents, approvals, easements, rights-of-way or the like required
in order to locate the facilities of TKR adjacent to those of LG&E,  or in order to interconnect
such facilities pursuant to this Subsection.

(ii) Any costs or expenses incurred by either party to interconnect the
facilities  of TKR  and LG&E under this Subsection (e) shall be the sole responsibility of, and
shall be timely paid by, TKR. TKR  shall indemnify and hold harmless LG&E,  its successors
and assigns, from and against ail such costs and expenses, and from and against any and all
other debts, obligations, damages or liabilities of any nature which may be suffered or incurred
by them, directly or indirectly resulting from, arising out of or in any manner relating to, such
interconnections, unless attributable to the negligence or willfit  misconduct of LG&E or its
employees or agents. TKR  shall not permit any materialmen’s lien, mechanics lien or other
lien or encumbrance to attach to the facilities of LG&E  in connection with any interconnection
pursuant to this Subsection (e). LG&E personnel shaU  supervise all interconnection activities
performed by or for TKR,  and LG&E shall be entitled, in its discretion, to perform any and  al.l
alterations of LG&.E’s  facilities required for any interconnections. LG&E  shall be
compensated by TKR  for such supervision and work at its actual cost for materials, equipment
and labor. In the  event TKR  shall at any time remove its Fiber Cable, Coaxial Cable or
associated innerducts from the facilities of LG&E in compliance with the provisions of this
Agreement, or shall abandon the use of such cable or innerducts  in the manner described in
Section 6(d), TKR shaiI promptly reimburse LG&E upon demand for all costs and expenses
incurred by LG&E  in removing such cable and innerducts from its facilities, and in repairing
or otherwise returning its facilities to the same condition as existed prior to the reievant
interconnection(s), ordinary wear excepted.
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(9 From time-to-time during the Term, LG&E shall provide TKR
with reasonable access to any of LG&E’s  construction documents concerning the LG&E
Structures that are designated by TKR for possible use in connection with the System, together
with reasonable access to the LG&E Structures themseives.  in each case during periods
scheduled in advance by TI(R with LG&E.  subject to the requirement that aU persons
performing such inspections must be accompanied by LG&E’s  personnel at all times. All such
construction documents shall be subject to TKR’s confidentiality and nondisclosure covenants
set  forth in Section 20. .- *-

tw No construction or instaiIat.ion of any portion of the System shall
be commenced until the provisions of this Subsection (ii) have been fully complied with by
TI(R. TKR shail, from time-to-time, provide for LG&E’s  approval a set of written work
PhS to construct, install and maintain each phase of the System (“Work Plans”), which shall
set forth in reasonable detail. among other things, the route(s) or path(s) of the relevant phase
of the System, in the case of the Conduit Structures, the approximate number of linear feet of
duct and the specific manholes to be included in that phase, the relevant fiber optic and coaxiai
cable specifications (including the number of Fiber Strands or the diameter of the Coaxial
cables  involved), the conduit diameter requested, the number of Fiber Cables and/or Coaxial
cables involved in that phase, the construction procedures and schedules (including the
approximate dates for commencement and compietion),  and the maintenance and emergency

e restoration procedures relevant to that phase. LG&E shall have a reasonable period of time
(but in no event less than 20 nor more than 30 business days, unless the parties shall agree
otherwise, in their reasonable discretion) to review such Work Plans, and shall  have the right
to  disapprove such plans (or any portions thereof) if, in LG&E’s  reasonable judgment (A) the
Work Plans (or such portions thereof) are not sufficient to assure that TKR and the System will
compiy  with all of the provisions of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, those
provisions relating to the non-interference of the System with LG&E’s  utility operations, and
the safety of the  System and TKR’s  installation and use of the same, or (B)  the phase of the
System contemplated in such Work Plans would faii to satisfy any of the conditions or criteria
set forth in Section 1 (c). Upon LG&E’s  approval of the Work Plans (as they may be modified
after discussions between  the parties), LG&E  shall issue to TKR  a written notice to proceed
with the construction and installation of that phase of the System (‘Notice to Proceed”). The
procedures for the construction and installation of any subsequent phase of the System, or any
extension or modification of an existing phase of the  System, &all be the same as that set forth .
in this Subsection. Once LG&E has issued a Notice to Proceed with respect to a prti~uk
portion of the System, LG&E may not thereafter withdraw, qualify or modify the same
without the prior written consent of TKR. Subject to the provisions of Sections 6 and 7,
below, once TKR has installed any portion of the System in compliance with  the provisions Of
this Agreement (including without limitation, with the approval of LG&E’s  on-site supetis0~
personnel), LG&E  shall not thereafter require that TKR remove or discontinue the use of the
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same ‘~uhout  the utior  wrirten consent of TKR. Notw~tistxaing the foregoing, and
notwitistznding  anvtiing  contained elsewhere in this Xgree.menr to  the conuary,  in the event
LG&-E  shail at any’timedeterrmne.  in the exercise of its rexonabie  business judgment. that
TKR’s Work Plans. or TKR’s acruai or proposed installation or use Of any portion of tie
System. has resulted or will resuit  in a violation of the type(s)  provided for in Section
l(c)(iiij(C)(y),  LG&E  shall be entitled. in discretion. to immediately withdraw any appiicabie
Notice to Proceed, and/or  to discontinue JXR’s  installation or use of that portion of the
System, in either case upon written norice to TKR. LG&E acknowledges that all Work Plans
delivered by TKR hereunder shall remain subject to the conridentiaiity  and nondisclosure
cwmms of Section 20, below.

.-
(iii) As soon as reasonab$~racricable  after a Notice to Proceed has

been issued, TKR, at its sole risk and expense, shall construct and install the applicable phase
of the System in a good and workmanlike manner, in compliance with this Agreement, the
approved Work Plans and ail applicable laws, rules and regulations, and in such a manner as
will not disrupt or in anv manner interfere with LG&E’s  electric or gas transmission or
distribution businesses. ‘With respect to construction or installation by or for TKR within
Conduit Strucmres,  or within the “power space” or ‘service space” on any Utility Poles (which
may only be undertaken with the express written approval of LG&E),  a representative of
LG&E hail  be present at all times, and shall have final authority regarding all safety, NESC
and NEC issues which arise during such construction or installatidn  by TKR. TKR shall use
only qualified employees or contractors who are appropriately trained with regard to the NESC
and the NEC  to perform construction and installation work within, on or around the Conduit
Structures and the Utility Poles, and who have been approved in advance by LG&E,  which
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. In addition, TKR shall ensure that all of its
employees, agents and cOntractors  who at any time access LG&E’s  Structures in order to
install the System abide by LG&E’s  company rules,  regulations and safety policies set forth in
(A) The Louisville Gas and Electric Company Safety Manual (2nd Edition), (B)  the LG&E
5-Foot  Rule (Safety Manual  ES.7),  and (C) the LG&E General Policy on Confmed Space
Working Conditions (collectiveiy,  the “Safety Policies”), copies of which were previously
delivered by LG&E to TKR. LG&E shall be entitled to revise its Safety Policies from time+
time in its discretion; provided, such revised policies shall bind TKR and its employees, agents
and contractors only  to the extent they have equal application to LG&E’s  own employees,
agents and contractors, and then only to the extent TKR has been given 3Mays  advance
written notice of the applicability of those revisions to TKR and its employees, agents and
contractors (including a copy of the revised Safety Policy itself). LG&E  agrees to provide
TKR up to 100  additional copies of the Safety Policies (and of any revised Safety Policies)
upon the written request of TKR. TKR agrees to provide each employee, agent and contractor
who shall install the System (or any portion thereof) with a copy of the Safety Policies.

(iv) After TKR constructs and installs each phase of the System, TKR
shall perform acceptance  testing in accordance with the approved Work Plans and the
guidefin=  set  forth on w attached hereto. Such acceptance testing shall include,
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without limitation. ‘dstine  to cierermine  anv problems with t$e  abiiity of that phase of the
Syxem  to inter-&e  with tiie  Exrended  S&m. Testing of the System shall be based on the

/z technical and periom~ance  specificauons  set fond  in EAiikR attached hereto. and TKR shall
provide  LG&E. upon its request from time-to-time, with copies of all repros generated as a
resuit oi  such testing, to the extent thev relate to the Fiber Cable. Coaxial Cable. FOG Wire or<
related facilities which are the subject of LG&E’s  licenses and other rights provided for in
Section 3. TKR shail  also promptly provide LG&E,  upon its request. with all other reports
generated by or for T’KR  or its Affiliates during the Term relating to their testing of such
cables, wires and related facilities. LG&E shall have the right to conduct its own inspection
and testing of the System in its discretion, at LG&E’s  expense, but shall coordinate in advance
such activities with TKR in order to minimize any adverse effects on, or interruptions of, the
operations of TKR and its Affiliates. LG&E’s  inspkion  and testing of the System shall not
be deemed to limit or negate TKR’s  sole responsibility for any defective or unsafe features of
or conditions relating to the System not caused by the negligence or willful  misconduct of
LG&E,  or for TKR’s  failure to comply with any of the provisions of this Agreement. LG&E
shall be responsible for any damages to the System, and for any other personal injuries or
property damage, resulting from the negligent acts or omissions or willful  misconduct of
LG&E’s  agents or employees in their inspection or testing of the System. LG&E agrees to
share with TKR, upon its request from time-to-time, the written results of LG&E’s  testing of
the System. In addition, LG&E shall use its reasonable best efforts to promptly notify TKR in
the event LG&E’s  inspection or testing of the System uncovers any conditions regarding the
System which are, in LG&E’s  reasonable business judgement, defective or unsafe, or in the
event LG&E otherwise becomes reasonably aware of a defective or unsafe condition with

/? respect to the facilities or assets of TKR; provided, that LG&E  shall have no obligation or
liability to TKR in the event LG&E  shall fail to promptly notify TKR of any defective or
unsafe condition discovered by LG&E’s  personnel at a time when they are not specifically
testing the System. Following its receipt of TKR’s  written report regarding the resuits  of
TKR’s  testing of the System, LG&E  shall have 30 days to reject any portion of the System,
based upon (A) a defect in the condition or performance of the Fiber Strands licensed to
LG&E under Section 3(a), (B)  a defect in the condition or performance of the Coaxial cable
which is the subject of LG&E’s  bandwidth license under Section 3(g) below, or (c) any fkiha~
of the System (or any portion thereof) to othetise  comply with the provisions of this
Agreement (inciuding  without limitation, the specifications set  forth on Exhibit attached
hereto). Failure of LG&E to  respond within that 3Oday period shall be deemed to be an
approval of all facilities that were specifically the subject of the testing (other than the facilities
(if any) specificaiIy  identified in T’KR’s testing report as being defective or as encounte&
operating difficulties), but only to the extent such facilities were described in TKR’s  written
report. In the event LG&E  so rejects any portion of the System (indicating the specific
deficiencies in the System), TKR shall thereafter undertake to correct the deficiencies, to re-
test the facilities and to submit new test results to LG&E for its approval or rejection at the
earfiest practicable time. Any testing results provided by TKR to LG&E  or developed by
LG&E during the ‘Term” of this Agreement (as defined in Section 2) shall be subject to the
confidentiality and nondisclosure provisions of Section 20, below.
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CV> LG&E shail be re:mburti  promptly by TI(R for ail reasonable
costs  and exoenses  incurred bv LG&E in connecuon  wirh its activities conrempiated under this
Subsecrion  ( (other than the costs and expenses incurred in connection with LG&E’s  own
inspection and testing oi  the Svstem as provided in Subsection (iv), above), at LG&E.‘s actual
cost in employee time (which is  estimated as of the date of this Agreement to be $36.00 per
hour).

(vi) intentionally  Omitted].

(vii) flntentionally  Omitted 1.
.-

(viii} Throughout the Term,ZG&E  shall  use its  reasonable best efforts
to assist TKR in attaining entrance rights to any building in the Service Territory designated by
m, but only to the extent LG&E  then has similar entrance rights to  that building. LG&E
shall not be obligated to incur any expenses associated with its efforts hereunder, and will have
no obligation to  expand its existing facilities to accommodate such access by TKR. LG&E
shall also endeavor to notify TKR at the earliest practicable time in the event LG&E shall
intend to gain access for its utility services to any building or other structure which is newly
constructed or under development; provided that any notice of construction or installation
delivered by LG&E to TKR  as contemplated in Section l(c)(i) shall be deemed to satisfy the
provisions of the foregoing clause with respect to the buildings or structure identified therein.
Consistent with the foregoing, in the event LG&E shall propose to extend its Conduit
Structures to a particular building to which T’KR  also desires access, and in the event such
Conduit Structures, as originally proposed by LG&E,  would not be suitable to accommodate
the needs specified by TKR  (as permitted under this Agreement), then LG&E  shall, upon the
reasonable request  of TKR,  endeavor to modify its planned Conduit Structures to so
accommodate TKR’s  needs;  provided, that TKR  shall be solely responsible for, and shall
timely pay to LG&E, ail incremental costs and expenses incurred by LG&E  in modifying its
Conduit Structure!s  to meet TKR’s  request. Notwithstanding the foregoing, LG&E’s
modification of its proposed Conduit Structures shall be subject to the limitations provided for
elsewhere in this Agreement.

(ix) Throughout the Term, LG&E  shall use its reasonable best efforts
to notify TKR  at the earliest practicable time in the event LG&E  intends to install its electric
utility  conductors and related ducts, innerducts and other facilities directly within underground
earthen trenches to be dug by LG&E  in the Service  Territory, and without the installation Of
Conduit Mructures  for the protection of the same. In addition, to the extent permissible under
appiicable  laws, rules, regulations and ordinances, LG&E  shall use its reasonable best efforts
to permit TKR  to  install (at its expense) the Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables and related splices,
ducts and innerducts of TKR in the trenches so dug by LG&E  (at such locations in those
trenches as LG&E  shall reasonably determine), blltlto (A) such installation by
TKR  would not, in LG&E’s  reasonable business judgment, interfere with LG&E’s  ability  to
provide its electric utility services to any of its customers, and (B)  TKR has provided LG&E
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wtth e-.xience reasonaDiy sausiacrory  to LGGiE  that TKR has obtained  ZLY governmental and
rhird-party  consents. perm:~. autfiotizations  and approvais  necessary  in order ior  TKR to

e instail  its faciiities in those ?Jenches. TKR agrees to reimburse LGgLE for its incremental costs
and expenses incurred in order for LG&E to ar’ford  TKR access to any trenches pursuant to
this Subsection (ixj.  Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary, LG&E shall
be emitled to discontinue its periormance  under this Subsection (ix) at any time in the event
(y) LG&E shail determine. in good faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business
judgment. that its continued performance hereunder wouid vioiate  or be corm-q  to any
appiicable  laws, rules, regulations or ordinances then in effect. or (z)  any governmental agency
or regulatory authority, or any court or other tribunal, having jurisdiction over LG&E’s
businesses or operations, shall order that LG&E discontinue such pedo~~~ce  for any reason,
shall order that LG&E provide similar services to any person or entity in addition to, or in lieu
of, TKR, shall deny rate treatment for any costs or expenses incurred by LG&E by reaSOn  of
such services which are not reimbursed by TKR hereunder upon LG&E’s  demand, or shali
order a generai or special rate refund regarding any such costs or expenses.

2 . &m. This Agreement shall commence effective as of the date first written
above, and shall continue in effect until the fortieth (40th) anniversary of such date (the
“Term”). Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement may be terminated prior to the
expiration of the Term under the circumstances provided for in Section 6. Upon the expiration
of the Term, this Agreement shall immediateiy terminate and be rendered of no further force
or fact whatsoever, with the exception of: (a) the parties’ rights and obligations regarding any
misrepresentation, breach of warranty or nonfulfillment of any covenant or agreement
occurring  hereunder prior to the expiration of the Term, which shall be deemed to stive for
a period of one (1) year following such expiration, and thereafter  with respect to any claim for
breach properly asserted by a party during that one (1) year  period; and (b)  any provisions of
this Agreement which expressly provide for their survival following the expiration or
termination of this Agreement, which shall survive for the relevant period(s) set forth therein
or, if no such periods are set forth therein, indefinitely.

3 . . . . In consideration of the Conduit
License, the Above Ground License and LG&E’s  other covenants and agreements contained in
this Agreement, TKR agrees as follows:

(a) L&XIX  nf Fiber.  Throughout the Term, TKR hereby grants to
E&E (and agrees  to cause its relevant Affilktes,  if any, to grant to LG&E)  an exclusive,
royaky-free  right and license to use the following assets and faciiities  which are or may
hereafter become a part of or incorporated in the Extended System, 24 hours a day, seven (7)
days  a week, whether or not installed  in or attached to LG&E’s  Structures (collectively, the
‘Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E”), but subject to TKR’s reservation of rights provided for in
Section 3(f), and subject to the limitations set forth in Sections l(d) and 3(l):
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(9 The rirst  usedie  i2 fiber opuc  srrancis  f’Fiber  Strands”) of any
Fiber Cable or FOG Wire installed or to be insrailed by or for TKR or any of its Affiliates as a

P paxt of the ‘%xkbone of the Extended System’. subject to the iimitations provided below. For
purposes of this Agreement. the ‘Backbone of the Extended System” shall mean: (A) the Fiber
Cable ardor  FOG Wire. or series of interwnnected  Fiber Cables and/or FOG Wires
(coilectively,  the ‘Interconnected Fiber Cables”), constituting the primary rings of the
Extended System installed or to be installed by or for TKR and/or its Affrliatc(,s)  in the
approximate locations identified in the system maps previously delivered by T’KEX  to LG&E,
consisting of approximately 110 linear miles of Interconnected Fiber Cables in the Setvice
Territory (as such rings may be expanded, replaced or relocated from time-to-time by TKR or
such Affiliates) (the “Initial Rings”); (B) any additional Interconnected Fiber Cables installed
or to be installed by or for TKR and/or its Afftiiate(s)  as primary rings of the Extended System
(as such rings may be expanded. replaced or relocated from time-to-time) (collectiveiy,  the
*Additional Rings”), including without limitation, all Interconnected Fiber Cables which
originate at a point on an Initial Ring or another Additional Ring, and which end at that same
point. at any other point on that ring, or at a point on another Initial Ring or Additional Ring;
and (C) any Fiber Cable and/or FOG Wire of the types provided for in Subsection (d)(i),
below. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event TKR (in its discretion) installs Fiber Cable
or FOG Wire as a part of any Additional Ring containing less than 68 Fiber Strands, then the
number of Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E hereunder with respect to such Fiber Cable or
FOG Wire shall be limited to one-sixth (l/6) of the total number of Fiber Strands contained in
that Fiber Cable or FOG Wire, as the case may be (rounded to the nearest whole number), hut
in more than the first useable  12 Fiber Strands, or less than the first useable  two (2)

/h Fiber Strands. The Initial Rings (including any replacements thereof) shall be maintained by
TKR  throughout the Term as a continuous interconnected loop of Fiber Cables and/or FOG
W i i . TKR  agrees that in no event shall the Fiber Cable or FOG Wire installed or to  be
installed as a part of the Initial Rings contain less than 12 Fiber Strands at any location. XXI
addition, at no time shall Coaxial Cable be used by TKR  or any of its Affiliates as a part of the
Backbone of the Extended System, it being agreed that the Backbone of the Extended System
(and any replacements thereof, in whole or in part) shall consist solely of Fiber Cables and/or
FOG Wires.

(ii) A number of the first useable  Fiber Strands contained in any
Fiber Cable and/or  FOG Wire installed or to be installed by or for TKR  or any of its Affiiiates
as a part of the Extended System anywhere in the Nine County Area (exclusive of the
Backbone of the Extended System, the Aquired Systems and the Excluded Systems) quai  to
one-sixth (116th) of the  total number of Fiber Strands contained in that Fiber Cable or FOG
Wire,  as the case may be, hid more than the first 12 useable  Fiber Strands, nr  lest
than the first useable  two (2) Fiber Strands. The parties agree that the foregoing license shall
include, without limitation, Fiber Strands contained in each of the following: (x) aU
Interconnected Fiber Cables originating at a hub site on any Initial Ring or Additional Ring,
and tmninating  at a splice enclosure at any node location on the Extended System; (y) all
Interconnected Fiber Cables originating at any node location or other location on the Extended
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system,  and extending  to tie premises oi  any customer of m or any Of its Affiliates
(inciuciing without Limitation. Fiber Cable or FOG Wire which thereder  exits tie premises of
such customer and extenas  to any other customer or to another potion  of the Extended
System,;  and (z) anv Fiber Cable  and/or FOG Wire of the types provided for in Subsection
(d)(iij  below. LG&E shail be responsible for obtaining all consents and approvals of third-
party properry  owners necessary to access the Interconnected Fiber Cables extending to their
premises. TKR shall  reasonabiy  cooperate with LG&E in its efforts to  obtain such consents
and approvals.

(iii) TKR shall be entitled to designate the specific Fiber Strands
within each Fiber Cable that are licensed to LG&E.hereunder;  provided, that (A) TKR agrees
to use its reasonable best efforts (y) to dedicate a particular colored bundle of Fiber Strands
within each Fiber Cable contained in the Initial Rings and any Additional Rings for LG&E’s
exclusive use hereunder, including where the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E consist of 12
Fiber Strands in a particular Fiber Cable, and (z) to dedicate the “rose” and “aqua” colored
Fiber Strands for the exclusive use of LG&E hereunder throughout the ‘Lateral Cable
Facilities” (as defined in Subsection 3(b)) and throughout ail other relevant portions of the
Extended System (other than the Backbone of the Extended System), (B)  TKR will use its
reasonable best efforts to  limit the number of colors (in addition to the “rose” and “aqua”
coiors)  utilized to provide LG&E  its Fiber Strands included in the Lateral Cable Facilities, and
(C) TKR  will provide LG&E,  upon its reasonable request from time-to-time, with full color
system maps of the Extended System, indicating the specific colors and locations of the Fiber
Strands Licensed to LG&E and, where relevant, the specific locations where TKR  has spiked
Fiber Strands of one color with those of another color. TKR  agrees in all cases to designate
for LG&E’s  use hereunder only  Fiber Strands which are fully useable  in accordance with
industry standards, and which have been spliced by TKR  in accordance with the provisions of
this Agreement (unless this Agreement contemplates that those Fiber Strands will not be
spiked  by TKR).

(b) . . .Tnreral . Subject to the provisions of
Sections l(d) and 3(l), ail Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables and FOG Wire installed or to be
installed by or for TKR or any of its Afftites  as a part of the Extended System anywhere in
the Nine County Area  (exciusive  of the Backbone of the Extended System, the Acquired
Systems and the Excluded Systems, but inclusive of the Fiber Cables and FOG Wii
referenced in Section 3(a)(ii),  above), whether installed pursuant to this Agreement, pursuant
to  the Existing Agreement or the Cable Television Tariff, or otherwise, and regardless of
whether installed in or on LG&E Structures, are collectively referred to in this Agreement as
the ‘L&d  Cable Facilities.”

-

6)  mag=.
that, in the event TKR (or its applicable AffIiate(s))  shall install, repair or rep&e  Fiber Cable
or  FOG  Wire  which is or becomes a part of the Extended System, and in the event the spikes
to  be made by TKR (or such Affiliate) to its own Fiber Strands are of the  nature of straight,
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‘ad-to-end” spikes  (a apposed  to ‘T” or spiit sqiices~,  TKR shall. at its expense. spike (or
CRUST its reievmt  hffiliate  to spiice,  the Fiber Strands  Licensed to LG&E in the same manner
and to the same extent as the Fiber Strands ot’  TKR (or such Affiliate(s)),  so that the Fiber
Strands Licensed to LG&E shall extend to the same locations in the Service Territory as those
Fiber Strands reserved to TKR and its Affiliates. Where appropriate. TKR shall  cause the
Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E to be spliced ‘color-to-color” consistent with Section 3(a)(iii).
Where TKR (or its Affiliate) proposes to spiicc its Fiber Strands at a particuiar  location in a
manner other than as a straight, “end-to-end” spike with other Fiber Strands, or where TKR
(or such Affiliate)  decides not to splice any of its Fiber Strands at a particular location, TKR
shall be entitled not to splice the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  at that IoMon (but shall
maintain and provide LG&E,  from time-to-time upon its reasonable request, a complete map
of the Extended  System showing ail locations where LG&E’s  Fiber Strands have not been
spliced  by TKR (or such Affiliate)). TKR shall afford LG&E  reasonable access to the
Extended System throughout the Term in order to splice its Fiber Strands. AS a part of the
Work Plans described in Section l(f), TKR  shall include a detailed description (in&ding
location) of all proposed splices of TKR’s  or its Affiliate’s Fiber Cables or FOG Wire to be
made other than as a straight fiber splice. In addition, TKR shall provide LG&E notice of aiI
proposed splices of any Fiber Cables or FOG Wire which are or will become a part of the
Extended System, but not the System (including a detailed description of the proposed spikes
and their locations), to the extent the same will be made other than as a straight fiber splice.
In the event following TKR’s  initial splicing of the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E in
accordance with this Subsection (c), LG&E desires to change the manner in which such Fiber
Strands are spliced, or to make additional splices of those Fiber Strands with other Fiber
Strands or equipment of LG&E,  such additional splices may be made by LG&E,  in its
discretion and at its expense, and with the supervision of an employee of TKR  designated by
TKR. LG&E shali  promptly reimburse TKR  for its cost in employee time for providing sucfi
supervision, and shall ensure that ail of its employees, agents and contractors who at any time
access the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  are appropriately trained with regard to the
installation of Fiber Cables and the splicing of Fiber Strands. LG&E  shall be solely
responsible for maintaining all relevant information regarding the splices made by LG&E  (and
not by TKR  for LG&E)  with respect to any Fiber Strands, including the locations of all LG&E
splice points.

0) Upon LG&E’s  request from time-to-time, TKR  shall install
additional  Fiber Cables  originating from locations on the Initial Rings or any Additional Rings
designated by LG&E,  sufficient to extend the Fiber Strands on those rings which are licensed
to LG&E (or any portion of those strands designed by LG&E)  to any one or more LG&E
facilities  located within 5,280 linear feet of such ring(s), but only to the extent appropriate
easements, rights-of-way or other similar rights are avaiiable  to TKR  sufficient for such
installation. Any such extended Fiber Strands shall constitute a part of the Fiber Strands
Licensed to LG&E for ail purposes under this Agreement. LG&E  shall endeavor to obtain the
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appr0pm.e asements. r.ght.s  of  way and orher  simiiar rights  in the name oi  TKR. or jointly in
the names oi  LG&E  =~na  IXR  (in  LG&E’s  discrenonl:  provided. LG&E shall have no

P obiigauon  to expend funds to secure such rights for the accoum  of TKR. If, despite LG&E’s
efforts. ihose easements. rights-of-way or otier  simiiar  rights are avaiiabie  to LG&E but not to
TKR. ?XR shall consu-ucl  and instail  the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E through the point
where TKR’s easements.  rights of way or other simiia.r  rights end. but shall only be required
to insti  additional Fiber Cables and associated faciiities  beyond that point for LG&E as an
independent contractor. which additional Fiber Cables and associated facilities shail be and
remain the exclusive property  of LG&E.  Thereafter, any attempts by LG&E to interconnect
its Fiber Cables with the Fib&  Strands Licensed to LG&E,  or with any Coaxial Cable which is
the subject of the ‘Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E” (as  defined in Section 3(g)), shall be
conducted only with the direct supervision of an employee of TKR designated by TKR.
LG&E shall promptly reimburse T’KR  for its actual cost for employee time with respect to
such supervision. TICR agrees to install all such Fiber Cable at no initial cost to LG&E,
provided LG&E agrees  to promptly reimburse TKR for each foot of cable  in excess of 500 feet
actually installed to each facility designated by LG&E,  at TKR’s  actual cost for time and
mater&  (which is estimated as of the date hereof to be $2.00 per i2-strand  foot installed).
LG&E may elect to instail  a.~ or any portion of such Fiber Cable, at its expense, but shail not
be entitled to use any easements, rights of way or other similar rights of TKR in connection
with such installation, without TKR’s prior written consent (which shall  not be unreasonably
withheld). In the event LG&E elects to install such Fiber Cable, TKR agrees to reasonably
eoqerate  with LG&E in connection with the same. Nothing herein shall be deemed to restrict
LG&E’s  ability to extend such Fiber Cables beyond the 5,280 foot limitation provided for

/h above, at LG&E’s  expense. In addition, nothing herein shall be deemed to restrict TKR’s
ability to extend Fiber Strands of its own to LG&E’s  facilities,  or to extend such Fiber Strands
beyond those facilities, provided TKR has ohwise satisfied the provisions of this Agreement
with respect to the installation  of the Fiber Strands on or within LG&E  Structures.

(ii) Upon LG&E’s  request from time to time, TKR shall install
additional Fiber Cables originating from node locations on the Laterai  Cable Facilities
designated by LG&E, sufficient to extend two (2) of the  Fiber Strands at that node location
which are licensed to LG&E  to any one or more LG&E  facilities located within 5,280 linear
feet  of such node location, but only  to the extent appropriate easements, rights-of-way or other
similar rights are available to TKR sufficient for such installation. Any such extended Fiber
Strands shaIl constitute a part of the Fiber Strands Iknsed  to LG&E  for all purposes under
this Agreement. LG&E shall endeavor to obtain the appropriate easements, rights of way and
other similar rights in the name of TKR, or jointly in the name of LG&E and TKR (ii
LG&E’s  discretion); provided, LG&E shall have no obligation to expend funds to secure such
rights for the account  of TKR. If, despite LG&E’s  efforts, those easements, rights-of-way or
other similar rights are available to LG&E but not to TKR, TKR shall construct and install the
Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E through the point where TKR’s  easements, rights of way ami
other similar rights end, but shall only be required to install additional Fiber Cabks and
associated facilities  beyond that point for LG&E’s  account as an independent contractor, which
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ahiitionai  Fijer C;bies and asmiami  fxiiities  shall be and remain me exciusive  properry  of
LG&E. There&y.  any attempts by LG&E to interconnect its Fiber Cables with the Fiber
Strands Licensed to LG&E.  or with any Coaxial Cable which is the subject of the Bandwidth
Licensed to LG&E provided for in Section 3(g), shall be conducted only  with the direct
supervision of an emplovee  oi TKR designated by TKR. LG&E  shall promptly reimburse
TKR for its actual cost for employee time with respect to such suoervision.  TKR agrees to
install ah such Fiber Cable at no initial cost to LG&E.  provided LG&E  agrees to reimburse
TKR for each foot of cable in excess of 500  feet actually installed to  each faciiity designated
by LG&E,  at TKR’s actual cost for time and materials (which is estimated as of the date
hereof to be $1.75 per 2-strand  foot installed). LG&E may elect to inst.aU  all or any portion of
such Fiber Cables, at its expense, but shall not be qatitkd to use any easements, rights of way
or other similar rights of TKR in connection with such installation, without TKR’s  prior
written consent (which shall not be unreasonably withheld). In the event LG&E elects to
install such Fiber Cable, TKR agrees to reasonably cooperate with LG&E  in connection with
the same. Nothing herein  shall be deemed to restrict LG&E’s  ability to extend such Fiber
Cables beyond the 5,280 foot limitation provided for above, at LG&E’s  expense. In addition,
nothing herein shall be deemed to restrict TKR’s  ability to extend Fiber Strands of its own to
LG&E’s  facilities, or to extend such Fiber Strands beyond those  facilities, provided TKR  has
otherwise satisfied the  provisions of this  Agreement with respect to the installation of the Fiber
Strands on or within LG&E Structures.

(iii) Notwithstanding anything to the  contrary contained in Subsection
(d)(i) or (d)(ii), above, TKR shall have no obligation to install  such additional Fiber Cables
upon the request of LG&E: (A) until such time as LG&E shall, upon the request of TKR,
provide TKR  with evidence reasonable satisfactory to it that LG&E  has all nccessaq
authorizations and approvals of relevant property owners and governmental authorities for the
installation  (to the extent TKR does not have such necessaq  authorizations and approvals); o r
(B)  in the  event TKR  shall  determine, in good faith and in the exercise of its reasonable
business judgement, that the installation of such additional Fiber Cables would adverseiy affect

TKR’s  ability to provide its communications setices  to its customers generally; or (C) to the
extent installation by TKR  of such additional Fiber Cables would result in a violation of any
applicable statute, law, rule, regulation or ordinance, or any order of any governmental
authority, would result in an unsafe or hazardous condition relative to the public generally  or
to TKR’s  equipment or facilities, or would be contrary to any provision of this Agreement.

(iv) Any requests made by LG&E  pursuant to this Subsection (d) shall
set  forth the  mutes,  the locations of splice points, the diversity requirements and the requested

WmpietiOn dates for TKR to construct  and instad  the relevant Fiber Cable. TKR shall  use its
reasonable best efforts to install and make  such cable available to  LG&E  within 90  days of any
quest.  Notwithstanding anything contained in this Subsection (d) to the contrary, in the
event TUI shall elect to extend Fiber Strands  to a part,hhr location in addition to,  and
together  with, the Fiber Strands quested by LG&E pursuant to Subsection (i) or (ii) above,
LG&E’s  obligation to reimburse TKR  for the same shall remain at TKR’s  actual cost for time
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and matenais  to insti the  number oi  Fiber S+xands  requezxi  by LGkE. However. TKR shall
be  responsibie  for any incremental material and labor costs necessary 10 install its additional

P Fiber Strands. LG&E  shail have no obligation with respect to the costs incurred by 73X in
installing Fiber Strands beyond the iccarion(s)  requested by LGGrE.

(v) LG&E agrees to indemnify and hold  TKR harmless from and
against any and all losses. costs. liabilities and expenses suffered or incurred by TKR resulting
from, arising out of or reiating  to TKR’s installation of additional Fiber Cables at LG&E’s
request pursuant to  Subsection  (d)(i) or (d)(ii), above, except as otherwise provided in those
Subsections, and except to the extent resulting from or arising out of the negligence or willful
misconduct of TKR or its agents, employees or contractors.

(4 fitcntionally Omitted].

(0 For so long as LG&E shall not have a need for the same, TKR
Shall be entided  to use any of the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  on the Initial Rings, any
Additional Rings and the Lateral Cable Facilities, for its own purposes, subject to the
limitations and requirements set forth elsewhere in this Agreement. At such time as LG&E
shall determine that it has a need for the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E on an Initial Ring or
Additional Ring, or on a particular Lateral Cable Facility, it shall give TKR written notice of
the same, specifying the Fiber Strands needed. TKR shall make all such Fiber Strands

/-- available for the immediate and, subject to the provisions of Subsection (ii) below, exclusive
use of LG&E and its Affiliates  within 60 days after TKR’s  receipt of LG&E’s  notice. Such
Fiber  Strands shall be in good and workable condition upon their delivery by TKR.

(ii) If, at any time during the Term, TKR shall  determine that it has a
reasonable  need  to utiiize  excess capacity on Fiber Strands that are licensed to (and which are
being utilized by) LG&E hereunder, due to chronic capacity restraints on TKR’s own Fiber
Strands, TKR shall fmt  submit to LG&E  a written request to utilize such excess capacity.
TKR’s  request  shall  identify the specific Fiber Strands of LG&E  to be utilized, shall specify
the duration of TKR’s proposed use, shall describe in detail  the method by which TKR intends
to realize such excess capacity without adverseiy affecting  LG&E’s  existing or intended use of
the Fiber  Strands Licensed to LG&E  (including, where reievant,  TKR’s specific  plans to
multiplex  LG&E’s  and TKR’s signals or digital data streams),  and shall specify the total
capacity on the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  which TKR desires to utilize. Within 30
days after  its receipt of such request, LG&E  shall notify TKR whether (and to the extent)
LG&E believes, in good faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment: (A) that
LG&E shall have need for such excess capacity on the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E in the
foreseeable future, or (B)  that such proposed use by TKR would interfere with or adversely
affect LG&E’s  own use of such Fiber Strands. Thereafter, TKR shall be entitled to  utilize the
Fiber  Stmxis License-d to  LG&E only to the extent (A) and (B), above, shall not apply, ad
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tien  oniv in the manner  bind for the duration set  forth  in T?X’s  written request. X11  costs and
expense; incurred in affording TKR access to any excess c;ipaclty  on the Fiber Strands
Licensed to LGSLE. inciuding  without iimitation.  the cost of any new equipment or equipment
upgrades required for the same. shall be the sole responsibility of. and shall be timeiy paid by,
TKR. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event LG&E shail  at any time determine, in good
faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment. that LG&E shall have need for
any excess capacity on the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E then being utilized by TKR
hereunder, TKR shall  discontinue such use within 60  days after written  notice  thereof is
delivered by LG&E. In addition, in the event LG&E shall at any time determine, in good
faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that any use by TKR  of capacity
on the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E is interfering with or adversely affecting LG&E’s  own
use of such Fiber Strands, TKR shall, upon notice of the same from LG&E,  promptly use
TKR’s best efforts to eliminate such interference; provided, that in the  event TKR is thereafter
unable to eliminate such interference within 48 hours of LG&E’s  notice, TKR shall
immediately discontinue such use. LG&E shall have no obligation or liability of any nature to
TWX  or any other person by reason of any discontinuation of TKR’s  use of the Fiber Strands
Licensed to LG&E.

(iii) TKR acknowledges that LG&E may, from time-to-time, have
accesS  to, or the right to utilize, Fiber Cable, FOG Wire, Coaxial Cable and related equipment
and facilities owned by LG&E or its Afftites,  or by persons other than TKR and its
Affiliates, in the Service Territory (‘Third-Party Facilities”), including without limitation,
Third-Party Facilities interconnected with Fiber Strands and Coaxial Cable which are the
subject of LG&E’s  licenses under this Agreement. TKR shall have no right to utilize such
Third-Party Facilities at any time or for any purpose, whether pursuant to this Subsection (f)
or otherwise, without the prior written consent of LG&E  and such other parties (if applicable).

(9 Subject to the limitations set forth in Section 3(l), throughout the
Term,  TKR hereby grants to LG&E  (and shall cause each of its relevant Affiliates, if any, to
grant  to LGkE)  an exclusive, royalty-free right and license to use an uninterrupted segment of
bmhM.h capacity  on all Lateral  Cable Facilities which are now a part of the Extended
System, or which may hereafter become a part  of the Extended System, in each case affording
L&E (A) not  ks than 100  KHz of ‘Usable  Bandwidth” (as defined below) and 25  KHz of
‘Spillover  Bandwidth: (as defined below) on each side of that Useable  Bandwidth, for every
1,600 customers of TKR and/or  its Affiliates in the Service Territory (collectively, the ‘TKR
Customers”), extending from the premises of such customers, upstream in the direction of
m’s (or its relevant Affiliates’) facilities,  and ending at the relevant hub site on an InitiZd
Ping  or Additional Ring, and (B)  not less  than 100  KHz of Useable  Bandwidth and 25  KHZ of
Spillover  Bandwidth on each side of that Useable  Bandwidth, for every 5,000 TKR Customers,
extending downstream from each hub site on an Initial Ring or Additional Ring, to the
p=mi=  of such ‘RR Customers, 24 hours a day, seven (7)  days a week (collectively, the
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‘mawidth Licensed IO LG&E’).  .U used in r.his  Agreement, the term ‘Useable  Bandwidth”
shail  mean dedicated. unintemuoted  and unobsuucred  bandwidth capacity over which no

/‘- channeis  or signals (or reiated sidebands) shall be present nrhert the of LG&E and its
hff%at.es, and the term ‘Spiilover  Bandwidth” shall mean dedicated.  uninterrupted and
unobstructed  bandwidth canacirv over which no channeis  or signals of LG&E.  TKR, any of
their respective Affiliates dr ani  other persons or entities shall be present, nrher LG&E’s
sidebands from its  channel(s)  or signai(s)  transmitted over its  Useable  Bandwidth, and any
sidebands from adjacent channels or signals of TKR, its Afftiates or their respective
customers. LG&E agrees that its and/or its Affrliatcs’ sidebands in the Spillover Bandwidth
shalI not exceed the energy levels set forth on E&bitJZ attached hereto and made a part
hereof, and TKR agrees not to permit its, its relevant Affiliates’ or any TKR Customers’
sidebands in the Spillover  Bandwidth to exceed the energy levels set forth on Exhibit for
‘Other Sideband”. In addition, LG&E shall not, and shall not permit its Afftiatcs to, place
any signal on the Bandwidth Licensed  to LG&E if the carrier or center frequency for that
signal is outside of LG&E’s  Useable  Bandwidth, and TKR shall not, and shall not permit  its
Affiliates or any TKR Customers to, place any signal on the Extended System if the carrier or
center frequency for that signal is inside the Spillover  Bandwidth licensed to LG&E.  The
parties herero  agree that the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E shall be made available by TKR
and its relevant Affiliates to LG&E  24 hours a day, seven (7)  days a week, using portions of
the baaI  Cable  Facilities orhp.r the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E.  The Bandwidth
Licensed to LG&E shall be provided by TKR  throughout the Lateral Cable Facilities (and on
each portion of those facilities) using the same segment or range of bandwidth in the total
spectrum of bandwidth in the relevant direction. Bandwidth provided by TKR  in the upstream

r‘ direction (customer to TKR  facility) shall be drawn from the  5 to 12 MHz  range of bandwidth,
and bandwidth provided by TKR  in the downstream direction m facility to customer) will
be drawn from the 50 to 90 MHZ  range of bandwidth, as determined by TKR  in its reasonable
discretion. Once TKR has initially allocated to LG&E a particular segment or range of
bandwidth for its use under this Agreement, TKR  shall not thereafter attempt to provide
LG&E a different or alternate segment or range of bandwidth without the prior written  consent
of LG&E. The  total power transmitted by LG&E at any one time over the Bandwidth
Licemed  to LG&E  shall not exceed the following levels (unless otherwise agreed to by TKR),
subject to LG&E’s  right to transmit data at the rate(s) provided for in Subsection (g)(i.i),
below:

(y) In the upstream direction (customer to TKR  facility), the
levei reasonably specified by TKR from time-to-time, me!asured  with the carrier(s)
unmodulated and at peak  total power (which in any event shall be no less than the highest
power  levei at which ail other carriers (including without limitation, those of TKR  and its
Affiliates)  are permitted to transmit signals over any other bandwidth capacity located within
the 5 to 12 MHZ range, or, in the event there are no other carders in that range, at the highest
power level which is possible without unreasonably affecting  the signals or channels of TKR,
its Affiliates  or their respective  customers); and
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(2) In the downsuezq direction lTKR faciiity to customer),
the  levei which is thei~&hpr  ti  15dB  beiow the ciosest video carrier’s power ievei, or the
highest power ievei at which ail other non-video chimers  (including without limitation. those oi
TKR and its Affiliates) are permitted to transmits signais over any other bandwidth capacity
located within the 50 to 30  MHZ range, in either case measured with the carrier(s)
unmoduiated  and at peak total power.

(a LG&E  and its Affiliates  shall be entitled. in its discretion, to  use
the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E  on the Lateral Cable Faciiities  to transmit data at a rate of
up to 64,000 bits per second in each direction. Data rates exceeding 64,000 bits per second
shall be ailowed,  provided the 100  KHz of UseablsBandwidth is not exceeded, except by
LG&E’s  sidebands in the Spillover Bandwidth, as contemplated above. TKR does not warrant
the suitability of the Extended System at rates exceeding 64,000 bits per second. In the event
LG&E shall at any time desire additional bandwidth capacity on any Lateral Cable Facilities,
LG&E shall notify TKR in writing, specifying the increased capacity and the direction(s) for
such capacity desired, and identifying the Lateral Cable Facilities in question. Within 30 days
after its receipt of such notice, T’KR  shah notify LG&E whether (and to the extent) TKR
believes, in good faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that such
additional bandwidth capacity then exists on the designated Lateral Cable Facilities, and
whether (and to the extent) TKR or its relevant Affiliate shall have need for such additional
bandwidth in the for&le  future. To the extent such additional bandwidth capacity is not so
needed, TICR  shall make the same available to LG&E,  at no cost or expense to LG&E,  and
such additional bandwidth capacity shall constitute part of the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E
for ail purposes hereunder. Notwithstanding the foregoing (A) in the event TKR shall at any
time determine, in good faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that TKR
shall have need for any additional bandwidth capacity made available to LG&E  pursuant to this
Subsection (g)(ii),  LG&E  shall discontinue its use of such additional bandwidth capacity within
60  days after  written request therefor  is delivered by TKR; and (B)  in the event TKR shall at
any time determine, in good faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that
any use by LG&E of additional bandwidth capacity pursuant to this Subsection (g)(ii) is
interfering with or adversely affecting TKR’s use of other bandwidth capacity on the Lateral
Cable Facilities, LG&E shall, upon notice of the same from TKR,  promptly use LG&E’s  ti
efforts to eliminate such interference; provided, that in the event LG&E  is thereafkr  unable  to
eliminate such interference within 48 hours of TKR’s  notice, LG&E  shall immediately
discontinue such use of that additional bandwidth capacity. TKR  shall have no obligation or
liability of any nature to LG&E  or any other person by reason of any discontinuation of
LG&E’s  use of the additional bandwidth capacity.

(iii) LG&E  shall be solely responsible for installing its own equipment
and facihties  (exclusive of Coaxial Cable, Fiber Cable and FOG Wire, and the equipment Of
TKR  referenced below) necessary in order to utilize the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E;
provided,  that TKR  and its Affiliates shah at ail times reasonably cooperate with LG&E  in its
efforts to access and ~tiiize such bandwidth, including without limit&ion,  by permitting LG&E
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to mrerconnect  LG&E’s  own equipment. fsciiiries  and cabie (including without limitation. the
Fiber Strand s L’xenti  to LG&E inciuded  in the Eackbone  of the Extended System) to the
Laterai Cabie Facilities and other reiated faciiities and equipment of TKR or its reievant
Affiliate. and by affording LG&E  (A) one ( 1) transmit and receive interface at the premises of
each TKR Customer in the form of a conventional 75 ohm impedance matched tap, and
(33)  one (1) transmit and receive interface at each TKR hub site for every node location served
by that hub site, in the form  of conventional 75 ohm impedance  matched termination(s).
LG&E agrees to indemnify and hold TKR harmiess  from and against any and ail losses, costs,
liabilities, damages and expenses resulting from or arising out of LG&E’s  installation of
LG&E’s  equipment, cable and facilities, and in interconnecting the same with those of TKR or
its Affiliates, in each case unless attributable to thenegiigence  or willful misconduct of TKR
or its agents or employees. LG&E’s  efforts to access such bandwidth shall be undertaken with
a view toward minimizing the adverse effects on TKR’s businesses and personnel.

(h) V. Except as otherwise provided in Section 6, LG&E
shall use the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E and the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E solely for
LG&E’s  or its Affiliates’ internal  uses (which are any uses not competing directly or indirectiy
with the businesses of TKR or its Affiliates), including without limitation, intracompany
communications, communications with Affiliates, communications with vendors, customers
and suppliers, communications with security and alarm service providers, meter reading and
@her eiewic  or gas energy-reiated  services which do not compete with TKR’s services
performed in compliance with Section l(c)(iv)  of this Agreement; provided, that LG&E and its
Affiliates shall, in their discretion, be entitled at any time to use the Fiber Strands Licensed to
I-G&E  and the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E to place telephone calls, facsimile transmissions
and other communications directly to one or more long-distance telephone carriers, for
transmission on the facilities of those carriers to any other person or entity, but only to the
extent such calls, transmissions or other communications relate to the businesses of LG&E
aWor  its AffiIiata of providing energy services  to others; and provided further, that nothing
contained herein shaU  restrict LG&E’s  abiiity  to use the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  and
the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E in direzt  or indirect competition with any energy setice~
businesses now or hereafter engaged in by TKR  or any of its Affiliates. LG&E  shall not enter
into any agreement for the use by any existing or future competitive access provider, local
exchange carrier, interexchange  carrier, cable TV company, any other teiecammunications
service provider, or any other person or entity (other than LG&E’s  Afftites),  of the Fiber
Strands  Licensed to LG&E  or the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E. Except as otherwise
provided in Section 6, TKR  will retain ownership of the entire System throughout the Term,
and will be responsible for all the burdens associated with such ownership. Subject to the
provisions of Subsectirm  (g)(i), above, LG&E shall not permit its communications signals
transmitted over the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E or the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E  t0
degrade the communications signals of TKR  or its Affiliates  transmitted over any of the Fiber
Strands or bandwidth reserved exclusively for TKR  and its Affiliates, in either case beyond the
level of degradation expected under normal use, consistent with industry standards.
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P (9 TKR hereby seiis. assigns. conveys, pkdges. transfers and grants
to i-G&E (and agrees to cause its relevant Affiliates (if any) to sell, assign, convey, pledge,
tramier  and grant to LG&E) a security interest in the following assets and properties: (A) the
Fiber  Strands Licensed to LG&E (whether contained in Fiber Cable or FOG Wire now or
hereakr  owned by JKR or any of its Affiliates),  (B)  the Fiber Strands of TKR and its
relevant  Affiliates over which LG&E is entitled to utilize  the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E,
whether now or hereafter  owned by TKR or such Affiliates. (C) the Coaxiai  Cables of TKR
ami its  relevant Affiliates located outside the city limits of the City of Louisville, Kentucky,
over which LG&E is entitled to utilize the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E,  whether now or
hereafter owned by TKR or such Affiliates, (D) the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E,  to the
extent relating to the  Fiber Strands and the Coaxial Cables described in Subsections (B)  and
(CA  above, and (E) ail splices, terminations and innerducts of TKR and its relevant Affiliates
relating  to any of the foregoing (cokctively,  the ‘Collateral”), in each case as collateral
security for the perfom~ance  by TKR of its covenants and agreements set forth in this
Agreement. including without limitation, the licenses granted to LG&E hereunder. The
security interests granted under this Subsection (i) shall include ail “proceeds” of the Collateral,
as that term is defined in the Uniform Commercial Code of Kentucky. TKR agrees to (and
agrees to cause its relevant Affiliates, if any, to) promptly execute any financing statements
(and any extensions, renewals and assignments thereof) reflecting  the security interests
described in this Subsection (i), upon the request of LG&E  from time-to-time. LG&E  shall
provide TKR  with copies of all such financing statements once filed with the appropriate

P governmental authorities. T’iCR  acknowledges that the filing by LG&E  of such financing
statements (and any extensions, renewals or assignments thereof) with any relevant
governmental or regulatory authorities in order to perfect LG&E’s  security interest in the
Collateral shall not be deemed to be a breach by LG&E  of its confidentiality and non-
cikiosure covenants set forth in Section 20. TKR hereby represents and warrants to LG&E
that the Collatexai  is being piedged  to LG&E  free and clear of all liens and encumbrances.
TKR agrees not to permit the further encumbrance of the Collateral without affording LG&E
at least five (5) days prior written notice of the same. The sexxrity  interests provided for in
this Section 3(i) shall survive the expiration or termination of this  Agreement for any reason,
and shall continue to be binding on TKR  and its relevant assets and properties for so long as
TKR  shall have any continuing obligations or liabilities to LG&E  or any of its
“Representatives~  (as defined in Section 16) pursuant to any provision of this Agreement.
LG&E  agrees that at such time, following the expiration or termination of this Agreement, as
TKR (or its sUCCeSSO r or pemitted  assign) shail  have fully  performed each and  every  pymmt
and performance obligation of TKR  provided for in this Agreement, LG&E  shall execute and
deliver to TKR  appropriate UCC-3 termination statements and other documents of release,
terminating and releasing the financing statements referenced above and the security interests
created hereby; provided, that LG&E may delay its termination and release  of those  fman&
statements and security interests for an additional period of 91 days, in the event LG&E
believes, in good  faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that there is a
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risk that TI;R may become  ~?e subjecr oi  a voiuntaq  or invoiuntary  bankruptcy  proce&ing
during that 31 da)i  period.

(ii) The parties hereto acknowiedge  that ~main assets and properties
of TKR uulized  to provide iu franchised cable television services to residents of the City of
Louisville (the ‘City Cable .4ssets”)  may not be encumberti by TKR without the prior
approval of the Louisviile  Board of Alderman. and acknowiedge that the seourity interests
created pursuant to this Subsection (3)(i) are not intended by the parties  to encumber the city
Cable Assets in any manner. TKR hereby represents, warrants and covenantS  to LG&E that
the Collateral is not and wiil not be inciuded  within the City Cable Assets. In the event it is
determined at any time that. despite the parties’ effkts and intentions, any portion of the
Collateral is included with the City Cable Assets, the same shah be deemed to be released
from the security interests created hereby; provided, that the foregoing release shall not apply
to any Collateral which hereafter becomes within the City Cable Assets solely  by r-n an
expansion of the city limits  of the City of Louisville beyond its present boundaries.

ti) Thirw
D. ‘RR hereby represents and warrkts  to LG&E that TKR owns (or will own, as
apphble) sole title to all Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire (if any), related splices,
termination  points and innerducts, and aU related communications equipment and facilities,
that are or will be used by TKR or any of its Afftiiates  anywhere in the Service Territory
(exclusive  of equipment or facilities leased from third-parties which are not Affiliates of TKR,
and exchsive  of the ‘Excluded Systems” and the .“Aquired Systems” provided for in Section

/? 301,  below). TKR further represents, warrants and covenants that TKR shall continue to hold
Sole  title to alI such assets and properties throughout the Term of this Agreement, and that no
agreement between TKR and any of its Affiliates now exists (or will hereafter  exist) that will
impede or otherwise adverseiy  affect the full use and enjoyment by LG&E  of the licenses and
other rights granted to it hereunder, or the ability of TKR to perform its covenants and
agreements set forth herein. In the event, at any time during the Term, it is determined that
any  Affiliate of TKR or any other person or entity owns title to any portion of the Extended
System  (other  than the Excluded Systems or the Acquired Systems), to any of the assets or
properties pledged to LG&E  as collateral security pursuant to Section 3(i), or to any other
assets or properties required for the performance by TKR of its covenants or agreements set
forth in this Agreement, TKR shaIl  cause such Affiliate or other person or entity to take! all
actions within its reasonable control as are necessary  to permit LG&E  and its successors and
permitted  assigns  to utilize the Extended System (or such other assets or properties) to the
fullest  extent contemplated in this Agreement, and, in the case of TKR’s Afftiiate,  to otherwise
perform and comply in all material respects with the provisions of this Agreement to the extent
reiating  to such AffiIiate’s  interests in the Extended System (or such other assets or
properties).

0 ArrP.c.  TKR and its relevant Affiliates  (if any) shall afford LG&E
reasonable  physical access to the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  and the Bandwidth Licensed
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to LG&E iand all reiated Fiber Strands and Coaxiai Cables) 2-I  hours a day, seven (7)  days  a
W& SO as to enable LGSLE  to utilize the Earended System to the fullest extent contempiated
in this Agreement:  provided. that LG&E shaii coordinate in advance such physical access with
T’KR.  TKR shall have the right to cause its agent or empioyee  to accompany LG&E’s agents
or employees at any time that they access the Extended System. and LG&E  shall promptly
reimburse TKR for its costs in employee time incurred in providing such supervision. LG&E
shall be entitled to  access the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  at any point on the Backbone of
the Extended System, but may access the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  and the Bandwidth
Licensed to LG&E on the Laterai  Cable Faciiities  only at splice enclosures,  splice points and
termination points at TKR’s  (or its relevant Affiliate’s) hub sites and node locations, and at
splice enclosures, splice points and termination poiats  located at the premises of the customers
of TKR  and/or  its Affiliates. Notwithstanding the.foregoing,  LG&E  shall be entitled to access
the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  at any  TKR  splice enclosure or other splice location on
the Lateral Cable Facilities in order to splice or re-splice the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E
in a manner satisfactory to LG&E,  but only to the extent necessary for LG&E to correct
splices that were improperly made by TKR or its contractors, for LG&E  to splice Fiber
Strands that were left unspliti by T’KR.  or for LG&E to otherwise maintain the Fiber Strands
Licensed to LG&E following any failure or refusal by TKR to maintain the same. LG&E shall
ensure that all of its agents and employees who access the Extended System are appropriately
qualified and trained for such work. LG&E shall indemnify and hold harmiess  TKR from and
against any and all damages, claims, liabilities, costs and expenses that may be incurred by
TKR resulting from or arising out of LG&E’s  physicai  access to the Fiber Strands Licensed to
LG&E and the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E,  unless attributable to the negiigence  or willful
misconduct of TKR  or its agents or employees.

(l) l!imhbm fnr C. Notwithstanding
anything contained in this Agreement to the contrary, the provisions of this Agreement shall
not apply in any manner with respect to any of the following:

(i) Any Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire or other reiated
communications assets located outside of Jefferson County, Kentucky, which are not now
owned by TKR,  and which are hereafter acquired by TKR or any of its ‘Subsidiaries” (as
defined  in Section 34),  with or without consideration, from one or more persons or entities
who are not ~UXI  AffZates  of TKR,  and who were not AffIiates  of TKR  within the 1%month
perid  hmdiatdy  preceding the date of such acquisition, 7 substantiaUy
all of such Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire or related  communications assets (as
apphcable) were installed and used by those una.ffiIiated  person(s) or entity(s) on a commercial
basis throughout that 12-month period, andinniY  such Fiber Cables, Coaxial
cables, FOG Wii and related communications assets were not included within the Extended
System at any time prior to their acquisition by TKR or its relevant Subsidiary(s) (each an
‘Acquired  System”); provided, that the foregoing exclusion from this Agreement shall not
apply  to (and the Acquired Systems shall not incIude)  any assets or properties acquired by
TKR  or its Subsidiary(s) pursuant to any installment sales transactions, any capital lease or
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lease-purchase ua.nsactions.  or any other simiiar  financing arrangements. or any assets which
were. ciirectiv  or indirccfiy,  conuoiled  bv TKR or any of its Affiliates tby operation of law,
contract or otherwise) during the I?-month  perrod immediately preceding their acquisition by
TKR Or  its Subsidiary(s); or

(ii) Any Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables. FOG Wire or other reiated
communications assets located outside of Jefferson County, Kentucky, which are now owned
or hereafter acquired or developed by any Affiliates of TKR other than its Subsidiaries, but not
by TKR itself (each an ‘Excluded  System”); provided, that the foregoing exclusion from this
Agreement shall not appiy to (and the Exciuded  Systems shail not include) any Fiber Cables,
Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire or other communications assets:

(A) which are hereafter assigned or transferred by TKR or any
of its  Subsidiaries to any one or more of its Affiliates;

03 which are hereafter owned by one or more Affiliates of
TKR, but are leased. licensed or otherwise made available for use by TKR or any of its
Subsidiaries (with or without consideration); or

(Cl which are located within areas contiguous to the Service
Territory,  which are then interconnected or to be interconnected, directly or indiiectiy, with
communications assets of TKR or its Affiliates located within the Service Territory, and for
which  TKR or any of its Subsidiaries provide 50% or more of its signals (video or otherwise),
w such cables, wire or other assets, were newly developed or installed by
TKR’s  AfEliat@s) following the date hereof, or are hereafter acquired by that Affiliate(s)
pursuant to an installment sale  transaction, a capital lease transaction, a lease-purchase
transaction or other similar  financing arrangement from an unaffiliated third-party who
developed such assets and properties within 12 months of their acquisition; or

(iii) Any Fiber Cables, Coaxiai  Cables, FOG Wire or other related
communications assets now or hereafter owned by any person or entity that is not now an
Affiliate of ‘RR, but which herea&  becomes such an Affiliate of TKR (other than
Subsidiaries of TKR),v such Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire or
other assets:

(A) were not previously owned by TKR  or any of its existing
Affiliates during the Term of this Agreement;

t-W are not at any time leased, licensed or otherwise made
available  for use by TKR or any of its Subsidiaries (with or without consideration); and

( C ) do not at any time or at any location impose upon or
transverse any public rights-of-way established by any governmental entity or p0iitica.l
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subdivision ior  the use and enjoyment oi  pubiic  culities.  municipai  WW32S  Or the public
generaily;

it being expressiv undersrood  bv the parties that the exception provided for in this Subsection
(iiij  is intended &I cover  only skgie iocarion  communications assets that are owned or
developed by future TKR Affiliates. such as communications systems deveioped by Affiliates
of TKR in a commercial office building for the communications n&s of persons in that
building, and communications systems deveioped and utilized at one building or location for
the purpose of producing program content or other communications signals for delivery to
signal carriers (such as TKR) located within the adjacent public rights-of-way; or

:=
(iv) Any Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire or other related

communications assets now or hereafter owned by any person or entity that is not now an
Affiliate of TKR, but which hereafter becomes an Affiliate of TKR (other than Subsidiaries of
TKR), v, such Fiber Cables, Coaxiai  Cables, FOG Wire or other assets:

(A) were not previously owned by TKR or any of its existing
Affiliates during the Term of this Agreement;

@I are not at any time leased, licensed or otherwise made
available for use by TKR or any of its Subsidiaries (with or without compensation); and

(C) are not at any time used by the person or entity owning
the same to transmit, carry or deliver multichannel entertainment video for direct delivery to
residential homes or commercial establishments in the Service Territory (whether for its own
account or for the account of any other person or entity, including TKR).

Notwithstanding  the provisions of Subsection 3(l)(h),  above, in the case of Fiber Cables  and
FOG  Wke the Fiber Strands for which are hereafter owned jointly by TKR and any of its
Affiliates, or are owned in part by TKR and in part by that Affiliate, the Extended System
shall be deemed to include the Fiber Strands so owned by TKR (whether jointly or otherwise),
and TKR shall take all such actions as are necessary to afford LG&E the Fiber Strands
Licensed to LG&E  with respect to the same. TKR acknowledges that any Fiber Cable,
Coaxial Cable, FOG Wiie or other communications assets relating to any Aquired Systems  or
the Exchied  Systems, and any right of TKR or its AfW to maintain or use the same on or
M&I  any LG&E Structures, shall be governed: (y)  in the case of the Aquired Systems,
solely by reference to such agreements or poie  attachment tariffs, if any, as are then in effect
between,  or applicable to, LG&E and those unaffiliated  persons or entities (and then, in the
case of such agreements, only to the extent the same were assignable to TKR (or its relevant
Subsidiary) without the prior consent of LG&E,  or were assigned with such consent); and (2)
in the case of the Excluded Systems, solely by reference to such agreement(s), if any, a~ are
then in effect between LG&E,  on the one hand, and TKR or its relevant Affiliate, on the other
hand, dating to the Excluded Systems. LG&E acknowledges that its use of Fiber Strands,
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Caaxiai Cabies  and FOG  Wire which are owned by Affiliates of  TKR. and which otherwise
meet  the  criteria set  forth  in Subsection (ii)(C), above. shall be limiti in direcuon  to the same
use of those faciiities  then being made by TKR and its Affiliares. In the event any of  those
faciiities are being  uSed by TKR and its Affiliates  on a uni-directionai  basis only, LG&E’s  use
of those facilities pursuant to this Agreement shall be limited to that same direction, until such
time [if anv) as TKR or any of its Affiliates shali expand their use on a bidirectionai  basis.

4 . hv -IKE . During the Term, and subject to any
limitations imposed under applicable law, TKk shall provide certain customer messaging
capabilities and other services and facilities to LG&E,  in each case at no cost or expense to
LG&E (except as otherwise provided below), to enable  LG&E  to communicate information to
‘RR’s  and LG&E’s  customers in the Service Territory, as provided for below (provided, such
communications shaU be limited to information reasonably relating to  the energy services
businesses engaged in by LG&E and/or its Affiliates from time-to-time):

(a ) Class%& Advertis@.  TKR shall provide (or cause to be provided) to
LG&E eight (8) time slots of five (5) consecutive minutes each (“Time Slots”) per 24-hour
day,  seven (7)  days per week, on TKR’s or its Affiliate’s classified advertising channel in the
Service Territory. During the Time Slots, LG&E shall be permitted to display photographs
and graphical  and other textual information to ail customers of TKR  and its Affiliates in the
Service  Territory, and LG&E shall use its reasonable best efforts to cross promote its
pmgms in its other forms of customer communications. TKR  shall afford LG&E a
reasonable opportunity to select the daily Time Slots for its advertisements or programs, but in
no event: (i) shall LG&E be afforded less than two (2) Time Slots per day during the hours of
400  p.m. and 11:OO  p.m., local time, (ii) shall LG&E’s  Time Slots be scheduled within one
and one-half (1 l/2) hours of each other without LG&E’s  consent, or (iii) shall more than two
(2) of LG&E’s  lime Slots be scheduled during the hours of 1290 midnight and 7:OO  a.m.,
locai time, on any day. In the event TKR  and/or any of its Affiliates shall have more than one
classified advertising channel transmitting in the Service  Territory, LG&E  shah be entitled,
from time-to-time, to select the channel that will be the subject of this Subsection (a).
LG&E’s  dispiays  or communications shall be limited to information relating to the busin-
of LG&E  and-its  AffZates  of providing energy services to others, and LG&E  shall not be
permitted to assign its rights to any Time Slots to any person or entity (other than LGkE’s
Affiliates). Upon the request of LG&E from time-to-time, TKR  and its Affiliates  shall
provide all services to LG&E  and its Affibates  in connection with the production and
transmission of their communications, displays or programs that are provided to TKR’s  (or its
Affiliate’s) other classified advertising customers. LG&E  shall pay ‘T’KR  its standard rates
charged to its customers generally  for all production services rendered by TKR  as provided for
above. AU other services to be provided by TKR  pursuant to this Subsection (a) shah be at no
cost or expense to LG&E.

(b) m. As and when TKR and/or its Affiliates irtsti
tennmais  or other facilities in their customers’ premises which enable those customers to
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access on-screen messaging,  TKR shall provide to LG&E and its Affiliates a reasonable
opponunity  to transmitit  least three 131  pages oi  graphical and other textual  da& per Whour
day to ail customers of  TE;R and such Affiliates. seven (7)  days per week, at the times selected
by LG&E. in its discretion. As TKR acquires  the capability to direct messages to specific
customers or geographic areas, T’KR  shall provide LG&E with the capability to transmit its
messages to specific customers or geographic areas designated by LG&E.  TKR’s (or its
reievanr Affiliates’) customers shall be able to access LG&E’s  messages each day for a period
of not less than 24 hours following their initial transmission or placement on the message
board.

(c) . At such time as TKR ador  its Affiliates acquire
the capability to offer ‘Video on Demand Capability” (as defined  below) to any of their
customers in the Service Territory, TKR  shall (or shall cause its relevant Affiliates  to) permit
LG&E,  from time-to-time, in LG&E’s  discretion, to provide full  motion compressed video
programs in standard cable television format to TKR  (or such Affiliates), and to make such
video programs available to TKR’s  and its relevant Affiliate’s customers which then have
Video on Demand Capability, at no cost or expense to such customers (other than TICR’s  (or
its  Affiiiate’s)  monthly regulated charges for signal services and equipment generally), and
otherwise on the same basis as all other Video on Demand Capability programming.
Consistent with the foregoing, such customers will be able to access LG&E’s  video programs
without any obligation to pay TKR or its Affiliates on a “pay-per-view” or other similar basis
for such programs. The video programs of LG&E shall be related  to the businesses or
operations of LG&E  and/or its Affiliates conducted from time-to-time. In addition to
transmitting LG&E’s  signai  to the relevant customers, TKR  shall provide the transportation of
LGkE’s  compressed video signal  fkom  any one specified LG&E  facility via TICKowned  fiber
to TKR’s video switch. As used in this Agreement, “Video on Demand Capability” shall mean
the ability of a customer to select, upon demand during the service hours designated by TKR
(or its relevant Affiliate),  any video signal available  at the video switch or other routing device
of TKR  (or such AffZiate)  to which the customer is connected (to the extent such video sigh
has not been  segregated by TKR  or such Affiliate  for special treatment apart from its video on
demand services generally), and to receive video and audio signals personaUy  and privately
from the switch directly to  the customer’s television, telephone, computer or other  video,
audio or communications equipment (including without limitation, any such equipment leased
from TKR  or other third-party providers). TKR  (or its applicable Affiliate) shall include a
standard entry in each menu or other television listing published from time-t&me in
connection with its Video on Demand CapabiIities  generally (including without limitation, in
each  t&vision listing disseminated to its customers), in each case identifying the availability
of LG&E’s  programming to such customers and, where supplied by LG&E  on a timely basis
following reasonable advance notice from TICR,  the specific title(s) of such programming.

(d)  Upon the written request of LG&E
from  time-to-time, TKR  shail install,  at FCC regulated  rates for installation only, within its
franch.hd  ~nke territory(s)  and with the relevant property owners’ permission, standard
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Caax1a.i  Cable drops of up to 125 feet irom T’KR’s  (,or its relevant Affiliate’s) facilities to any
non-TKR  customer. inchding,  but not limited to. any LG&E faciiities  or customers, with
whom LG&E desires to interconnect or communicate using the facilities or services avaiiable
to LG&E.  or for use by LG&E,  pursuant to Section 3 and/or  4 of this Agreement. Such
Coaxial Cable drops s&i1  constitute a part of the Extended System for ail purposes, except as
otherwise provided below. LG&E may request that one or more Coaxial Cable drops be
extended beyond the foregoing 125 foot limitation, provided LG&E  shall pay TKR  its actual
cost in time and materials for that portion of each drop installed in excess of 125  feet from
TKR’s  (or its relevant Affiliate’s) facilities. LG&E,  at its expense, may supplement such
Coaxial Cable drops with additional cable footage of its own, if necessary; provided, that TKR
shall, upon the request  of LG&E from time-to-time,. reimburse LG&E  for the cost of installing
such additional cable footage in the event the LG&E customer served by the same becomes a
customer of TKR  or any of TKR’s Affiliates within one (1) year  following such installation.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, TKR  shall have no obligation to install any Coaxial Cable
drops pursuant to this Subsection (d): (i) until such time as (A) TKR  shall have obtained
satisfactory  authorizations and approvals for such installation from all relevant property owners
and governmental authorities (which TKR  shall have no obligation to obtain), or (B) LG&E
shall have presented TKR  with evidence reasonably satisfactory to TKR  that LG&E has the
necessary authorizations and approvals for such installation from all reievant property owners
and governmental authorities (in which event such cable drops shall be installed by TKR  as an
independent contractor of LG&E, for the account of LG&E);  or (ii) to the extent such
installation would result in a violation of any applicable statute, law, rule, regulation or
ordinance,  or any order of any governmental authority, would result in an unsafe or hazardous
condition relative to the public generally or to TKR’s equipment or facilities, or would be
cWrary to any provision of this Agreement.

(e ) m.  TKR  shall cause a qualified representative  of
TKR  to provide supervisory assistance to the employees and agents of LG&E  at such times as
they shall have need for access to TKR’s  hub sites or other facilities, in order to install,
monitor,  repair  or replace LG&E’s  equipment located there, as contemplated in this
Agreement. U&E and TKR  shall cooperate with each other in scheduling such access at
mutually convenient times. LG&E  shall promptly reimburse ‘IKR for its actual cost in
empioyee  time incumd in providing the foregoing supervisory assistance.

(i) TKR  agrees to provide LG&E  a credit of $2,000 per quarter for
each calendar quarter (or portion thereof) during the Term (subject to adjustment in the
manner provided  for in Subsection (ii), below), to be applied by LG&E  (in its discretion)
toward  the ~U~C~UX of local insertion advertising and programming time and related service~
from ‘IXR  for transmission to TKR  Customers in the  Service Territory (each a “Credit”). The
Credits  my  be used by LG&E (alone or together with other  Credits or funds) to purchase O~Y
pmgmming  time and related services of TKR  offered to the public generally, unless the
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pmies shall agree otherwise. Xll programming rime shall be scheduled by LG&E with TKR
at least three (3)  months in advance of its proposed broadcast date (unless TKR shall consent to

/? a shoner scheduling period. which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed), and
shall be subject to anv scheduling commitments made by TKR to its other customers prior to
the time LG&E  schedules its programming time. TKR shall use its reasonable best efforts to
accommodate the scheduling requests of LG&E,  and the rates applicable to the programming
services requested by LG&E.  from time-to-time, shall be TKR’s  then-current published rates
for those services applicable to its customers generally, or, if no such  rates have been
published by TKR for those services, then TKR’s actual cost in time and materials to provide
the same to LG&E.  LG&E’s  scheduling requests shall include the proposed date(s) and
time(s) of LG&E’s  broadcast(s), the relevant broadcast channel(s) to be used (which shall be
knited to those channeis  over which TKR then provides local access programming services to
the public), and the duration  of each proposed broadcast (which shall, in any event, be
consistent with TKR’s standard programming segments available to its customers generally).
LG&E shall be solely responsible for the production of all programming content to be
broadcast by TKR (unless T’KR  shall agree to perform such production work for LG&E),  and
all programming proposed by LG&E must comply with  TKR’s  policies regarding program
content applicable to its customers generally. LG&E shall deliver its programming content to
TKR at its address set forth in Section 21 at least 14 days prior to its scheduled broadcast date.
TKR hail be entitled to change that address upon notice delivered to LG&E  in accordance
with Section 21. A credit for a particular calendar quarter shall accrue for use by LG&E  as of
the first day of that quarter. In the event LG&E shall fail to use a Credit (or any portion
thereof’) during the quarter in which it accrued, LG&E  shall be entitled to carry that Credit (or

7 portion thereof) forward for use in subsequent calendar quarters; provided, that a Credit shall
immediately expire if it is not utilized by LG&E within two (2) years after the last day of the
quarter in which .it f!rst  accrued (unless LG&E’s  failure  to use that Credit  was due to a lack of
available scheduling time by reason of prior TKR scheduling commitments, or was due to any
of the circumstances described in Section 15). In  the event any Affiliates of TKR  hereafter
control the use or availability of local insertion advertising or programming time on the
Extended System (or any portion thereof), TKR  shall cause those AffiIiates  to afford LG&E
the Credits provided for in this Subsection (f)  with respect to the-purchase of such
programming time, and to  otherwise perform the same obligations as TKR hereunder.

(ii) Consistent with the foregoing, the amount of each Credit
available to LG&E  hereunder during the initial  year of the Term shall be $2,000, but the
amount of LG&E’s  Credits shall thereafter  be increased annually by a factor determined by
reference to the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (or any successor index)
applicable  to buisville,  Kentucky (or, if no such index shall be applicable to Louisvitie,  then
the index applicable to Cincinnati, Ohio), published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
United States Department of Labor  (the “Index”). The amount of such increase shall be equal
to the percentage increase (if any) in the Index from the prior year, and the increase shall be
effective as of the aforementioned publication of the Index.
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(g) ki Mpqu~ine  TKR shail provide LG&E  (or shall cause its relevant
Affiliatecs) to provide to  LG&E)  lo&J”msertion  ‘crawi messaging” services on the ‘Weather

- Charmei” enabiing  LG&E  to communicate with the TKR Customers regarding hazardous or
potenbJly hazardous conditions during periods for which the National Weather Service has
issued any of the following advisories applicable to any portion of the Nine County Area:
Tluncierstorm  Warning”; ” Tornado Watch”; “Tornado Warning”; “Flood Warning”; or
‘Winter Snow or Ice Warning”. LG&E shall be entitled to transmit its crawl message over the
Weather Channel twice during each hour (or portion thereof) for which those weather
advisories continue, at such times during those hours as are mutually acceptable to  LG&E  and
TKR; provided, that LG&E shall  be entitled, in its discretion, to  cause its second message to
be transmitted after the first, without any intervening messages, delays or interruptions. In
addition, to the extent the National Weather Service issues an advisory at any time during the
pendency  of another advisory, and in the event LG&E  has already utilized its two crawl
messages for the hour in which that additional advisory is issued, LG&E  shall be entitled to
transmit two (2) additional crawl messages during that hour following the initial issuance of
the additional advisory (but shall thereafter resume its transmission of only  two (2) messages
per hour). LG&E’s  crawl messages shall be transmitted at the Same speed, in the same type
style and size, and for the same duration as those of TKR’s  other crawl messaging customers,
and LG&E and TKR shall  cooperate with each other in the design and presentation of LG&E’s
crawl messages. Until otherwise designated by LG&E,  all crawl messages shail read as
follows: ”From LG&E: Stay away from downed power lines. Warn others. Call LG&E  at
589-3500  or 9 11.” TKR and LG&E shall also reasonably cooperate with each other to design
and implement a dedicated communications system that enables LG&E  to access and utilize

r”- such  crawi  messaging capabilities at the  earliest possible time during the periods described
above. To the  extent possible using then current technology, that dedicated communications
system shall permit LG&E to directly access and utilize  TKR's  crawl messaging capabilities
without involvement by TKR  personnei. TKR  shall ensure that any interruptions of other
crawl messages by LG&E  during the periods described above (whether those messages belong
to TKR, its Affiliaks or any other persons) are permissible without the prior consent or
approval of any other persons or entities. Once such direct LG&E  access has been  establkkd,
LGQE  shall be responsible for setting up its own crawl messages, for ckaring the crawl
messages of other persons in order to transmit LG&E’s  messages, and for resuming the
transmission of such other messages upon the completion of those of LG&E. TKR and  LG&E
shall share equally the costs to design and implement that system; provided, LG&E’s  use of
TKR’s  crawl maaging services shall otherwise be at no cost or expense to LG&E  throughout
the Term. In the  event the ‘Weather Channel” is no longer carried by TKR  or its AffiMe-s
over the &tended  System, or in the event TKR  and/or its AffiIiaks no longer control the
availability of local insertion crawl messaging services on the  Weather Cbannei, TKR shall
promptly  notify LG&E of  the same, and shall use its reasonable best efforts to secure amXber
channel acceptable to LG&E  for LG&E’s  crawl messages (but only to the  extent TKR or one
of its Affiliates is entitled to access crawl messaging capabilities on that channel).
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Subsection (g) to the contrary, TKR’s  obligation to
provide crawi messaging services to LG&E (including without limitation, at the time& with
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the freo,uenc):  and for the durations  requested  by LGGIE)  shall remain subjecr to circurnsrances
beyond the reasonable control of TKR and its Affiliates ceXCiUSiVe  Of commitments With
respect to crawi messaging senrices  made by TKR to others), and shall be subject to the
physical limitations of  TKR’s communications equipment.

00 . . , . . m Prnvlrfe +- .
The parties hereto agree that the services and other benetits  to be provided by TKR and/or  its
Affiliates to LG&E pursuant to this Section 4 shall in all cases be provided using portions of
the Extended System nther the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  and the Bandwidth
Licensed to LG&E.

(8
.-.-

ar W.

(8 Throughout the Term, TKR shall use its reasonable best efforts to
provide i -E with one, seven (7) foot by two (2) foot by two (2) foot rack of space within
each TKR hub facility. Such rack shall be used by LG&E to house its equipment at that TKR
hub site necessary for the interconnection and use by LG&E of the fiber strands and bandwidth
licensed to it under Section 3, above. The piacing  of such equipment by LG&E on TKR’s
property shall in no way create a bailment of such equipment, and TKR shall not be liable for
any damages or injuries, whether direct, indirect, consequential or incidental, which may be
suffered or incurred by LG&E’s  equipment (or by any of LG&E’s  personnei  while installing,
monitoring or utilizing the same), unless such damages or injuries arise out of the willfir
misconduct or negligence of TKR or any TKR personnel. The placing of any equipment by
LG&E  on TKR property will be coordinated in advance with TKR (which shall be entitled to
supervise ail such instaUation  work), and will require adherence by LG&E  with the provisions
of Section 6(g)(i),  below. All costs and expenses  associated with the installation of any
LG&E  equipment under this Subsection (vi) will be borne soiely  by LG&E,  and LG&E shall
reimburse TKR for its actual cost in employee time incurred in providing the supervision
described above (which is estimated as of the date of this Agreement to be $36.00 per hour).

(ii) Notwithstanding the provisions of Subsection (i), above, TKR
shall have no obligation to provide LG&E  with access to any of TKR’s facilities: (A) until
such time as LG&E dull,  upon the request of TKR, provide TKR with evidence reasonably
satisfactory to it that LG&E  has all authorizations and approvals of relevant property owners
and governmental  authorities required in order to locate the equipment of LG&E  in TKR’s
facilitks;  @)  in the  event ‘IKR shaU  determine, in good faith and in the exercise of its
reasonable business judgment, that LG&E’s  equipment, if Iocated in TKR’s facilities, would
adversely effect TKR’s  ability to provide its communications services to any of its customers,
or would utilize space reasonably determined to be required for the operations of TKR  or any
of its Afetes; or (C) to the extent such access would result in a violation of any appiicahle
statute, law, rule,  regulation or ordinance, or any order of any governmental authority, would
result  in an unsafe or hazardous condition relative to the public generatIy  or to TKR’s
equipment or facilities,  or would be contrary to any provision of this Agreement.
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(iii’, LG&E. a.t  its expense. agrees to remove any of  the equipment

provided for in (i), above . qon 30  days prior written notice r‘rorn  TKR. in the event TKR
shall determine. in good C.h and in the exercise of its reasonabie  business judgement. that it
then needs such space for irs own operations. In addition. LG&E agrees that. in the event its
use  oi such equipment interieres  with the normal use and functioning of TKR’s own equipmen
at that hub facility, LG&E shaLl promptly take such steps, at its expense. as are necessary to
eliminate such interference or, if such interference cannot be eliminated within 24 hours (or
such shorter period as TKR shall deem reasonable and necessary under the circumstances),
shall de-energize LG&E’s  equipment until such time as the problem can be remedied. In the
event TKR shall determine that there is insufficient space for LG&E’s  rack within a particular
TKR hub facility, LG&E may (if permitted by law+nd under the terms of the applicable TKR
lease, if any) locate its own enclosed facility on TKR’s property, so long as LG&E’s  enciosed
facility does not contain floor  space exceeding 100 square feet and is no greater in height than
TKR’s  existing facility located there. In the event TKR is prohibited from permitting LG&E
to occupy space on TKR’s property, LG&E  may construct a comparable facility elsewhere,
and interconnect with TKR’s hub facility at LG&E’s  own expense. TKR shall reasonably
cooperate with LG&E  shouid  this be necessary.

(iv) TKR will also use its reasonable best efforts to provide LG&E
access at each TKR hub facility to the eiecuic  power sources servicing that facility (including
back-up batteries and power suppiies,  where available), for purposes of providing all electric
power necessaq to operate LG&E’s  equipment located there. LG&E shall reimburse TKR for

/I LG&E’s  proportionate share of electric power rates attributable to the power needs of such
equipment, or shail  apply such rates as a credit against the rates otherwise  payable by TKR  to
LG&E for its electrical services to those hub facilities (subject to any limits now or hereafter
imposed by applicable law or regulation of the Kentucky Public Service Commission on such
rates, or on the method of their billing by LG&E).

(j) UtnII. Throughout the Term, upon the
reasonable request of LG&E from time-to-time, and in addition to any other information
required  to be delivered by TKR  to LG&E  under this Agreement, TKR wiil provide LG&E
with copies of all design maps of TKR  and its Aft7liate.s  regarding the locations of the
Extended System in the Service Territory, which shall set forth, in addition to the specific
locations of the Extended System (A) whether Fiber Cable, FOG Wire or Coaxial  Cable is
being used at a particular location, and (B) in the case! of Fiber Cables or FOG Wii, the total
number of Fiber Strands used at that location. TKR &III endeavor to cause all design maps
delivered by it to LG&E  hereunder to aIso indicate ail new additions to the Extended System
for the calendar year in which delivered. All such design maps shall remain subject to the
confidentiality and nondisclosure covenants set forth in Section 20.

5 .  AnditinnalhybyW. During the Term, and subject to any
limitations imposed under applicable law, LG&E shall provide the following additional
services to TKR:
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(a ) w .~rea  i7~veinnmp..n.r.  LG&E shail USA its reasonable best
eifons  to provide TK.R w~ti information regarding LG&E’s  construction activities which couid
reasonablv  be expecti  to materi&v  aifect tie Communications System. LG&E shall have no
obiigauon  or liabilitv  to TICR  for &v failure bv LG&E to provide such information; provided,
that LG&E shall rer&in  responsible*or  iiable  t^br any physical damages resuiting  to TKR’s
equipment or facilities occasioned  by the negligence or wilful  misconduct of LG&E’s  agents or
empioyees  in connection with LG&E’s construction activities. LG&E will also provide TKR
with reasonable access to,  and copies of, LG&E’s  facility maps, and wiil provide 7ICR with
copies of any maps developed bv LG&E during the Term that detail the placement of the
System on or in LG&E’s  Structures, in each case in order to enable TKR to plan its future
fiber optic network and coaxial network needs, anNor to assess any impact of LG&E’s
construction activities on the Communications System. LG&E  shall have no obligation to
create or maintain any such maps, and shall not be responsible for the accuracy or
completeness of the same. Any information or maps provided at any time by LG&E to TKR
hereunder is considered proprietary in nature, and shall be subject to the confidentiality
provisions set forth in Section 20.

(9 Upon TKR’s request, LG&E  will reasonably assist TKR in co-
locating its Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire and associated equipment relative to the
Communications System in or around LG&E’s  existing substations, service centers or similar
tii&ies located in the Service Territory. Notwithstanding the foregoing, LG&E shall have no

Y-- obligation to provide (or to continue to provide, as the case may be) access to TKR  in or
around  any of LG&E’s  facilities: (A) until such time as TKR  shall, upon the request of
LGkE,  provide LG&E  with evidence reasonably satisfactory to it that TKR  has all necessary
authorizations and approvals of reievant property owners and governmental authorities to
locate the facilities of TKR  there; (B)  in the event LG&E shall  determine, in good faith and in
the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that ‘IKR’s facilities, if located in or around
LG&E’s  facilities, would adversely effect LG&E’s  ability to provide electric utility services to
any of its customers, or would utilize space reasonably determined to be required for the
operations of LG&E  or any of its AffiIiates;  (c) that are used by LG&E in connection with the
gas utility business or operations of LG&E;  or (D)  to the extent such access would result in a
violation of any applicable statute, law, rule, regulation or ordinance, or any order of any
governmental authority, would result in an unsafe or hazardous condition relative to the public
generally or to LG&E’s  equipment or facihties,  or would be contrary to any provision of this
Agreement.

‘ (ii) LG&E will also use its reasonable best efforts to provide any
electric power  services necessary to operate TKR’s  fiber optic system components at
designated sites, inclusive of ba&up battery or power supplies where available, at negotiated
rates  (subject to any rate requirements now or hereafter imposed by applicable law or
regulation of the Kentucky Public Service Commission, including without  limitation, the
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authority of the Public Service Commission to ciisailow or modify such negotiated rates).
Notwlthstanciing  the foregoing, TKR shall. at its  expense. remove any of the equipment
provided for in Subsection ci),  above, qon 30-days  ptior  written  notice  from LG&E. in the
event LG&E shah reasonabiv  determine that it then needs such space for its  own operations.
The piacing  of such equipment by TKR on LG&E’s property shah in no way create a bailment
of such equipment, and LG&E shall not be liable for any damages or injuries.  whether direct,
indirect. consequential or incidental, which may be suffered or incurred by TKR’s equipment
or any of TM’s personnei,  unless such damages’or  injuries arise soiely  Out of the willful
misconduct or negligence of LG&E  or any LG&E personnei. The placing  of any facilities by
TKR on LG&E’s  property will be coordinated in advance with LG&E  (which shail be entitled
to supervise all such installation work), and wiil re@re  adherence to the terms and conditions
set forth in Section 6(g), below. All costs and expenses associated with the construction and
installation of any facilities under this Subsection (b)  will be borne solely  by TKR,  and TKR
shah reimburse LG&E for its actual cost in employee time incurred in providing the
supervision described above.

(c) Equi, wdfiihg  nn FMc l3w. LG&E will use its
reasonable best efforts to  deveiop an arrangement that wiil provide TKR with increased
flexibility in the placement of its Fiber Cable and Coaxial Cable facilities on LG&E Structures
pursuant to this Agreement, but only to the extent consistent with the provisions of this
Agreement. In  addition, LG&E  wiil use its reasonable best efforts to develop an asset leasing
arrangement with TKR that allows the placement of TKR’s  fiber optic facilities on desired
routes which would otherwise not be permitted under the constraints of the NESC (subject to

r- the limitations provided for in Sections l(b) and l(c), and elsewhere in this Agreement). The
parties acknowiedge  that the foregoing provisions are intended only to address certain
operational limitations imposed by reason of the capacity of LG&E’s  existing Conduit
Stmctura  and Utility Poles, and not to address changes or limitations that may now or
hereafter be imposed under this Agreement, the Existing Agreement, the Cable Television
Tariff or applicable law. Nothing contained in this Subsection 5(c) shall be deemed to affect
or limit the rights or obligations of the parties under any other provisions of this Agreement or
under appiicabie  iaw.

09 Transfer. At such time, during the Term, as the service
representatives of LG&E’s  Customer Service Department shall complete their registration of
new customers for LG&E’s  provision of electric and/or gas utility services in the portions of
the  Service Territory designated by TKR, from time-to-time, LG&E  shall cause those service
representatives to refer such new customers to a customer service representative of TKR,  upon
ami  subject to the terms and conditions set forth below:

0) In the event the new customers are registered by LG&E’s  sales
personnel  in person  at an LG&E  customer service facility (“In-Person Customers”), LG%E’s
personnel will be directed by LG&E  to inquire as to the interest of those customers in the
services provided by TKR. In the event an In-Person Customer expresses an interest in m’s
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~rvks. LG&E’s personnei shail  orovide  *hose customers with a sales pamphlet or brochure
regarding TKR’s services. which shall inciude  tie reiephone number of T?;R’s customer
service deparunent.  and shall indicate the dailv times during which that depanment  is open for
business. T’KR shall be soiely  responsible for’the costs of preparing, printing and delivering to
LG&E quantities of its sales pamphlets or brochures sufficient for the penbrmance  of LG&E’s
commitments hereunder. AU such sales pamphlets and brochures shall be approved in advance
by LG&E as to their length  and content, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Except for the service provided for in this Subsection (i), LG&E shall  have no further
obligation or iiability  to TKR with respect to In-Person Customers.

w In the event new custopers  are registered by LG&E’s  sales
personnel by telephone (‘Telephone Customers”) during the business hours that the saies
departments  of both LG&E  and TKR are customarily open and available  for customer calls,
LG&E’s  personnel wiil be directed by LG&E to inquire as to the interest of those customers in
the services provided by TKR. If a Telephone Customer expresses an interest in TKR’s
services, LG&E’s personnei shall then ask that customer if it wouid  like to be connected
directly  to a TKR service representative. If the customer answers that question in the
affirmative, LG&E’s  personnei shall endeavor to connect that customer, via telephone, to the
customer service department of TKR. LG&E’s  personnel shall have no obligation to describe
or expiain  any particular services of TKR to any customer, but shall endeavor to make a
statement to each customer regarding TKR’s  services which has been approved in advance by
TKR and LG&E.  LG&E’s  personnel shall  not be required to dedicate more than 15 seconds to
the foregoing dialogue. TKR  shall be solely responsible, at its expense, for installing,
maintaining and making available to LG&E,  a number of dedicated private telephone lines
linke~I  directly with TKR’s  customer service  department, together with all associated
equipment and facilities, necessary  for LG&E’s  performance of its services provided for in this
Subsection (d). LG&E  shall have no obligation to provide the connection services described
herein until such time as TKR  shall have installed all such equipment and facilities, and shall
have established to LG&E’s  satisfaction that such equipment and facilities will permit direct
telephone interconnections with live TKR  customer setice  representatives at no cost or
expense to LG&E (including without limitation for fees to third-party telephone se&e
providers).

(iii) In the  event LG&E’s  sales personnel are unable to reach a live
representative  of TKR  within 20 seconds after  first placing a particular call to TKR’s  SeNicc
department, LGkE's personnel shall be entitled to discontinue their efforts regarding that C&
and shall have no further obligation to TKR  regarding the relevant customer. At no time shall
LG&E’s  sales personnel or LG&E’s  customers be connected directly to any recorded message
or holding position of TKR. In addition, neither LG&E’s  personnel nor its customers shall  be
placed on hold by TKR’s  live customer service representatives until such time as those
representatives have identified themselves by name as a TKR  representative, have welcomed
and acknowledged  by name the particular LG&E customer being connected to them, have
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contirmed  their acceptance  oi  the customer and thtid LG&E’s  saies  representative for the

n conmztion.  and have recuesred permission  irom  tie LGG;E customer t0 piace them on hoid.I

(iv) In addition to any other rights or remedies that may be avaiiabie
(including without limitation. LG&E’s  right to terminate this entire Agreement pursuant to
Section 6),  LG&E shall  be entitled to discontinue its services provided for in this Subsection
Cd) immediately upon written notice to TKR (or upon orai notice to TKR in the case of
circumstances of the tvpe described in Subsection (iv)(A)(z), below), upon the occurrence of
any of the following (in  which event LG&E  shall have no further obligation to TKR under this
Subsection (d) until such time as TKR shall have established, to reasonable satisfaction of
LG&E,  and at TKR’s sole  cost and expense, that the event(s) or circumstance(s) giving rise to
such discontinuation by LG&E have been remedied, cured or eiiminated, as applicable, and
are not reasonably susceptible to  reoccurrence):

(A) LG&E  shall determine, in good faith and in the exercise
of its reasonable business judgment, that its continued performance under this Subsection (d):
(w) would violate or be contrarv  to any applicable laws, ruies, regulations or ordinances then
in effect, or (x) would render LG&E a telecommunications or public telephone utility under
applicable state laws, rules or regulations, (y) would violate the terms of any contract or
agreement to which LG&E is now a party, or by which it is now bound, or (z) would
adversely impact or interfere with LG&E’s  electric or gas utility businesses in any mate&i
respect (including without limitation, the performance of LG&E’s  sales or customer service

P
efforts for its own account, which shall in all cases have priority over the services to be
provided for TKR hereunder);

(B) Any governmental agency or regulatory authority, or any
COUR of other tribunal, having jurisdiction over LG&E’s  businesses or operations shall  order
that LG&E  discontinue such setvices  for any reason, shall order that LG&E provide similar
services to any person or entity in addition to, or in lieu of, TKR,  shall deny rate treatment for
my costs or expenses incurred by LG&E in providing such setices  (or incurred by LG&E in
connection with its customer setice  activities generally, by reason of LG&E’s  services for
TKR hereunder), or shall order a general or special rate  refund regarding any such costs or
expenses;

(C) TKR  shall have repeatedly failed to cause its customer
representatives to answer LG&E’s  customer interconnection attempts within the 20 second
time period provided for in Subsection (iii), above, after being notified in writing by LG&E  of
TKR’s  failure to satisfy that requirement on at least one (1) prior occasion during the
preceding  three (3) month period;

(D) TKR  shall breach any of its other covenants or agreements
contained in this Subsection (d) which, if curable, has not been cured within two (2) days
following  written notice thereof from LG&E, or shall repeat any such breach thereafter; or



(El The ngha  ad licenses granted to LG&E pursuant to

P Section 3 to utilize <qie Fiber Strands  Licensed to LG&E or the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E
(or any material portion thereof) shall  be terminated or rendered nuil  and void for any reason.
or shall be suspended by IXR pursuant to Section  d(b) and not thereaiter  resumed within 90
days.

TKR shall be entitled. in its discretion and at its expense, to object to or challenge any order or
determination of the type described in Subsection (iv)(B), above. LG&E shall reasonably
cooperate  with TKR, at TKR’s expense. in connection with such objection or challenge, unless
LG&E shall at any time determine, in g& faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business
judgment, that its cooperation (or continued cooperation) in such efforts would adversely affect
LG&E or any of its businesses or operations in any material respect (in which event LG&E
shall  be entitled to discontinue such efforts with no further obligation or liability to TKR). In
addition to the other discontinuation rights set forth in this Subsection (d)(iv), LG&E shail
have the right to suspend its services provided for in this Subsection (d)  (or any portion of
those services) from time-to-time, without prior notice to TKR. in the event LG&E shall  at
any time determine, in good faith and the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that
periods of high demand have rendered LG&E’s  customer service representatives who are then
on call unable to continue those services for TKR while at the same time meeting LG&E’s
standards for quality and timeliness regarding its own saies  and customer service efforts.
LG&E’s  standards for quality and timeliness are currently targeted at maintaining a reported
minimum daily average of calls from existing and prospective LG&E customers answered by
an LG&E customer service  representative within 20 seconds after  entering que, at 90% of all
calls entering que. LG&E shall use its reasonable best efforts to  maintain the highest possible
number of calls transferred to TKR’s customer service representatives pursuant to this
Subsection (d), while at the Same time maintaining LG&E’s  standards for quality  and
timeiiness. In addition, at such time as the demand on LG&E’s  customer service
representatives subsides, LG&E shall promptly recommence its provision of transfer services
for TKR hereunder. LG&E  shall provide TKR during the Term, as and when requested by
TKR (but in no event more frequently than monthly), a written report setting forth statistical
data regarding LG&E’s call transfer efforts for TKR’s account. LG&E  and TKR shall
reasonably cooperate with each other to determine the nature of the statistical data to be
provided by LG&E, and the parties contemplate that the same shall in&de,  among other
relevant data, information regarding the frequency with which LG&E’s  services provided for
hereunder have been discontinued pursuant to this Subsection (iv) since LG&E’s  last report,
the dates and approximate times of those discontinuations, and their duration. All statistical
da& provided by LG&E shall remain subject to TKR’s confidentiality and nondisclosure
covenants set forth in Section 20.

w The services to be provided by LG&E under this Subsection (d)
(including without limitation, the reporting provided for above) shall be rendered by LG&E
only  to the extent reasonably possible using LG&E’s  existing personnel, equipment and
facilities, and then only to the extent such use does not resuit  in any of the conditions set forth
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In SubSSon  (d)(iv)cA)  or td)(ivj(B),  above. LG&E siull  have no obligation  to increase the
She Of its  workforce.  10 alter LG&E’s  existing stifimg  ieveis or working hours. or to expand
the C3pcitv  of or otherwise modify its existing equipment or faciiities. in order to
accorm-mdite  the needs or request of TKR. .\ny agree&Tent  by LG&E to do  so in the future
shall  be upon such terms and conditions as LG&E shall deem appropriate. LG&E  represents
and warrpnu to TKR that. to LG&E’s  knowledge, its current customer service capabilities are
adequate  to penbrm the services contemplated in this Subsection (d), subject to LG&E’s
periodic discontinuation of those services during periods of high demand, as contemplated in
Subsection (iv), above; provided, that LG&E makes no representations or warranties regarding
the suitability or capacity  of its existing communications equipment or dedicated private
telephone lines for such-services. In addition to the foregoing, the parties agree that the traffic
imposed on LG&E’s  customer service inbound telephone trunk faciiities by calls  which are
transferred or extended to TKR’s  customer service department shall not be permitted to cause
the grade-of-service on those facilities to degrade beyond P.01  as determined by the peak
bouncing busy hour PBBH) of the then most recent four (4) week rolling period, exclusive of
instances of ‘stomboard”  operations. In the event the grade-of-service on those faciiities is
determined at any time to have been so degraded. LG&E shall be entitled to install additional
trunk faciiities sufficient to improve the grade-of-service to P.01  (PBBH) at TKR’s sole cost
and expense (both for one-time and recurring costs); provided, that LG&E  agrees to
reasonably consult with TKR to discuss the justification and expense for such additional trunk
facilities, and any alternative methods for improving the grade-of-service on LG&E’s  existing
facilities, prior to commencing its installation of those additional facilities.

6. . . . . Notwithstanding anything contained in this
Agreement (in&ding  without limitation, Section 2) to the contrary, the parties hereto shall be
entitled to terminate this Agreement only in the manner provided for in this Section 6, and
shall not be entitled  to terminate this Agreement in any other manner ahsent  the written
agreement of LG&E and TKR.

(a)

(0 LG&E acknowledges that TKR’s use of LG&E’s  Conduit
Structures and Utility Poles pursuant to this Agreement are considered by TKR to be important
rights  upon which its businesses and operations may become heavily reliant in the future, and
dnowkdges that, as a result of such potential reliance, TKR has a compelling need to
preserve its access to those LG&E  Structures throughout the 40-year  Term of this Agreemat
(whether pursuant to the Conduit License, the Above Ground License or otherwise). Tf& on
the other hand, acknowledges that LG&E’s  use of the Fiber Strands, Coaxiai Cables and
bandwidth capacity of TKR and its relevant Affiliates pursuant to this Agreement are
considered by LG&E to be important rights upon which its electric and gas utility businesses
and operations may become heavily reliant in the future, and acknowledges that, as a result  of
such potential  reliance, LG&E  also has a compelling need to preserve its access to those
facilities of TKR and its Affiliates throughout the 40-year  Term of this Agreement (whether
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pursuant to the  iicer,ses exanti to LGGLE under Section 3 or otherwiseJ.  The parries
recognize. however. tfiar  there may be cucumscances under which ce,ruin  rights or benefits to
be derived by either or both of them pursuant to this  Agreement may be piaced in jeopardy for
reaSOns  bevond  the rmnabie  control of either Marty. In addition. the parties recognize that a
change in applicable  laws or other similar  circumstances may render it difficuit.  if not
impossible. for either or both of them to fuifill  all of their respective obligations under this
Agreement.

(ii) In recognition of the foregoing facts and uncertainties. TKR and
l-G&E each hereby express their intent that the relative rights and benefits of the parties
contemplated in this Agreement shall be preservedqn  substantially the terms provided for in
this Agreement, absent conduct by one party in breach of this Agreemenr  that materially and
adversely  affects the rights or interests of the other parry (including without  limitation, conduct
which gives rise to a right of termination pursuant to Subsection 6(c)). If such preservation is
not reasonably possible in light of a change in appiicable  laws or other circumstances beyond
the reasonable control of either party, it is the parties’ further intent that this Agreement shail
be amended, modified or otherwise reconstituted (in one or more new agreements) in a manner
that will, in the parties’ reasonable business judgment, comply with those applicable laws or
overcome those circumstances (as applicable), while at the same time achieving the parties’
business objectives as contemplated herein in the manner that least disrupts their respective
operations, that is no more financially burdensome on one party than it is on the other party,
and that is otherwise commercially reasonable under the circumstances. TKR and LG&E,
therefore, agree that the provisions of Subsection 6(b), shall in ail cases be interpreted and

e enforced with a view toward, and in deference to, the parties’ intentions and objectives as
expressed in this Subsection 6(a), and agree to continue to reasonably cooperate with each
other (both before and after any termination pursuant to Section 6(b)) in order to effect those
intentions and objectives at the earliest ~iacticable  time. The provisions of this Subsection
6(a)(ii)  and Subsection 6(b), below, wiil not apply in the event of a termination of this
Agreement pursuant to Subsection 6(c), alkent  the parties’ separate agreement to the contrary.
The provisions of this  Subsection 6(a)(ii)  will, however, survive any termination of this
Agreement pursuant to Subsection 6(b).

(ii) LG&E  acknowledges that its purchase options provided for in
Subsections 6(d) and 6(e), beiow, are intended only as a means to preserve LG&E’s  access to,
and right to utilize,  the communications assets and capabilities otherwise represented by the
Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E and the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E  to the fullest extent
contemplated in this Agreement, in the event LG&E’s  rights or licenses pursuant to Sections  3
of this Agreement (or any portion thereof) are lost or otherwise jeopardized for any reason
beyond the reasonable control of LG&E. Those purchase options are not intended as a means
for LG&E to succeed to the other communications assets, capabilities or businesses of TKR or
its Affiliates. In the event, pursuant to the exercise of its purchase option(s) provided for in
Section 6(e) (but not pursuant to its purchase option(s) upon abandonment provided for in
Section 6(d)), LG&E shall succeed to more assets, properties or bandwidth capacity of TKR or
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its Affiliates than are rezonabiv necessarv in order to presene LG&E’s  access and use rights
contempiated  above, LG&E shail coor>erate  with TKR to ensure that lTK.R is thereaiter
aiforded  reasonable access to.  and the’ right to utilize. ail such excess assets. properties and
bandwidth capacity at no out-of-pocket cost or expense to TKR (other than INI’s costs to
maintain the same in good working order, condition and repair. ordinary wear excepted. and
to othenvise  comply with the provisions of this  Agreement) for the remainder of the Term, and
for so long thereafter as TKR shall have the right  to occupy LG&E’s  Structures pursuant to  the
Existing Agreement and the Cable Television Tariff (or any successor agreement or tariff
thereoo.

(iv) LG&E and TKR have-h independently valued  the benefits to
be derived by, and the burdens to be borne by, it pursuant to this Agreement, as compared
with the benerits  and burdens to be derived and borne by the other party, and each party agrees
that those relative benefits and burdens are fair and reasonable under the circumstances. In
particular,  LG&E and TKR agree that (A) the covenants and agreements made by TKR to and
for the benefit of L.G&E pursuant to this Agreement constitute fair and reasonable
consideration for the Conduit License, the Above Ground License and the other rights and
benefits granted to TKR hereunder, and (B)  the covenants and agreements made by LG&E to
and for the benefit of TKR pursuant to this Agreement constitute fair and reasonable
consideration for the licenses granted to  IX&E  pursuant to Section 3 and the other rights and
benefits to be derived by LG&E hereunder. For these reasons, neither party shall at any time
assert or take  the position in any judicial or administrative proceeding, or otherwise, that any
consideration provided by it hereunder is unreasonable or excessive in any respect, or that such

F party or any of its Affiliates are entitled to’ compensate the other party  in a manner different
from,  or in lieu of, the compensation otherwise to be provided hereunder.

(v) The  parties hereto acknowledge that the assets and capacity of
TKR  being  allocated  for use by LG&E pursuant to this Agreement represent a very sti
portion of the total communications capacity available on the Extended System for use by
‘I”‘KR,  its AffXates  and its and their respective customers during the Term. For this reason,
based upon the anticipated capacity needs of TKR, its Afffiates  and their customers during
the Term, and considering the anticipated communications needs of residents and others
located in the Service Territory, TKR  hereby represents and warrants to LG&E  that, to TKR’s
knowledge, the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E and the Ikndwidth  Licensed to LG&E  are
not now re#red  (and will not during the Term be required) by TKR  or any of its Affiliam in
order to fulfill any obligation which they may now or hereafter have to provide franchised
cable television sexvices or other regulated communications  sfzrvices  to any governmental
entity, regulatory  authority, the public at large or any other person or entity. TKR  agrees  that
it shall (and shall cause its reievant  Affiliates to) maintain at all times throughout the Term,
sufficient assets and communications capacity to provide the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E
and the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E,  and shall ensure that all new facilities or
communications capabilities  developed during the  Term by TKR  and its Affiliates in the
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Senxe  Tetitow  (other rh, ,,m the E.yciuded Systems and tie Acquired Systems) inciude  such
asset5  zd communic;ir.ions  capacity.

P
0) 

(0 Consistent with the provisions of Subsection 6(a), and subject to
the termination provisions of Subsection 6(c), below, either party hereto (the “Suspending
Party”) shail be entitled to suspend the performance of any one or more of its covenants or
agreements set forth in this Agreement (and any incidental rights or benefits of the other party)
without obligation or liability to the other party hereto (the “Non-Suspending Party”), except as
provided below, in the event the Suspending Partyreasonably believes in good faith that, and
has received a wrirten  opinion of its legai counsel that, any of the circumstances described in
Subsections (A) or (B), below, then exists or will result absent such suspension:

(A) The Suspending Party’s continued performance of those
covenants or agreements would, in and of itself. be illegal under or violative of any Federal,
state or local  statute, law. rule. regulation or ordinance, or any order or ruling issued by the
Kentucky Public Service Commission or any other state, Federal or local governmental entity
or regulatory authority having jurisdiction over the Suspending Party or its businesses, assets
or operations; or

(B) The failure of the Suspending Party to suspend its
perf~rrnance  of those covenants or agreements, in and of itself:

(xl would materially and adversely affect the
Suspending Party’s rights under any franchise, right of way, permit, easement or other similar
right which is material and substantial to the Terminating Party’s business or operations
(exclusive of considerations based upon the economic burdens of such continued performance);

(Y) in the case of LG&E,  would jeopardize the current
status of LG&E  Energy Corp., the parent company of LG&E,  or any of its Afftites,  as
companies exempt from registration under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935,
as amended, or any rules or regulations promuigated  thereunder; or

(2) would render the Suspending Party a
tekommunications  or public telephone utiIity  under appiicable  state or Federal laws, rules or
regulations.

Notwithstanding the foregoing: (y) LG&E shail not be entitled to suspend the performar~ of
its services contemplated in Section 5(d) pursuant to this Section 6(b), it being expressly
understood and agreed that the suspension or termination of those services  (in the absence of a
termination of this Agreement in its entirety) shall be governed solely by reference to Section
5(d); and (z) TKR shall not be entitled to suspend the performance of its obligations
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conten’@ared in Seccons  3(i), 6(d)  or 6(e),  pursuant to this Section 6(h), it being expressly
understood that those obiieauons shah conunue  to be binding on TKR for the periods set forth
therein or eisewhere  in this  Agreement. The Suspending Party’s suspension of its performance
Of a particuiar  covenant or agreement shah be effective as of that party’s delivery of written
notice rthereoi  to the Non-Suspending Party, setting forth the reason(s)  for the suspension in
reasonable detail. and inciuding  a copy of the reievant opinion of legai counsei. If no such
notice is delivered by the Suspending Party, its suspension of performance shail be deemed to
have occurred upon the delivery of written notice of suspension by the Non-Suspending Party
to the Suspending Party at any time after the former  party frost  discovers the suspension of
performance. Thereafter, the suspension of performance ShaLl continue untii  the relevant
circumstance(s) giving rise  to the same have been remedied  or eliminated to  the parties’
reasonable satisfaction as provided for in Subsection @)(ii), below, or until this Agreement has
been terminated pursuant to this Section 6, whichever shall first occur. The Non-Suspending
Party shall remain responsible for the performance of all of its covenants and agreements set
forth herein throughout the foregoing suspension period (to the extent they can be reasonably
performed in the absence of the Suspending Party’s performance), subject to the Non-
Suspending Patty’s right to suspend its own performance hereunder in the manner
contempiated above, or to terminate this Agreement as otherwise contempiated in this
Section 6. Neither party shall be entitled to suspend performance of any of its covenants or
agreements contained in this Agreement unless pursuant to a termination of this Agreement in
accordance with this Section 6, or a suspension of performance specifidy  authored  in this
Section 6, or pursuant to Section 15.

(ii) Upon the occurrence of any suspension of performance as
contempiated in Subsection (b)(i), above, TKR and LG&E agree to use their reasonable best
efforts to resolve the issue(s) giving rise to the same on mutually acceptable terms at the
eariiest  practicable time. To that end, TKR and LG&E agree to cause their representatives to
meet with one another within 10 business days after the date of delivery of the relevant
suspension notice, in order to discuss the issue(s) and attempt to resolve the same. This
dialogue  shall continue for a period (the ‘Suspension Period”) of at least 90 consecutive days
after the date of the relevant suspension notice (or such shorter period as shall he necessq  to
resolve the issues), and the parties shall cause their representatives to reasonably cooperate in
good faith with the representatives of the other party. In the event LG&E  and TKR faii to
rcsoive  the issue(s) giving rise to the suspension to their reasonable satisfaction prior to  the
expiration of the Suspension Period (as the same may be extended by agreement of the
parties), then the following provisions shall appiy:

(A) If LG&E’s  p&formance  under this Agreement was
suspended (in whole or in part)  during the Suspension Period, and if that suspension (or the
bases for the same) can reasonably be expected to thereafter deprive TKR of a material and
substantial portion of the benefits to be derived by it through the use of the Conduit License  or
the Above Ground License as contemplated  in this  Agreement, then TKR &d.l  be entitled  to
terminate this Agreement upon 3Odays  prior written notice of termination delivered at any
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time during the petiti  commencing upon tie ex@-ation oi the Suspension Period and ending
60  days thereafter. LG&E  and TKR shall continue to use their  reasonable best efforts to

/z resoive  the issue(s) giving rise to the suspension (as conrernpiated  above) through  the date on
which that termination nitice is delivered bv  I’XR. In the event lX.R fails to deliver its notice
of termination to  LG&E  during the  forego& 6(&v  period. it shatl  be deemed to  have waived
its right to terminate this Agreement by rear& of Lb&E’s suspended pe~o~a.Xe.  and LG&E
Shall  thereark  be excused under this Agreement from its performance Of thoSe  covenants and
agreements (but not from any of its other covenantS  or agreements set forth herein) for the
remainder of the Term (or for such shorter period during which LG&E’s  peti~rmance  would,
in the opinion of LG&E’s  legal counsel, result in any of the circumstances described in
Subsections 6(b)(i)(A) or (B)); provided, that LG&E shall, upon tfie  written  request  of ‘XR
deiiver within 30 days after the expiration of that 604ay  period, promptly  commence good
faith negotiations with TKR with a view toward entering into a separate  transaction whereby
TKR would be afforded reasonable access to the benefits othenctise  lost by reason of LG&E’s
suspended performance, on other commercially reasonable terms acceptable to the parties  and
consistent with Subsection 6(a)(ii).  TKR shall be entitled to no compensation or other benefits
from LG&E in lieu of, or by reason of, LG&E’s suspension of its obligations in compiiance
with this Subsection 6(b). Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to affect or eliminate
TKR’s rights with respect to my suspension by LG&E of any of its other obligauons  pursuant
to this Subsection 6(b), or with respect  to any other termination rights of TKR  provided for in
this Agreement,

(B) If TKR’s performance under this Agreement was
P suspended (in whole or in part) during the Suspension Period, and if that suspension (or the

bases for the same) can be reasonably expected  to thereafter  deprive LG&E  of a material and
substantial portion  of the benefits to be derived by it through the use of the Fiber Strands
Licensed to LG&E or the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E as contemplated in this Agreement,
then LG&E shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement upon 30days prior written notice of
termination delivered at any time during the p&d  commencing  upon the expiration of the
Suspension Period and ending 60  days thereafter  (which notice may, in the discretion of
LG&E,  contain LG&E’s  notice to TKR  of its intent to exercise LG&E’s  purchase option with
mt  to the ‘Option Assets” pursuant to Subsection 6(e)(i)). LG&E  and TKR shall continue
to Use their reasonable best efforts to resolve the issues giving rise to the suspension (as
contemplated above) through the date on which that termination notice is delivered by LGkE.
In the event  LG&E fails to deliver its notice of termination to TKR  during the foregoing 6@
day period,  it shall be deemed to have waived its right to terminate this Agreement by reason
of TKR’s  suspended  performance, and TKR  shah thereafter be excused under this Agreement
from its performance of those covenants and agreements (but not from any of its other
covenants or agreements set forth herein) for the remainder of the Term (or for such shorter
period during which TKR’s performance would, in the opinion of TKR’s legal counsel, result
in any of the circumstances described in Subsections 6(h)(i)(A) or (B)); provided, that TXR
shall, upon the written request of LG&E  delivered within 30 days after the expiration of that
6a-day  period,  promptly commence (and cause its relevant Affiliates (if any) to commence)
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good faith negotiations with LGGiE with a view toward entering into a separate transaction
wherebv  LG&E wouid  be afforded reasonable access to the benefits otherwise  lost by reason
of ti’s suspended periormance.  on other commerciaiiy  reasonable terms acceptable to the
parties and cdnsistent  with Subsection 6(a)(ii)  (but subject to the provisions of Subsections
6(e)(iv))  and 6(f). LG&E shall be entitled to no compensation or other benerits  from TKR in
lieu of,  or by reason of, TxR’s  suspension of its obligations in compiiance  with this
Subsection 6(b). Noting contained herein shall be deemed to affect or eliminate LG&E’s
rights with respect to a.nv suspension by TKR of any of its other obligations pursuant to this
Subsection 6(b), or any &her termination rights of LG&E provided for in this Agreement.

0 If LG&E  suspends performance under this Subsection 6(b)
of arty  obligation or&r&an its obligations to provide the Conduit License, the Above-Ground
License or any related Conduit or Utility Poles to TKR pursuant to Section 1, then LG&E
shall reimburse TKR (within 45 days after written demand for the same) for the reasonable,
out-of-pocket costs and expenses incurred by TKR in securing one or more reasonable
alternative sources to perform those suspended obligations of LG&E,  or incurred by TKR in
performing the activities represented by those obligations for its own account; provided, that
TKR shail not be entitled to terminate this Agreement by reason of that suspension of
performance by LG&E. If TKR suspends performance under this Subsection 6(b)  of any
obligation o&zthan its obligations to provide the Fiber Strands  Licensed to LG&E or the
Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E pursuant to Section 3, then TKR shall reimburse LG&E (within
45 days after written demand for the same) for the reasonable, out-of-pocket costs and
expenses incurred by LG&E in securing one or more reasonable alternative sources to perform
those suspended obligations of TKR, or incurred by LG&E in performing the activities
represented by those obligations for its own account; provided, that LG&E  shall not be entitled
to terminate this Agreement by reason of that suspension of performance by TKR. The Non-
Suspending Party shall  provide reasonable documentation of all of its reasonable costs and
expenses, when requested by the Suspending Party.

(iii) In the  event of a termination of this Agreement in its entirety
pursuant to this Subsection 6(b), the parties shall perform their respective obligations which
have arisen prior to the effective date of termination (other than those obligations that were
properiy suspended in accordance with the provisions hereof), but shall not be obligated to
perform any obligations which arise after  the effective date of termination, unless otherwise
designated  in this Agreement as surviving its termination. The termination rights provided for
in this  Section 6(b) shall be in addition to all other rights and remedies which the terminating
party may have at law or in equity by reason of a breach or default on the part of the non-. .
termmUng party occurring prior to that termination, whether pursuant to this Agreement or
under applicable law; provided, that a suspension of performance by either party in compliance
with this Subsection 6(b) shah not be deemed to be such a breach or default on the part of that
party. Any opinion of legal counsel contemplated in this Subsection (II) shall  be rendered by
the Suspending Party’s outside, independent legal counsel in writing to both LG&E  and TKR,
and shall  set forth, in reasonable detail,  the bases for such counsei’s  opinion.
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(iv) Notwithstanding  any other provision of this Subsection (,b)  to the
zontmq,  and in addition to the covenants of LGGLE and TXR set forth in Subsections (b)(i),

J-- (@(iii and (b)(iiij,  above . tte  panics  each agree 3s follows:

(A) Throughout the pendency of any suspension of obligations
pursuant to Section 6(b)(i) as a result of any order or ruling issued by the Kentucky Public
Service Commission or any other Fedex-at. state. or local governmental entity or regulatory
authority having jurisdiction over the Suspending Party or this Agreement, that party  with the
assistance and cooperation of the Non-Suspending Party, shall contest such order or ruling in
good faith, but shall  not be required to incur expenses in excess of $25,OOO  in doing so. In the
event the Non-Suspending Party is wiiling  to fund +y expenditures by the Suspending Party in
excess of $25,000 as provided for in this Subsection (iv)(A), the Suspending Party agrees to
continue its efforts to contest that order or ruling; provided, that in the event, in the opinion of
the Suspending Party’s legal counsel, its continued efforts would be futile regardless of the
amount of additional expenditures funded by the Non-Suspending Party or efforts by the
Suspending Party, the Suspending Party shall be entitled to immediately discontinue such
efforts.

@I Throughout the pendency of any suspension of obligations
pursuant to Subsection 6(b)(i), should that suspension be required in order to preserve the
Suspending Party’s rights under any franchise, right-of-way, permit, easement or other similar
tight which is material and substantial to its business or operations, the Suspending Party, with
the assistance and cooperation of the Non-Suspending Party, shah in good faith make ail
reasonable efforts, without expense to the Suspending Party in excess of $25,000, and without
substantially altering the terms and conditions of this Agreement or the rights or
responsibilities of the Suspending Party under that franchise, right-of-way, permit, easement
or other similar right, to renegotiate, cure or remedy such conditions as are necessq in order
to preserve its rights under that franchise, right-of-way, permit, easement or other similar right
and, at the same time, eliminate the need for the continuing suspension of its obligations. In
the event the Non-Suspending Party is wiiling to fund any expenditures by the Suspending
Party in excess of SZ5,OOO  as provided for in this Subsection (vi)(B),  the Suspending Party
agrees  to continue its efforts to renegotiate, cure or remedy that condition; provided, that in
the event, in the opinion of the Suspending Party’s legal counsel, its continued efforts would
be futile regardless  of the amount of additional expenditures funded by the Non-Suspending
Party or efforts by the Suspending Party, the Suspending Party shall be entitled to immediate@
discontinue such efforts.

(cl  nr Qfhd.t . Either LG&E  or TKR may terminate thii
Agreement (in whole but not in part) upon written notice of termination delivered to the other
party, in the event there is a Waterial  Breach or Default” hereunder by the other party, and
the other party  fails to cure such breach or default within 60  days  after having received written
notice of default from the terminating party describing the breach or default in reasonable
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detaii. Tie parries here:0  agretz  that a ‘~iar.er,ai Brexn or Defauit”.  for purposes of this
Section  6(c),  shall inciude  on& the !bilowing:

6) In the case  oi  LGGIE. any act or omission (including without
limitation. any reiusai  to perform) on the part of LG&E,  any of its Affiliates. or any of their
respaive  agents or ernpiovees  (other than a suspension of performance  by i-G&E in
compliance  with Section 6(b)), which was within the reasonable control of LG&E or such
Affiliates, and which has had the effect of depriving TKR of the use of a material and
substantial portion of the benefits  to be derived by it through the Conduit License or the Above
Ground License  as contemplated  in this Agreement in violation of the provisions hereof for a
period of 60 consecutive days, or for 60  non-consecutive days in any consecutive %)-day
period (but only in the event TKR was actually using that portion of the Conduit License or the
Above Ground License immediately prior to the commencement of that period.  or can
reasonably demonstrate that such use could and would have commenced as of the
commencement of that period, but for the Material Breach or Default by LG&E);  or

(ii) In the case of TKR, any act or omission (including without
hmitation,  any refusal to performj on the part of TKR,  any of its Affiliates, or any of their
respective agents or employees (other than a suspension of performance by TKR  in compiiance
with Section 6(b)), which was within the reasonable control of TKR or such Affiliates, and
which has had the effect of depriving LG&E of the use of a material and substantial portion of
the benefits to be derived by it through the Fiber Strands Licensed to  LG&E or the Bandwidth
Licensed to LG&E as contemplated in this Agreement in violation of the provisions hereof for

P a period of 60  consecutive days, or for a period of 60 nonconsecutive days in any consecutive
%kky period @ut only in the event LG&E was actually  using that portion of the Fiber Shands
Licensed to LG&E  or the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E  immediately prior to the
commencement of that period, or can reasonably demonstrate that such use could and would
havecommenced  as of the commencement of that period, but for the Material Breach or
Default by TKR).

For purposes of this Subsection 6(c), a party shall be deemed to have committed an act or
omission of the  type described in Subsection (c)(i) or (c)(ii), as the case may be, in the event

that party shall at any time attempted to terminate or render this Agreement nuil  and void, in
whole or in part, in any manner other than pursuant to this Agreement.

Notwithstanding  anything contained in this Subsection (c) to the contrary, neither party shall
be deemed to have deprived the other party of a material and substantial portion of its licenser
or other rights contemplated in Subsection (c)(i) or (c)(ii), above (as applicable), to the extent
the former  party had no responsibility under this Agreement for the provision of those kenseS
or other rights, or for the cause of such deprivation or the remedy thereof, or, where such
responsibility  does lie with the former party, to the extent: (A) the deprivation was initially
caused by reaSOn  of a casualty damage or loss regarding the equipment or other assets which
are reasonably necessary for the provision of such licenses or other rights, (B)  such casualty
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damage  or ioss  did not resuit from the wiilfui IT~SUXI~UC: of the former party, (C)  the former
parry procezis  in good  faith and with reasonabie  diligence land  at its expense,  to rem&y  the
casuaity damage or ioss (and to resume the iarter  party’s rights hereunder with respect to the
same, at the eariiest  practicable time, and (D)  such remedy is compieted  within 180 days
following the date of such casualty damage or loss (subject to any force majeure events which
deiay such completion as conrempiated  in Section 15). The termination rights set forth in this
Subsection (c)  shall be in addition to ail other rights and remedies which the terminating party
may have at law or in equity by reason of a breach or default on the  part of TKR  or LG&E
occurring prior TV that termination, whether pursuant to this Agreement or under applicable
law. LG&E and TKR  shall each use  their reasonable best efforts, and shall cooperate in good
faith, to remedy any circumstance giving rise to a Material Breach or Default at the earliest
practicable time, through the delivery of notice of termination by the relevant  party as
contempiated  above. The party committing or responsible for the Material Breach or Default
shall promptly reimburse the other party for its reasonable, out-of-pocket costs and expenses
incurred in connection with those efforts.

(d)  C)ntinn-

(0 TKR hereby grants to LG&E (and agrees to cause its relevant
Affiliates (if any) to grant to LG&E)  an option to purchase the “Option Assets” (as defined
below), or that portion of the Option Assets designated by LG&E, to the extent TKR  (or such
Affiliate(s)) abandons those Option Assets for any reason, upon and subject to the terms and
conditions set forth below. As used in this Agreement, the “Option Assets” shall include only

P the following assets and properties which are located in the Service Territory as of the relevant
option exert&  date, subject to the provisions of Subsection 6(d)(iii): (A) the Fiber Strands
Licensed to LG&.E  (whether contained in Fiber Cables or FOG Wire now or hereafter owned
by TKR  or any of its Affiliates); (B)  the Fiber Strands of TKR  and its relevant Affiliates over
which LG&E is entitled to utilize the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E, whether now or hereafkr
owned  by TKR  or such Affiliates; (C) an undivided ownership interest in the Coaxial Cables
of TKR  and its reievant  Affiliates over which LG&E is entitled to utilize  the Bandwidth
Licensed to IA&E, equal to the percentage by which the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E bares
to the total amount of bandwidth capacity avaikble  over those Coaxial Cables under normai
conditions (using generally available communications equipment) as of the relevant option
exercise date, whether those Coaxial Cables are now or hereafter owned by TKR or such
Affiliates; (D) the Bandwidth Liumed to LG&E;  and (E) ail splices and &n&rations  of ‘KR
and its relevant  AffiI.iam relating to any of the foregoing, but only  to the extent such splices
and tcrtninations  are reasonably necessary to provide LG&E access to and connectivity with
the Option Assets identified in (A), (B), (C)  and (II), above. In the event LG&E  exercises its
option to purchase the Option Assets pursuant to this Subsection 6(d) or Subsection 6(e),
below,, TKR  agrees that it shall not thereafter attempt to remove any innerducts in which those
Option Assets are contained without replacing the Same with innerducts of like quality within a
reasonable period of time following the initial removal (but in no event later than 120 days
following such removal). The purchase option provided for herein may be exercised by
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LGU.  hn  time-to-time. as and when portions of the Option  Assets are abandoned by TKR

/?
Or iLS  r&!Va.rlt  Affiliate.  If TE;R  (or such  Affiliate)  h&-n&  to abandon any  Option  &~a for
mY reason.  7X.R  shall noufy  LG&E of such intention no iater than 180 days prior to the
expiration  oi  the Term or. if the proposed abandonment shall be sooner, at least 180 days  prior
to the proposed abandonment date; provided. that the giving or receipt of such notice shall not
be a precondition to LG&E’s  option hereunder. For purposes of this Section 6(d), TKR shall
be d=md to have abandoned a portion of the Option Assets on ther WI  WXLI& (i) 180
days  following  LG&E’s  receipt of the abandonment notice provided for above; or (ii) 10 days
foRowing  the date on which LG&E  shail have notified TKR of TKR’s  abandonment of that
portion of the Option Assets, delivered at any time in the event each of the following criteria
have been met: (A) LG&E’s  use of those Option Assets as contemplated in Section 3 of this
Agreement has been disrupted or materially and adverseiy  affected by reason of a failure of or
defect in the Communications System (including without limitation, those Option Assets)
which is not attributable to the negligence or willful misconduct of LG&E  or its agents or
empioyees;  and (B)  either (y) TKR has failed for any reaSOn  to commence with reasonable
diligence the repair andfor  replacement of the defective portion(s)  of the Communications
System, at TKR’s sole cost and expense, within 20 days after written request therefore
(“Repair Request”) is delivered by LG&E (subject to any force majeure  event that may delay
such commencement as contemplated in Section IS), or (z) after having commenced such
repair or repiacement  in a timely manner, TKR has failed to complete the same within 10 days

after LG&E’s  delivery to TKR of a second Repair Request relating to the same repair or
repiacement work (which second Repair Request shall be delivered by LG&E no sooner than

/4
120 days after its initial Repair Request for that work). Notwithstanding the foregoing, TKR
shall not be deemed to have abandoned a portion of the Option Assets pursuant to Subsection
(d)(i)@),  above, in the event, prior to the expiration of the 120-&y  period set forth in that
Subsection, LG&E shall have repaired or replaced the assets that failed or were defective,
unless TKR shall thereafter  fail to reimburse LG&E (within 30  clays  after LG&E’s  written
demand) for alI reasonable costs and expenses incurred by LG&E  to repair or replace those
assets. The option provided for herein shall be exercisable by LG&E  upon written notice to
TKR. In the event LG&E  exercises that purchase option, TKR shall convey title to the
relevant Option Assets to LG&E free and clear of all liens and encumbrances (other than any
security interests then held by LG&E or its Affiliates) within 30 days following TKR’s  rectipt
of LG&E’s  exercise notice (or such later date as LG&E shall specify in such notice), and
LG&E  thereafter  shall own those Option Assets without any obligation to TKR or any
restrictions on LG&E’s  use of the same whatsoever. In the event TKR shall fail to deliver
appropriate documents of conveyance to LG&E  during that 3Oday period, the provisions of
this Subsection 6(d)(i) shall be deemed to be self-effecting, and shall serve in lieu of those

documents of conveyance for alI purposes. In the event LG&E  exercises its option pursuant to
this Subsection (d)(i), TKR shall also be deemed to have assigned to LG&E, without further
consideration, any easements, rights of way and other sin&u  agreements with third-parties
which TKR may have regarding the ownership or use of the portion of the Option Assets that
was abandoned, but only to the extent the same are assignable with or without the consent of
the other parties thereto. In addition, TKR agrees to use its best efforts to obtain for LG&E
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the consent or approval oi all  reievant  third-parties with respect to such assignments. and shall

P
otherwise cooperare  with  LG&E in connection wiLh its assumption oi  those agreemenrs.  The
provisions of this Subsecuon  6(d) shall be deemed to sumive  any expiration  or termination of
this Agreement other than a termination by TKR pursuant to Section 6(c).

(ii) Following its exercise of any option provided for in
Subsection (d)(i), above, LG&E shall pay to TKR, at the closing of that transaction, a one-
time aggregate cash payment  of $10.00 for all of the Option Assets (the “Abandonment Option
Payment”). In the event TKR shall thereafter abandon (or be deemed to have abandoned) any
other portion(s) of the Option Assets, LG&E  shail be entitled to exercise its option to purchase
the same from TKR in accordance with Subsection:(d)(i), but shall have no further payment
obligation to TKR with respect to such additional purchase(s), it being understood and agreed
that the Abandonment Option Payment by LG&E shall constitute reasonable and adequate
compensation to TKR for ail such additional purchases.

(iii) Notwithstanding the provisions of Subsection 6(d)(i), 6(d)(ii)  or
any other provision of this Agreement to the contrary, LG&E shall not be entitled to purchase
any of the Option Assets described in Subsections6(d)(i)(C),  6(d)(i)(D) or 6(d)(i)(E) pursuant
to  the purchase options set forth in this Section 6, to the extent (but only to the extent) those
assets or properties constitute City Cable Assets (as defined in Section 3(i)(ii)),  until such time
as TKR and LG&E  shall have received one of the following: (A) the written consent or
approval  of TKR’s  sale  and LG&E’s  purchase of those City Cable Assets from the City of

P
Louisville Board of Alderman (or any successor board or commission); (B)  a written
determination by the City of Louisville Board of Alderman that it has no jurisdiction or control
over that sale and purchase; or (C) a final, non-appealable decision of a court of competent
jurisdiction that the conscnt  or approval of the City of Louisville Board of Alderman is not a
condition to the legality  of that sale and purchase. Upon the request of LG&E  from time-m
time, TKR  agrees to cooperate with LG&E  in good faith and with reasonable diligence, in
order for LG&E  to obtain the consent, approval, determination or decision described above,
including without limitation, by filing a joint petition for, and advocating the rendering of,
such consent, approval, determination or decision. LG&E  and TKR  each agree  to duly and
timely pay one-half (l/2) of any reasonable costs or expenses incurred by them in the pursuit

of such consent, approval, determination or decision. TKR  agrees not to assert in any
proceeding before the Louisville Board of Alderman or any court or other tribunal, that
LGdkE’s  purchase of the City Cable Assets should be denied, in whole or in part, by reason of
the actual or anticipated need for such assets by TKR  or any of its Affiliates.

(e) Adnitinnal m Pv.

(8 TKR hereby grants to LG&E  (and agrees to cause its reievant
Affiliates (if any) to grant to LG&E)  an additional option to purchase the Option Assets upon
and subject  to the terms and conditions set forth below, subject to the provisions of
Subsection 6(d)(iii). Such option will be exercisable by LG&E  upon written notice to TKR
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dehmxi at any time following  the occurrence of either oi the iollowmg:  (A) any termination
of this Agreement prior to the expiration of the Term for any reason other by T?cR
pursuant to Section 6ic)  by reason of a Material Breach or Defauit  on the part of IX&E,  and
other than by LG&E in vioiation of this Agreement: or (B) any de or assignment (or
attempted sale or assignment) by TKR or irs reievant Affrliare (if any) of any right, title  or
interest  which it mav now or hertiter  have under, in or to this Agreement and/or  the
Extended  System, kithout  the prior written consent of LG&E (which consent  shail not be
unreasonably  withheld, and shall be given or withheid by LG&E  within 30  days after the
written request of TKR ). For purposes of this Subsection 6(e)(i)(B), the conscnt  of LG&E
shall not be deemed to have been withheld unreasonably if done so  based upon (w) TKR’s
attempt to sell  or assign any right, title or interest which it may have in this Agreement or the
Extended System (including without limitation, any sale or assignment by TKR’s reievant
Affiliate(s), if any) without simultaneously selling or assigning TKR’s (or its Affiliate(s)‘)
rights. title and interests in the Extended System or this Agreement, as the case may be, to  the
Same person or entity, or any sale or assignment (or attempted sale or assignment) by TKR or
its relevant Affiliate  in violation of Section 22 of this Agreement, (x) LG&E’s  good faith
belief that the proposed purchaser or assignee of the Extended System intends to utilize the
Extended System in connection with any activity in competition with LG&E’s  retail electric or
natural gas businesses, (y) the proposed purchaser or assignee (as applicable) of the Extended
System and this Agreement fails or refuses to agree in writing with LG&E to assume and
become bound by all debts, obligations and liabilities of TKR under this Agreement in a
manner reasonably satisfactory to LG&E,  or (z) TKR’s  failure or refusal to acknowledge in
writing to LG&E that such sale or assignment shall not be deemed to release TKR from its
debts, obligations and liabilities under this Agreement (provided, that TKR shall have no
obligation to remain bound by the provisions of this Agreement, as a condition to its sale or
assignment of all of its rights, title, interest and obligations under, in and to this Agreement
and the Extended System to a person or entity which is not then an Affiliate of TKR, to the
extent the intended assignee or transferee of this Agreement and the  Extended System would
have a net worth (total assets minus total liabilities) in excess of %100,178,000.00  after  giving
effect to such sale or assignment, so long as the other conditions set forth in this Subsection
(e)(i) have beefy fulftied,  and so long as none of the circumstances described in (w), (x) or
@), above, then exist). In the event the proposed purchaser or assignee delivers to LG&E  a
binding written commitment not to utilize the Extended System at any time in the manner
contemplated in Subsection (e)(i)(x), above, LG&E shall not oppose the proposed sale or
assignment on the  basis of that Subsection. TKR shall  provide LG&E,  upon its request, with
reasonable financial information evidencing the proposed assignee’s or transferee’s net worth.

(ii) In the event LG&E eiects to exercise its purchase option provided
for in Subsection 6(e)(i), LG&E shall pay to TKR ( and its reievant Affiliates, if any) an
aggregate purchase price in cash for the Option Assets determined as follows (‘Additional
Option Price”):
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(A) II-I  the eisenr  the purchase  option is exercised by rezon of
a termination of this Agreement by I-G&E pursuant to Section 6(c)  foilowing  a Mater&i
Breach or Defauit  on the part of TF;R. or by reason of any sale or assignment (or attempted
sale or assignment) of the type contempiated  in Subsection 6(e)(i)(B), me Additional Option
Price shall be Ten Dollars  ($lO.OO), and shall be paid by LG&E at the ciosing  of the saie  and
purchase as provided below; and

09 In the event the purchase option is exercised by LG&E for
any other reason permissible under this Subsection 6(e), the Additional Option  Price shall
equal m

co *-in the case of the Fiber Strands included in the
Option  Assets that are to be purchased, the incremental materials cost for those Fiber Strands
incurred by TKR in connection with its original  installation of the Fiber Cables in which they
are contained;

(Y) in the case of the portions of any Coaxial Cables
included in the Option Assets and the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E  over those Coaxial Cables
(which Coaxial Cables and bandwidth shall be deemed to be one and the same asset for the
purpose of caicuiating  the price therefor  under this Subsection (y), but only for that purpose),
a portion of TKR’s  original cost to install those Coaxial Cables (including its costs for
mater&  and labor) determined by reference to the following formula:

X = (3  x A/B) + (3  x A/C)

Where: A= 1OOKHz;

B = The total amount of bandwidth
capacity in the upstream direction
(customer to TKR  faciiity)  available
over the reievant  Coaxial Cables
under normal conditions (using
generally available  communications
equipment) as of the option exercise
date; and

C = The total amount of bandwidth
capacity in the downstream direction
(TKR  facility to customer) available
over the relevant Coaxial Cable
under normal conditions as of the
option exercise date: and
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aggregate.
(z) in the exe of ziil  oti?e:  Option Assets. ~1,ooO.oO  in the

For pqoses of  Subsection ciij(B)(x) above, the parties estimate that TKR’s incremental
materials cost for LG&E’s  Fiber Strancis, once the entire Extended System as now
contempiated  by TKR has been installed, wiil be approximately $775,000.00.  For purposes of
Subsection (ii)@)(y),  above. the parties estimate that the portion of TKR’s  original cost to
install the Coaxial Cables that would be payable by LG&E is approximately $225,000.00,
assuming for purposes of the formuia  described in Subsection (ii)@)(y) that the total amount
of bandwidth capacity in  the upstream direction is 35 MHz and the total amount of bandwidth
capacity in the downstream  direction is 700 MHz, and assuming the entire Extend System as
now contemplated by TKR is instakd The information in the two preceding sentences is
included for explanatory purposes only. The Additional Option Price shall be paid by LG&E
to TKR at the closing of the sale and purchase as provided below, and TKR shall be
responsible for documenting to LG&E’s  reasonable satisfaction TKR’s costs incurred in
connection with its original installation of the Option Assets.

(iii) If LG&E exercises the foregoing purchase option, TKR (and its
relevant Affrliates) shall convey title to the reievant Option Assets to LG&E  within 30 days
after the  delivery of LG&E’s  option exercise notice, free and clear of all liens and
encumbrances (other than such security interests as are then held by LG&E  or its Affiliates),
and LG&E  thereafter shall own those Option Assets without any further obligation to TKR
with respect to the same, subject to Subsection (6)(h) below. In the event TKR (or its
relevant Affiliates) fail for any reason  to deliver to LG&E reasonable documents of
conveyance with respect to the  Option Assets within the abovedescribed 3Oday period, the
provisions of this Subsection 6(e) shall be deemed to be self-effecting, and shall serve in lieu
of such documents of conveyance for all purposes. In the event LG&E  exercises its purchase
option pursuant to this Subsection 6(e), and to the extent they are then assignable, TKR agrees
to assign to LG&E, without further consideration, any relevant easements, rights of way or
other similar agreements with third-parties that TKR may have regarding the ownership or use
of the Option Assets that are purchased by LG&E (or shall use its best efforts to obtain for
LG&E’s  use and benefit such consents or approvals under those agreements as shall be
required in order for LG&E to continue to own and use those Option Assets). In the case of
an assignment of those agreements, TKR also agrees to use its best efforts to obtain for LG&E
the consent or approval of all relevant third-parties with respect to that assignment, and shall
otherwise cooperate with LG&E in connection with its assumption of those agreements. The
purchase option provided for in this Subsection (e) shall survive the termination of this
Agreement for any reason other than by TKR pursuant to Section 6(c).

(iv) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this
Agreement, LG&E  shall have an additional option to purchase a portion of the Option Assets
upon and subject to the following terms and conditions. In the event: (A) TKR shall suspend
its performance of a particular covenant or agreement (or group of covenants or agreements) in
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~mpiiance with Subsection e(b);  (E) that susoension  has the efftm  of depnving LG&E of a
Mimi poruon oi the benerits  to be derived by LG&E through  the use of  the Fiber Strands

P Licensed to LG&E or tie Bandwidth  Licensed to LGgLE as contempiated  in  this Agreement
(whether or not also constituting a ‘substantial”  portion of those  benerits  as contemplated in
Subsection 6(b)(ii)(B))  during the reievant  Suspension Period: (C) that suspension (or the bases
for the same) can reasonabiy  be expected to deprive LG&E of those benefits following the
Suspension Period; and. to the extent appiicabie.  (D) LG&E has elected not to terminate this
Agreement when it would otherwise be permitted to do so pursuant to  Subsection 6(b)(ii)(B);
then LG&E shall have an option to purchase oniy those portions of the Option  Assets the use
or benefit of which was denied to LG&E by reason of TKR’s  suspension of performance. The
purchase price payable by LG&E for the relevant Option Assets shall be determined in
accordance with Subsection 6(e)(ii)(B),  and the purchase option shall otherwise be exercised
by LG&E in accordance with, and shall be subject to the provisions of, Subsection 6(e)(&).
The exercise by LG&E  of its purchase option(s) pursuant to this Subsection (c)(iv) shall not be
deemed to preclude or restrict any subsequent exercise by LG&E  of this or any other purchase
option with respect to the remaining Option Assets. Following any exercise by LG&E of the
purchase option provided for in this Subsection (c)(iv),  TKR agrees to maintain in good
working order, condition and repair (ordinary wear excepted) all Option  Assets so purchased
by LG&E for the remainder of the Term (regardless of any eariier  termination of this
Agreement other than by TKR pursuant to Section 6(c)), at no cost or expense to LG&E.

(0 
. . . . .v. In the event LG&E

exercises any of its purchase options pursuant to Subsection 6(d) or 6(e), TKR  agrees to (and
agrees to cause its relevant Afftiiates  to) grant  to LG&E,  its successors and permitted assigns,
a royalty free, non-exclusive right and license to access and utilize the communications
equipment and facilities of TKR  (and such Afftites)  to the same extent and in the same
manner as contemplated in Section 6(g) hereof, but only to the extent reasonably necessary  for
LG&E (and such other persons) to utilize the Option Assets (including the Bandwidth Licensed
to  LG&E)  in the manner contemplated in this Agreement. Such right and license shall
continue in effect for the remainder of the Term, regardless of any earlier termination of this
Agreement pursuant to this Section 6. LG&E shall not be required to provide TKR  any
additional consideration for the foregoing rights and licenses.

(0 Upon the termination of this Agreement by TKR  pursuant to
S&on  6(c), TKR  shall remove the System (or the portions designated by LG&E)  from the
LG&E Structures within 180 days from the date of such termination. TICR shall not remove
any material portion of the System from the LG&E Structures (other than as contemplated in
this Agreement) prior to the expiration of the Term, unless directed to do so by LG&E (in
which event such removal shall be completed within 180 days follows, LG&E’s  direction).
Subject to  the limitations set forth in the immediately preceding sentence, ‘I’KR  shall be
entitkd t.o  remove all or any portion of the System from the LG&E  Structures (and shall be
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required to so remove tile  system upon the wnr:en direction oi  LG&E) within 180 davs

P
foihwng  the expiration of the Tsrm. unless LG&E snail have previousiy  exercised i& option
pursuant to Section 6(d) or d(e) to purchase the Option Assets (or any portion thereor),  in
which event TKR shall not at anv time tier&r  remove from  the I-G&E  Structures any of
those  Option Assets. or any Fiber  Cables. Coaxial Cables or other assets of which tho&
Option Assets are a part or in which they are contained. Failure by TIU? to remove the
System (or any potion thereor’)  as directed  by LG&E within the above-referenced 18Oday
period shall be deemed to be an abandonment of the same pursuant to  Section  6(d), in which
event title to the System (,or  that portion) shall automaticaily  vest in LG&E without further
action on the part of TKR. Upon any removal of the System, TKR shall return the Conduit
Structures, Utility Poles and other relevant facilities of LG&E to  their same condition as
existed prior the installation of the System (ordinary wear excepted), in each case at TKR.‘s
sole cost and expense.

r

(ii) (A) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this
Agreement.  the Existing Agreement or the Cable Television Tariff, and except as provided
above, TKR shall not at any time remove any Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire, or
related spikes,  terminations or associated innerducts, which are or hereafter become a part of
the Extended System, from any LG&E Structure prior to the expiration of the Term,
regardless of any earlier termination of this Agreement, the Existing Agreement or the Cable
Television Tariff (other than a termination by TKR pursuant to Section 6(c)), and shall not
thereafter remove any portions of the Extended System that are purchased by LG&E pursuant
to an exercise of its option under Section 6(d) or 6(e) (in either case other than for the
relocation of TKR’s cable drops, from time-to-time in the ordin;irv  course of TKR’s business,
but subject to the limitations set forth below), unless  (y)  such removal is required in order to
comply with the provisions of Section 7, below, or any comparable provisions of the Existing
Agreement or the Cable Television Tariff (and then only  to the extent requested by LG&E in
accordance therewith), or (z) such removal is required in order to compiy  with a fina,  non-
appealable order of a court or regulatory authority having competent jurisdiction. In the event
any regulatory authority or court having competent jurisdiction shall at any time order the
removal by TKR of any of its Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire or related splices,
terminations or associated innerducts from any LG&E Structures prior to the expiration of the
Term, and in the event LG&E thereafk requests  that TKR appeal that order to a higher
authority having such jurisdiction, TKR agrees to appeal and further contest that order in good
faith,  but shall not be required to incur expenses in excess of $25,000 in doing so. In the
event LG&E is willing  to fund  expenditures by TKR in excess of $25,000 in appealing and
contesting such order, TKR agrees to continue those efforts in good faith; provided, that in the
event, in the opinion of TKR’S legal counsel, its continued efforts to appeal the order wouid  be
futile, regardless of the amount of additional expenditures funded by LG&E  or the efforts of
TKR, ?xR shall be entitled to discontinue its appeal efforts.

(B) Following the discontinuation by TKR and its Affiliates  of
a of their  SeticeS  to any customer or location in the Service Territory, TKR shall not permit
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the re.movd  or disconnection of  its or its iWh.e’s tile  drop to the premises of that
Customer. or to that location. without giving LGSLE  at least 3 days prior notice of the same:
provided. that the foregoing notice shall  not be required by TKR with respect to a par&t&r
cable drop until  such time as LG&E shall have notitied  TKR of LG&E’s  intention to begin
using the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E and/or the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E located
anywhere  in the same j-digit ZIP Code area as that cable drop. Thereafter, TKR shall not
permit the removai or disconnection of its cable drop to that customer or location  for the
remainder of the Term in the event LG&E shall notify TKR, within the above-described 25
day period, that (y) LG&E is then using a portion of that cable drop to provide service to, or
to communicate with, LG&E’s  customer(s) at that location, or intends to so use that cable  drop
within the one (1) year period immediately following TKR’s notice to LG&E,  and (z) in the
case of Coaxial Cable  drops, LG&E is willing to reimburse TKR for one-half (112) of its
reasonable cost (for materials only) associated with the purchase of a standard bandwidth ftiter
or other similar device for that location which is reasonably satisfactory to TKR (in which
event TKR shall undertake to install such filter or other similar device at its sole cost and
expense, subject to LG&E’s  reimbursement obligation). In the event TKR or any of its
Affiliates desire to filter or otherwise reduce the bandwidth capacity of any of its Coaxial
Cable drops to a particular location, but intend to continue to use other bandwidth capacity on
that cable to provide services or otherwise send or receive communications signals to or from
that location, TKR  shall be solely responsible, at its expense, for the purchase and installation
of all bandwidth friters  and other similar devices necessary in order to effect that fiItering  or
reduction in bandwidth. The provisions of this Subsection (ii) shall be subject to the right of
TKR  to remove cable drop at such time as TKR  is ordered to do so by the relevant property
owner(s); provided, that TKR  shah use its reasonable best efforts to notify LG&E of any such
order prior to removing TKR’s  cable drop, and to assist LG&E  in obtaining the permission of
such property owner(s) for LG&E’s  continued use of the same. LG&E  shall  be responsible
for obtaining such permission when requested by TKR. As and when TKR  shall decide to
remove a particular bandwidth filter or other similar device from a Coaxial Cable drop, TKR
agrees that it shall use its reasonable best efforts to do so in a manner that will not damage the
same or otherwise render it incapable of re-use. Thereafter, TKR  agrees to use all re-use&k
bandwidth filters and other similar devices prior to seeking to acquire new filters or devices for
which reimbursement may be sought from LG&E.  In the event LG&E  desires to communicate
with a customer or location to which TKR  and its Affiliates are not then providing services,
but to which TKR  does have one or more Coaxial Cable drops which have been disconnected,
LG&E shall be entitled, at its expense, to have TKR’s  cable drop reconnected to the Extended
System, and to thereafter  utilize the same in connection with the Fiber Strands Licensed to
LG&E and/or the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E. TKR  shall reconnect the cable drops
requested in writing by LG&E,  and shall be responsible for installing standard bandwidth
filters or other similar devices to the extent TKR deems the same to be reasonably neceSSary  in
order to protect its own signals from unauthorized use. LG&E  agrees to pay TKR  its
regulated reconnection charge for the foregoing reconnection services, together with m’s
actual materials cost for any necessary bandwidth filters. TKR  shall complete all reconnection
services requested by LG&E within the time periods mandated by appiicable  Federal, state  or
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locai  laws. r;lies  or rceuiations  der?ling  witi cable z!evision  connections and reconnections

P
generaily.

(iii) Upon the expiration or termination of this Agreement for any
reason. bit subject to LG&E’s  rights and licenses provided for in Subsection 6(f),  LG&E
shall. upon TKR’s written request. remove ail equipment of LG&E  10cared  at TKR’s hub sites
within 180 days from the date of such request, at LG&E’s  sole cost and expense. The parties
shall reasonably coordinate their removal efforts hereunder so as to minimize the disruptive
effects on their respective businesses and personnel, The provisions of this Subsection 6(g)
shall be deemed to survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason,
except that the provisions of Subsection (g)(ii)(B)  shall survive a termination of this Agreement
only  for the remainder (if any) of the Term.

(iv) Throughout the Term, and for a period of 180 days thereafter,
TKR agrees not to (and agrees to cause its reievant Affiliates, if any, not to) sell, assign or
convey to any other person (other than LG&E),  any of the Option Assets. or any interest
therein. other than in conjunction with a combined sale and assignment of the entire Extended
System and this Agreement, and then only to the extent the provisions of Section 22 and 6(e)
have been fully complied with; provided, that the foregoing covenant shall not prevent TKR
from selling,  assigning or conveying any portion of the Option Assets which are also City
Cable Assets to the City of Louisville pursuant to its option to purchase set forth in TKR’s
existing cable television franchise with the City of Louisville. TKR agrees to use its best

P
efforts to notify LG&E  at least 90 days prior to any proposed purchase of the City Cable
Assets by the City of Louisville pursuant to that option.

00 Notwithstanding anything contained in this Section 6(g) to the
contrary,  in the event following a purchase of any Option Assets by LG&E  pursuant to Section
6(e)  (but not pursuant to Section 6(d)): (A) TKR desires  to replace any Fiber Cables and/or
Coaxial  Cabks containing  those Option Assets (collectively, “Option Cabies”) in connection
with an upgrade by TKR of the Extended System generally; (B)  those Option Cables are then
located within the Communications Space on one or more of LG&E’s  Utiiity  Poles; and (C)
LG&E reasonably determines that there is insufficient space remaining in the Communications
Space on one or more of those Utility Poles (“Constrained Poles”) to accommodate TKR’s
repiacement  Fiber Cable or Coaxial Cable without moving other cables  and equipment then
hated in that Communications Space (including the Option Cables), then LG&E  shall elect,
in its sole  discretion, either: (x) to permit TKR, at TKR’s  sole cost and expense, to move the
relevant Option  Cable to another location in the Communications Space on the Constrained
Poles  or, if another location in the Communications Space is not then available, to another
location outside the Communications Space on the Constrained Poles, but in each case only to
the extent reasonably necessary in order for TKR to attach its replacement Fiber Cable or
Coaxial Cable to the Constrained Poles in the Communications Space; or (y) to modify or
replace those  Constrained Poles to the extent reasonably necessary in order to accommodate
the installation of TKR’s  replacement Fiber Cable or Coaxial Cable within the
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Communications  Space on those Utility Poles. 2.t  LG&E’s  soie  cost and expense (other than
for  the instaiiation  Of  TWX’s repiace.m&  cables); or (z) to cause the other cabies. electrical

f- inductors  and equipment (or anv combination thereof]  located on the Constrained Poles  to be
moved to other iocations  on those poies to the extent reasonably necessary in order to
accommodate  the installation of TKR’s repiacement  Fiber Cable or Coaxial Cable within the
Communications Space. at LG&E’s  soie cost and expense (other than for the installation of
‘I”KR’s  repiacemenr cables). LG&E shall make its eiection  as provided for above within 30
days  after written request therefore is delivered by TKR (which request shall  inciude  a
description of the Utility Poles in question. their specific location, and an explanation in
reasonable detail of the reason(s) for TKR’s belief that its repiacement  cables cannot be
ima.kd on those Utility Poles absent an action of +re type described in (A), (B)  or (C),
above. Any movement of Option Cables by TKR as contemplated herein (including without
limitation, any proposed new location for those cables on the Constrained Poles) shall comply
with all appiicabie  laws, rules, regulations and ordinances, with the NIX and the NESC,  and
with LG&E’s  Safety Policies, and no such movement shall be permitted to the extent it would
result in any of the circumstances described in Subsections l(c)(iii)(A),  l(c)(iii)(B)  or
l(c)(iii)(C)(z). Any Option Cables that are moved by TKR pursuant to this Subsection 6(g)(v)
shall be perrninentiy  re-attached by TKR to the Constrained Poles using industry standard pole
attachment equipment. Upon any installation by TKR of Fiber Cables or Coaxial Cables on
one or more Constrained Poles following an election by LG&E as contemplated in (x), (y) or
(z), above, those Fiber Cables or Coaxial Cables shall constitute a part of the Extended System
for all purposes under this Agreement, TKR shall assign, transfer and deliver to LG&E  (or its
designee) all remainin g rights, title and interest of TKR in and to the Option Cables then

P located on those Constrained Poles, without any additional consideration from LG&E,  and
TKR shall thereafter cease to use any of those Option Cables for any purpose without the prior
written approval of LG&E.  The foregoing assignment, transfer and delivery shall take place

within 30 days following the dare on which TKR first utilizes its new Fiber Cables or Coaxial
Cables (as appiicabie)  attached to the Constrained Pole(s) on a commercial basis; provided,
that in the event  TKR faiis for any reaSOn  to make that assignment, transfer and delivery, the
provisions of this Subsection 6(g)(v) shall be deemed to be self-effecting without further a&n
on the part of any party. The Option Cables to be assigned, transferred and delivered to .
LG&E hereunder shall include only  those portions of the relevant Fiber Cable or Coaxial
Cable extending from a Constrained Pole in both directions to the point where that cable  is
first instalIed  on or attached to a Utility Pole that is not also a Constrained Pole. Upon the
assignment and transfer of TKR’s remainin g imm~ts in a particular Option  Cable to LGiQE
pursuant to this Subsection (g)(v), LG&E shall continue to use that Option Cable soleiy  for the
uses and purposes provided for in Section 3(h) during the remainder of the Term. Throughout
the Term, TKR shall maintain for the benefit of LG&E  continuity of access over the Option
Cables to the same TKR Customers, and to the same portions of the Extended System, to
which LG&E had access prior to TKR’s installation of its replacement Fiber Cables or Coaxial
Cables (as applicable) on the Constrained Poles, which access shall continue on an
uninterrupted basis until such time as LG&E has reasonable access to the Fiber Strands
Licensed to LG&E  and the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E  (as applicable) in or over those
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qkment  cbles. and hen oniv to the exenr LG&E ds compieted  (.he  connection (or  re-
UXmecrion)  of its  other  Fiber Strands.  bandwidth cqac~tv and communications equipment to
m‘s new cables. LG&E and TK.R  shall reasonably  ckpemre  with exh  other in connection
with LG&E’s  connection  or reconnection eifons,  which shall be compieti  by LC&E at the
earliest practicable time hollowing  the date on wi-tich  TKR has notified  LG&E that its
replacement cables are commercially operational.

(h) I_imirPn. LG&E shall continue to  utilize the Option Assets solely
for the uses and purposes provided for in Section 3(h) to the extent  LG&E  purchases those
assets pursuant to Section 6(e). In the event LG&E purchases any Option Assets pursuant to
Section 6(d) following an Abandonment of the same by TKR, and in the event, prior to that
Abandonment, TKR provided LG&E with new Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E and/or
Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E in place of the Fiber Strands and/or bandwidth capacity
represented by the Abandoned Option Assets, affording LG&E  continuity of service and access

to the same customers and locations serviced by those Abandoned assets, then for so long
thereafter  during the remainder of the Term as those replacement Fiber Strands and/or
bandwidth capacity are available to LG&E. LG&E shall utilize those  Option Assets solely  for
the uses and purposes provided for in Section 3(h). Except as provided in the immediately
preceding sentence, the  restrictions of Section 3(h) shall not apply to any Option Assets
purchased pursuant to Section 6(d).

7 .

(a) nfT.GkE. Upon 60  days prior written
notice delivered TV TKR from time-to-time during the Term (except in emergency or dangerous
situations, in which event LG&E shall give only as much prior notice as it shall deem
reasonable under the circumstances), LG&E shall have the right to replace, relocate, remove
or abandon any of the LG&E  Structures (and to cause the alteration, relocation or removal of
any Fiber Cables, FOG Wire, Coaxial Cables and related splioes,  terminations and innerducts
of  ‘lWl attached to or installed in such LG&E Structures), consistent with normal operating,
maintenance and development procedures and prudent utility pm&es. LG&E shall use its
reasonable best efforts to provide an alternate location on the LG&E  Structures for any potion
of the System required to be relocated or removed. LG&E  wiil  bear all costs and expenses of
any relocation  of the  LG&E  Structures, and TKR will bear  all costs and expenses of any
relocation and removal of the System (or any portion thereof). TKR shall  be solely
responsible  for any losses occasioned by the resulting interruption of TKR’s business or
operations.

.(b) -, APPipnment . From time-to-
time during the Term, LG&E shall be entitled to direct, by written notice to TKR, that

portions of the System be relocated to other LG&E Structures, in the event LG&E  shall
determine, in good faith and in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment, that the space
occupied  by those portions of the System are required in connection with the energy ~eem
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businesses oi  LG&E  or any of its Affiliates. LG&E shail use its reasonable best eifons  to
make avaiiabie  to TKR other suitable LG&E Structures as ciose in proximity to the former

T- LG&E Structures as is possible. TKR agrees to compiete  such reiocation  within 180 davs after
the date of LG&E’s  request. LG&E shall reimburse TKR for its reasonable out-of-pocket
COSTS and expenses incurred in connection with any relocation directed pursuant to this
Subsection (b). In the event LG&E  shall determine. in good faith and in the exercise of its
reasonable business judgment. that LG&E or its Affiliates require the space occupied by an
innerduct previouslv installed by TKR in the Conduit Structures, LG&E may, in its discretion,
request  that TICR a&ign  title to that innerduct to LG&E. To the extent TKR is not then using
that innerduct and determines, in good faith and the exercise of its reasonable business
judgment, that it will not need the use of that innerduct during the succeeding one (1) ye
period, TKR shall notify LG&E  of the Same  within 30 days after the date of LG&E’s  request,
and shall, within 45 days after that request (or such shorter period a~ shall be acceptable to
TKR and LG&E),  assign title to that innerduct to LG&E at no cost or expense to LG&E.
Subject to the dimensional and other limitations provided for in Section l(a) and elsewhere in
this Agreement, LG&E shall thereafter install  for TKR a repiacement  innerduct of like size
and quality in an alternate Conduit Structure as close in proximity to the innerduct assigned to
LG&E as is reasonably practicable, within 90 days after TKR’s request for the same (or as
soon thereafter as is reasonably practicable). TKR agrees not to make such request until it has
determined, in good faith, that it will have an actual need for that empty innerduct within 120
days following the date of the request. Any replacement innerducts installed by LG&E
pursuant to this Subsection (b)  shall be at the sole cost and expense of LG&E.

(C) Itthdnn  for Ilisqhn.  In no event will the installation or use of the
System be permitted to disrupt or in any manner interfere with LG&E’s  eiectric  or gas
transmission or distribution services, and TKR shall ensure that no such disruption or
interference shall occur. Whenever LG&E notifies TKR  in writing that the System is
interfering with such services, constitutes a hazard to such services,  fails to comply with
applicable laws, codes or regulations, or is otherwise unsafe, TKR shall, within 10 days after
the date of such notice, remove, rearrange or change the System as reasonably directed by
LG&E,  at TKR’s  expense. In the event of an emergency, LG&E reserves  the right to
immediat+y  remove or reiocate  portions of the System at TKR’s  expense, and no liability
therefor  shall be incurred by LG&E because of such action.

60 .Cqemtmn . Subject to Subsections (a), (b)  and (c), above, LG&E and
TKR  shall reasonably cooperate with each other to develop a plan and schedule for any
relocation  of the System required pursuant to this Section 7, including how and by whom the
work  shall be performed. Once it is determined by LG&E that such reiocation  is necessary,
LG&E and TKR shall  use their reasonable best efforts to relocate the System in a manner that
will interrupt their respective businesses and operations the least.
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8. -a

(a)  . TKR. at its  soie  cost and expense. shall
maintain the entire Extended System. inciudkg the facilities Licensed  to LG&E hereunder and
the mechanisms used to attach the System to the LG&E Structures. in good working order,
condition and repair (ordinary wear excepted) throughout the Term. TKR shall compiy  with
the maintenance responsibilities and emergencv  restoration procedures set forth in the
approved Work Plans  and. in the absence of such responsibilities and procedures, with the
reasonable directions of LG&E’s  personnel.

(b) ResmmC~ of  Splice.  In the event of a loss or failure of the Extended
System which renders the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E or the Bandwidth Licensed to
LG&E unutile, in whole or in part, TKR shall use its best efforts, at its expense, to correct
the problem and restore LG&E’s  use within four (4) hours (or as soon thereafter as is
reasonably possible). In the event TKR shall fail to restore such use within that period, and in
the event TKR shall fail to work diligently to restore such service at the earbest  practicable
time thereafter, LG&E  shah be free to retain the services of one or more contractors pre-
approved by TKR and LG&E to immediately perform such repair work for the account of
TKR. TKR shah reimburse LG&E  for its reasonable costs and expenses incurred in
connection with such repair work within  90 days after completion of the same.

(4 RPa(mnahle. LG&E shall afford TKR reasonable access to the
LG&E  Structures 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to maintain and repair the System; provided,

14 that TKR shall coordinate in advance aU maintenance and repair activities with LG&E;  and
provided further, that LG&E  shaLl have no obligation to permit such access by TKR during
emergency situations involving unusually hazardous conditions, or at any time when such
access would materially interfere with LG&E’s  efforts to repair its eiectric  or gas utility
equipment or facilities, or to resume LG&E’s  electric or gas utility service. LG&E shall  have
the right to cause its agents or employees to accompany ‘KR’s  agents or empioyezs  any time
that they access the System, and TKR shall promptly reimburse LG&E  for its costs in
employee time incurred in providing such supervision. TKR shaII ensure that ail of its
empioyezs,  agents and contractors who shall at any time access the System in order to repair
or replace the same are trained in the LG&E Policy Manual, and TKR agrees to provide a
copy of the LG&E Policy Manual to each independent contractor prior to their repair or
repiacement  of the System (or any portion thereof), In addition, aII such employees, agents
and contractors of TKR shall be appropriately trained under the NESC and the NEC, and
LCXcE  shall have the right to approve in advance al.I such employees, agents and contractors,
which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, LG&E reserves the right to perform aU
repair and replacement work required to portions of the  System located within the ‘power
space” or ‘service  space” on the Utility Poles, for reasonable compensation to be agreed upon
by LG&E and TKR, but in no event greater than rhe (i) LG&E’s  actual cost for
employee time and materials, (ii) the lowest per hour rate (for empioyee  time and materiais)
paid by TKR to any independent contractor (in&ding  LG&E)  for similar repair services
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during he  SIX (6)  monti petid immediately  preceding  tie date  of the relevant  repair work, as
reasonabiv  documented  bv TKR OI (iii’)  the !owest per hour mate (for  empiovec  time and
materiais~ quoted  bv a qu&fiti  conmcring  companv  (other  than Affiliates bf LG&E or TKR)
for simiiar  rew 0; replacement  services in tiar  spak  during that six (6)  month period. as
reasonably documented by TKR.

(d) A.WPW tn  Mnnirnring. In order to assist LG&E in its effons
to  effectiveiy  and efficientlv  provide electric power  to customers in the Service Territory, TKR
agrees that. in the event TI& or any of its Affiliates. in their discretion, maintain or deveiop
the capability to monitor the real-time status of eiecnic  power delivered to their equipment and
facilities (or portions there@ located in the Service. Territory, they will provide LG&E with
reasonable access to those capabilities at no cost to LG&E;  provided, that TKR and its
Affiliates shall have no obiigation  to develop or maintain such capabiiity  at any of their
facilities. JXR shall reasonably cooperate with LG&E in developing a system which
effectively and promptly transmits such information to LG&E on a real-time basis, including
the development and installation of an electronic communications link between the facilities of
TKR and its Affiliates, on the one hand, and those of LG&E,  on the ocher  hand. Any
incremental equipment costs associated with that communications link will be borne by LG&E.
In consideration of the services to be provided by TKR pursuant to this Subsection (d), LG&E
shall use its reasonable best efforts  to promptly notify TKR in the event LG&E detects a
disruption in its own communications ca@ilities  that LG&E believes may be the result of a
larger disruption affecting TKR’s services as well.

/--- 9 . Taxw. Except as provided for below, LG&E and TKR shall each be solely
responsible for, and shall duiy  and timely pay without reimbursement or indemnification, any
and all taxes, assessments, fees, ievies or other govemmentai  impositions (together with
applicable  interest and penalties) for which each is or may become liable by reason of any
interest that they may have in the Extended System, or by reason of the performance of their
obligations under this Agreement. Subject to LG&E’s  purchase options provided for in
Section 6, TKR shall be the sole owner of the Extended System for ail purposes hereunder,
including without limitation, for income tax purposes, TKR shail  pay, and agrees to
indemnify  and hold harmless LG&E from and against, any and all property taxes and taxes in
lieu of property taxes levied or imposed, now or in the future, on or concerning the Extended
System, together with interest and penalties imposed or assessed concerning the Extended
System. LG&E  shall pay, and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless TKR from and against,
my and all “use taxes” or the like  levied against or imposed on LG&E  by reason of its use Of
the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E or the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E at any time
following the date hereof.

10. . . Notwithstanding any provision of this
Agreemeat  to the contrary, all activities engaged in by TKR or LG&E,  as the case may be,
hereunder or in connection with the System, including but not limited to, TKR’s  use,
construction, installation, maintenance, relocation or removal of the System, and LGgLE’s use,
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consuu.ion.  installation. maintenance , reloczuon  or removai of  it3  equipment located on or in
m’s property, shail  comply wich  ail Federai.‘srate  and locai StXULeS. laws, rules.

r- reguiations.  czies and ordinances aopiicable  to 7XR  or LGGLE.  or their respective businesses
or a-~r~.  or to such activities.  in&ding  wirhout  limirarion.  the NESC and the NEC. TKR
shall take all reasonable and necessary precautions. by the installation of protective equipment
or other means, to protect all persons and propexty  of ail kinds against injury or damage
occurring by reason of the construction, installation or use of the System, or by reason of any
of TKR’s other activities contemplated hereunder. TKR shall pcforrn all such activities in a
manner, and shall employ such me&&  and procedures. as shall make it u~ecessary for
LG&E to de-energize any of its electric lines or facilities for the safety or convenience of TKR
or its personnel; provided, that the parties acknowkdge that such deenergization of LG&E’s
lines or facilities will  be required in connection with the installation of FOG Wire on LG&E
Structures.  TKR her&y releases and dis&.rges LG&E from any and all obligations or
liabilities arising out  of L&&E's failure to so de-energize its facilities, and agrees to indemnify
and hold harmless LG&E from and against all such obligations and liabilities (other than
obligations or liabilities  arising out  of LG&E's negligent or willful  failure to  de-energize SUCh
faciiities  when schtiuled in advance by TKR with the approvai of LG&E).  Without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, in performing its activities hereunder, TKR shall comply with
all appiicable  LG&E  safety rules and regulations of which it or its employees or agents are
made aware, including those contained in the Safety Policies. LG&E  agrees to utilize the
Fiber Strands Licensed  to LG&E  and the Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E  in compliance  with ti
applicable laws, rule-s, regulations and ordinances.

1 1 .  Adrtitinnal. LG&E reserves the right, at its expense,
to  inspect any part of the Extended System at any time, and from time-to-time, upon
reasonable advance notice to TKR, and TKR and its Affiliates  shall reasonably cooperate with
LG&E in connection with such inspection.

12. Rightc-nf-Wav_  nf  TK.R  TKR  shall promptly secure and maintain all
rights, licenses, permits, rights-of-way, eakments, approvals and franchises from private
landowners,  gowmmencd  or regulatory authorities or other persons or entities, which are or
my  hereafter  be required for the attachment or installation of the System to or in any LG&E
Structures located on real property not owned by LG&E,  and LG&E shall promptly secure and
maintain all rights, licenses, permits, rights-of-way, easements and franchises from private
land owners, governmental or regulatory authorities or other persons or entities, which are or
my hereafter  be required for the installation of any LG&E Structures on real property not
owned by LG&E. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as a grant of any easement,
right-of-way, franchise or other similar right by LG&E  or TKR, or an assignment by LG&E
or TKR, as the case may be, of any rights under its own easements, rights-of-way, permits or
franchises. LG&E  does not warrant that any of its easements, rights-of-way, permits or
franchkes  are sufficient for the attachment or installation of the System to or on the L.G&E
Structures. m agrees to construct, install and maintain the System solely at its own risk,
and LG&E does not assume any obligation or iiabiiity  for the adequacy or inadequacy of
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W’S easements, ~rmxs.  tights-of-way  or francfiises  by virtue of the granting oi  the Conduit
License. the Above Ground License. or any or-her tight hereunder. LG&E agrees to  insr.aU  and
maintain all  equipment of LGSLE  at or within TKR’s properry  or facilities at LG&E’s own
risk. and agrees that any Fiber Cables or Coaxial Cables owned by LG&E and installed by
TKR far the account of LG&E as an independent wnuactor hereunder shall. once properiy
installed by TKR in accordance with standard industry practice, be owned and maintained by
LG&E at its own risk. Each party hereby agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the
other parrv from and against any and all claims, demands. liabilities, actions, causes of action,
proceedings, damages, obligations, costs and expenses of any nature (including without
limitation reasonable awmey’s fees), resulting from or arising in connection with the failure
by the indemnifying party to secure and maintain ail rights, licenses, permits, rights-of-way,
easements, franchises and approvals for which it is responsible under this Section 12.

13. W2W . LG&E  hereby represents and
warrams t.0  TKR as follows: LG&E is a corporation duly organized, validly existing and in
good  standing under the laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, having fuil corporate power
ami authority to own and lease its assets and properties as and where the same are now owned
and leased, and to conduct its businesses as and where they are now being conducted. IX&E
has full corporate  power and authority to execute, deliver and perform this Agreement, and to
consummate the transactions contempiated  hereby. This Agreement has been duly executed
and delivered by LG&E, and constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of LG&E,
enforceable in accordance with its terms, except as enforceability may be effected by
kkxuptcy, insolvency, and other similar proceedings affecting creditors’ rights generally, or

r‘ by generai  equitable principies. To the knowledge of LG&E, without independent
investigation or inquiry, the covenants and agreements of LG&E  and TKR  set forth in this
Agreement, the performance thereof by LG&E and TKR during the Term, and the proposed
use by LG&E and TKR of the LG&E  Structures, Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, Fffi Wii,
Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E,  and Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E,  each as contemplated in
this Agreement, will not violate or he contrary to any applicable statutes, laws, rules,
regulations or ordinances of any governmental authority or regulatory body, or any provision
of the NESC or the NEC,  in each case as amended through the date hereof. LG&E owns sole
title to alI of the LG&E Structures, and no agreement between  LG&E  and any of its AffiliaW
now exists (or will here&k  exist) that will impede or otherwise adversely affect the full  use
and enjoyment by TKR of the licenses and other rights granted to it hereunder, or the ability  of
L.G&E to perform its covenants and agreements set forth herein. In the event, at any time
during the Term, it is determined that any Affiliate of LG&E  or any other person or entity
owns title to any portion of the LG&E  Structures, or to any other assets or properties required
for the performance by LG&E of its covenants or agreements set forth in the Agreement,
LG&E shall cause such Affiliate or other person or entity to take all actions as are necessary  to
permit TKR and its successors and permitted assigns to utilize the LG&E  Structures (or such
other assets or properties) to the fullest extent contemplated in (and subject to the limitations
of) this Agreement, and, in the case of LG&E’s  Affiliate,  to otherwise perform and comply in
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all  ma&ai  respeCs  with the provisions  of this Agreement to the extent reiating  to the such
d~f’fiIia~‘s  interests  in the LG&E Structures (or  such other mets  or properties).

rh
14. .nr TXR . In addition to any other

representations 0; warranties made by them in this Agreement, TKR hereby represents and
mrram to LG&E as follows: JXR is a corporation duly organized. validly existing and in
good standing under the laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, having full corporate power
and authority to own and lease its assets and properties as and where the same are now owned
and kased, and to conduct its businesses as and where they are now being conducted. TKR
has full corporate power and authority to execute, deliver and perform this Agreement, and to
consummate  the transactions contemplated hereby.-..This  Agreement has been duly executed
and delivered by TKR, and constitutes its legal, valid and binding obligation, enforceable in
accordance with its terms, except as enforceability may be effected by bankruptcy, insolvency
and other similar proceedings effecting creditors’ rights generally, or by generai  equitable
principles. To TKR’s  knowledge, without independent investigation or inquiry, the covenants
and agreements of LG&E and TKR set forth  in this Agreement, the performance thereof by
LG&E and TKR during the Term, and the proposed use by LG&E and TKR of the LG&E
Structures,  Fiber Cables, Coaxial Cables, FOG Wire, Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E,  and
Bandwidth Licensed to LG&E, each as contemplated in this Agreement, will not violate or be
contrary to any applicable statutes, laws, rules, regulations or ordinances of any governmental
authority or regulatory body, or any provision of the NESC  or the NEC,  in each case a~
amended through the  date hereof.

i/c-‘ 15. w. The obligations of the parties under this Agreement are subject
to force majeure, and no party  will be in breach or default under this Agreement in the event
of any fi-iihre  or delay by such party in the performance of any of its obligations hereunder by
teaSOn  of any  of the following: any strike, waikout  or other labor problems; Acts of God;
ti; flood;  material  or facilities shortages; changes in applicable ordinances, statutes, laws,
ruks  or regulations which render it impossible to perform hereunder (as opposed to  changes
which merely  make such performance uneconomical or Icss  profitable), subject to the parties’
covenants set forth in Section 6; any condemnation or exercise of right of eminent domain;
national emergencies; or riots or any war or civil disorder; in each case to the extent beyond
such  party’s reasonable control; provided, the affected parry gives written notice to the other
party as early  as practicable of the nature and probable duration of the force majeure event,
and exercises reasonable diligence to  avoid and shorten the duration of the force majeure
event. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no force majeure event shall  be deemed to excuse the
timely perfo~~~~ and  satisfaction of any payment obligation provided for under this
Agreement.

16. It&mm&& . TKR agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless LG&E
and its AfNiates,  and their respective directors, officers,  agents, employees,  successors and
pet”mitted  assigns, and each of them (collectively, ‘Representatives”), from and against any and
d claims, liabilities, damages, actions, causes  of action, proceedings,  obligations, judgments,
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COStS Lid  expenses of ;JIv nature or kimi whatsoever (inciuciing  without iimiut,,ion.  rwn&le
attorney’s fees,  (coiktiveiy, ‘Damages’) which they may suffer or incur. directly or
indirwtiy,  reshine  from. arising out of or in any manner reiating to: (a) anv injuries to
persons  t inciuding-&.ath)  or damages  to properry,  or both, arising directly or’indirectiy  out  of
W’S or its Affiliates’ design, construction. installation. use, maintenance.  removal or repair
of the Extended System or the Communications System. or any equipment or facilities relating
thereto. or any actions by or on the part of TKR’s agents, employees or representatives in
connection with the same. in each case to the extent not due to the negligence or intentional
misconduct of LG&E, (II) any misrepresentation, breach of warranty or non-fulfillment of any
covenant or agreement of TKR contained in this Agreement, and (c) any of the services which
may be rendered by LG&E (or its personnel) to TKR pursuant to Section 5(d) of this
Agreement, to the extent not due to the negligence or intentionai  misconduct of LG&E (or
such personnel). LG&E  agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless TKR and its
Affiliates, and their respective Representatives, from and against any and all Damages which
may be suffered or incurred by them, dire&y or indirectiy,  resulting from, arising out of or in
any manner relating to: (i) any misrepresentation, breach of warranty  or non-fulfillment of
atry  covenant or agreement of LG&E contained in this Agreement; and (ii) any injuries to
persons (including death) or damages to property, or both, arising directly or indirectly out of
LG&E’s  design, construction, installation, use, maintenance, removal or repair of any
equipment owned by LG&E and locate-d at or within TKR’s property or facilities (exclusive of
any portions of the System, the Fiber Strands Licensed to LG&E  or the Coaxial Cables which
are purchased by LG&E pursuant to Section 6(d) or 6(e)), or any actions by or on the part of
LG&E’s  agents, employees or representatives in connection with the same, in each case to the
extent not due to the negligence or intentionai misconduct of TKR.

1 7 .  -.

(a) m . TKR and LG&E  shall each, at its soie  expense,
cause to be issued and maintained during thd Term of this Agreement insurance coverages  of
the types and in the amounts set forth below, each naming the other party as an additional
insured or loss payee thereon, as applicable (other than under the workers’ compensation and
employer’s liability coverage described below):

General Liability (including General Aggregate $l,ooo,ooo
contractual liability) ProdJComp.  Op. Agg. $l,ooo,ooo
written on an occurrence basis Personal & Adv. Injury Sl,OOO,OOO

Each Occurrence $1,OOO,ooO
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Automobile Liabiii?.  inciuding Combined Singie  Link Sl,OOO.OOO
any auto.  hired autos and non-
owned autos

Excess Liability, Umbreila  Form Each Occurrence $2,oooJMO
Aggregate $2,000.000

Workers’ Compensation Each Accident $500.000
and Employer’s Liability Disease - Policy Limit $500,000

Disease - Each Employee $500,000

(II) m nf ~~K&&.II  Within 10 days following the
execution of this Agreement, certificates of insurance in form satisfactory to LG&E and TKR,
and signed by the other party’s insurer(s), shall be supplied by each party to the other party,
evidencing that the above insurance coverages  are in full force and effect, that not less than
thirty (30) days’ written notice will be given to such other party prior to any cancellation or
restrictive modification of such policies. and that such other party is an additional insured or
loss payee as applicable, under each such policy.

(c) NO limit  on  T iabili&. Neither party’s liability to the other under this
Agreement shall be limited to the amount of the insurance coverage maintained  by the liable
party-

18. Liens. In the event any construction lien or other encumbrance shall be placed
on the System because of the actions of LG&E (other than the security interests created
pursuant to  Section 3(i)), or on the LG&E Structures because of the actions of TKR, that party
shall promptly discharge the lien or release the encumbrance (by  payment, posting of bond,
court  deposit, or other means) without cost or expense to the other party, and hereby agrees  to
indemnify the other party for any and all Damages that may be suffered or incurred by such
party in discharging the lien or releasing the encumbrance.

19. Rem$  nf Patios <. Neither LG&E  nor
TKR  SIUU be deemed to be a partner, agent or joint venturer with or of the other by reason of
this Agreement or the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby. LG&E and
T’KR  shall perfon~~ their duties under this Agreement as independent contractors, and at the&
own risk. Neither LG&E  nor TKR shall at any time hold itself out as being a partner, co-
venturer or agent of the other.

2 0 . .  . . . . Each party acknowledges that, in the course of
the perkman~e of this Agreement, it may have access to privileged and proprietary
information claimed to be unique, secret and confidential and which constitutes the exclusive
property or trade secrets of the other party. This information may be presented in documents
marked with a restrictive notice or otherwise tangibly designated as proprietary, or disclosed
during oral discussions, at which time representatives of the disclosing party will specify that
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the information is proptie-w. Unless jointly age&  to in writing, neither LG&E nor TKR
ddl howingiy  disciose  to third parties anv proprietaq iniormation  received from the other
pa$Ys> in connection with this Agreement: nor shall they disclose  the terms of this Agreement
to any other person or entitv (other than to their respective Affiliates, directors, officers,.
employees.  agents and contractors who have a need to know the same. and to persons or
entities of the ry-pe  described in (b), below), unless required in order to prosecute or defend
any claim in an action involving any of the parries hereto, or uniess  required by any court or
governmental agency or regulatory-body having competent jurisdiction. Notwithstanding the
immediately preceding sentence, LG&E shall be entitled to disclose to MCI
Telecommunication Corporation any actual or proposed use by TKR of FOG Wire on LG&E’s
high voltage transmission towers in the Service Territory,  including the location of such FOG
Wires and transmission towers. The parties shall each protect proprietary information received
from the other with the  same degree of care that they would take to protect their own
proprietary information, and each party shall be responsible for ensuring that its directors,
officers, employees, agents and contractors who have access to the confidential or proprietary
information of the other party, maintain the confidentiality of such information in accordance
with this Section 20. However, the parties shall have no obligation to keep confidential any
information that is or becomes in the public domain through no fault of their own. No party
shall issue news releases or publicize, or issue advertising, which references the other party,
this Agreement, or any provision hereof, without frost  obtaining the written approval of the
other party; provided, that the foregoing restriction shall not prevent the disclosure by a party
of any proprietary information to the extent (a) in the opinion of that party’s legal counsel,
such disclosure is required by any law, regulation or rule of any securities exchange, or @)
such disclosure is made to a person or other entity that is itself bound to maintain the
conftdentiality  of the same pursuant to a written confidentiality agreement with the disclosing
party consistent with the provisions of this Section 20. The obligations of the parties set forth
in this Section 20 will survive any  expiration or termination of this Agreement for a period  of
two years.

2 1 . &t&s.  All notices, requests, demands and other communications required or
permined  to be given or made under this Agreement shall be in writing, and shail be deemed
to have been  duly given (a) on the date of personal  delivery, (b)  on the date of delivery to a
&Onahy recOgn.ixed  overnight delivery service, (c)  on the date of deposit in the U.S. mails,
PsQe  prepaid,  by certified mail, return receipt requested, or (d) on the date of transmission
by telephonic facsimile tmnsmission,  in each ease addressed as follows, or to such other
addresseS  or facsimile numbers as shalI  be designated from time-to-time by the parties pursuant
to this Section 21:
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Tf:

Louisviile  Gas and E!ecrr,c Company
220 West Main Street
P.O.  Box 32030
Louisville. KY 50232-2030
Attn: President
Fax No.: (502) 627-2155

TCUTKR  of Jefferson County, Inc.
1536 Story Avenue
Louisville, KY 40206
Attn: Vice President,  Generai Manager

and Technical Manager
Fax No.: (502) 587-6415

TKR Cable Company
67B Mountain Ekxievard
Warren, NJ 07059
Attn: Senior Vice President-Finance
Fax No. (908) 3X-9087

2 2 . w. This Agreement shall be binding upon, and shall inure
to the benefit of and be enforceable by, the parties hereto and their respective successors and
permitted assigns. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, neither LG&E nor TKR
may  assign, delegate, sublease or transfer (by operation of law or otherwise) any rights,
interest or obligations which they may have under or pursuant to this Agreement to any other
person  or entity without the prior written consent of the other party, which consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld or delayed. Refusal to consent shall be considered reasonable if based
upon any of the factors set forth in Subsections 6(e)(i)(w) through 6(e)(i)(z), above.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, (a) TKR  may assign any of its rights or interests under this
Agreement to any wholly-owned Subsidiary of TKR  that succeeds to all of the interests of
TKR  in the Extended System (provided no such assignment shall be deemed to release TKR
from any of its obligations under this Agreement), and (b)  LG&E may assign any of its rights
or interests under this Agreement to any AfiXiate of LG&E (provided no such assignment shall
be deemed to release  LG&E from any of its obligations under this Agreement), in each case
without the prior consent of the other party. Any assignment, sublease or transfer made in
violation of this Section 22 shall be null and void ah,

2 3 . m. If any portion of the Extended System shall be condemned or
subject to  any eminent domain proceeding, LG&E’s  interest therein shall be severed from the
interests of TKR,  and any condemnation award(s) shall be specificaily  ailocated  between their
respective interests as allowable by law,
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24. W. &ch pany shall be responsible for its  own costs a?d exFnses (including
without iimitation. -*domeys fees,. incurred in preparing, negotiating and execuung  this
Agreement. and consummating the tmnsacrions  contempiated  hereby.

25. Entire0 . This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties respecting its subject matter. and supersedes all prior oral or
written agreements, statements and understandings between the parties (subject to the
provisions of Se&on 1 (a) relating to the Letter Agreement and Section 1 @)(ii)  relating to the
Existing Agreement and the Cable Television Tariff).

26. Ame&mem~J~ No amendmentimcxiification  or waiver of this Agreement
(or any provision hereof) shall be effective unless in writing and signed by the party against
whom enforcement is sought.

27. . .!&W&BUY Subject to the provisions of Section 6, if any term or other
provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced by any
ruie  of law or public policy, ail other conditions and provisions of this Agreement shall
neverchekss  remain in full force and effect so long as the economic or legal substance of the
transactions contemplated hereby is not affected in any manner adverse to any pany.

28. Anniir;rhle.  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed and
enforced in accordance with the laws of the Commonweakh  of Kentucky applicable to
contracts made and to be performed entirely in that state, without regard to the conflicts of
laws rules of that state.

29. . The section headings contained in this
Agreement are for convenience and reference purposes only, and shall not affect the
construction or interpretation of any provision hereof. Whenever used herein, the singular
number shall include the plural, the plural shall include the singular, and the use of any gender
shall include all other genders, unicss the context requires ot.heMse.

30. W&ing.  The terms of this Agreement were jointly negotiated by LG&E and
IICR. In the event any dispute arises concerning this Agreement, this Agreement (or such
provision) shall  not be most strongly construed against the d&r.

. .3 1 .  Sllrvivai. All indemnities, representations, and warm&~

set forth in this Agreement shall survive any expiration or termination of this Agreement for
any reason, and any investigation made by any party,

32. .Nn Walm. A failure by any party to object to or exercise its rights with
respect to  a breach or defauit by any other party hereto shall not constitute a waiver of the
right  later to object to or exercise its rights with respect to the same breach or default or any
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other  bre~h or ciefauit hereunder. znci shail not be ciezmed  to aimend the provisions of this
Agreement.

n
33. a. This Agreement may be executed in  one or more counterparts,

each oi  which shall co&ture  an original  and all of which shall constitute one and the same
instrument.

. . *3 4 .  A f f i l i a t e s As used in this Agreement, an “Affiliate” of a
pafir shall mean any corporation, partnership, joint venture or other entity controlled by,
controlling or under common control with such party;  and a “Subsidiary” of a party shall
include any corporation or other entity 50% or more of the outstanding voting capital stock (or
other similar equity interest) of which is owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by such
party.  AS used in this Section, the term ‘controi”  shall mean: (a) the ownership, directly,
indirectly, beneficially or otherwise, of (i) 50% or more of the outstanding voting securities
(or their equivalent) of the relevant corporation, partnership, joint venture or other entity, or
(ii) in the case of a mership or joint venture, the ownership of any combination of general
partnership interests and limited partnership interests constituting, in the aggregate, 50% or
more of the total equity interests in such partnership or joint venture; or (b)  the possession,
directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management or
policies of the relevant corporation, partnership, joint venture or other entity, whether through
the  ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise.

35. W. Each party agrees to execute all such futier  instruments
r-- and documents and to take ail such further actions as the other party may reasonably request in

order  to effectuate the terms and purposes of this Agreement.

3 6 . AWIQ@L  The persons signing this Agreement represent that they possess the
property  authority to do so and to bind the party on whose behalf they sign this Agreement.

3 7 . . .m Any and all rights and remedies afforded a pkty under
this Agreement shail  be cumulative tb  the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, and shall
not preclude the exercise by such party of any and ail other rights or remedies which may now
or  hereafter be available to it in iaw or in equity.

3 8 .  v. The parties acknowledge that they may not be adequatE@
compensated by money damages in the event of a breach by any other party of any of its
covenants  or agreements contained herein, and that they shall be entitled to  specific
perf~rn%zr~  and injunctive relief of such covenants and agreements, in addition to all other
remedies.

3 9 . .  .
ofnm. LG&E and TKR each agree that, where a

decision or action contempiati  in this Agreement has been made or taken by either of them
‘in the exercise of their reasonable business judgment”, that party shall, when specifically
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the other.  in writing within sixrv (60)  days  titer the aiorementioned  period.  that it desires

r‘- mediation, in which use  rke  pat-ties sbaii endertvor  to sertie  the dispute by mediation
administered by the American A-rbitration Association (‘AAA”) Under its  Commercial
Mediation rules in effect on the date of  this Agreement. The parties  agree that they will select
a neutral third parry to mediate the dispute. In the event the parties cannot agree on the
selection of a neuti third partv  mediator within fifteen (15) days after a Parry initiates
mediation by providing written-notice to the other partv, the neuti third party wiil be selected
with the assistance of the AAA. Such mediation shall take piaco in Louisville, Kentucky, or at
such other location mutually agreed to by the parties. Each party to the mediation shall bear
its own costs incurred in connection therewith, except that any fees or expenses due or paid to
the third party mediator and AAA shall be borne e+ally  by LG&E  and TKR

(d) Bindinp. Any dispute arising out of or relating to this
Agreement or the breach. termination or validity thereof, which has not been resolved by
(i)  negotiation as provided in Section 40(b),  above, and for which non-binding mediation was
not initiated by either party within the period provided in Section 40(c),  above, or (ii) a non-
binding mediation procedure as provided in Section 40(c),  above, within ninety (90) days of
the initiation of such procedure, shall be settled by arbitration administered by the AAA under
its Commercial Arbitration Rules in effect on the date of this Agreement; provided, however,
that if one party has requested the other to participate in a non-binding mediation procedure
within the 90day period provided hereinabove and the other has failed to participate, the
requesting party may initiate such arbitration before expiration of that N-day  period. The

r--
controversy shail be submittcd  to three (3) arbitrators. Each party to the dispute shail select
one (1) arbitrator within thirty (30) days after the dispute has been submitted to AAA for
arbitration,  and the two arbitrators selected by the parties shall sclcct the third arbitrator.
Discovery in the arbitration process  shall be permitted, but shall be limited to requests for the
production of documents in accordance with the Federal  Rules of Procedure only. The
arbitration shall be governed by the United States Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. 6 1-16, and
judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrators may be entered by any court having
jurisdiction thereof. The place of arbitration shall be Louisville, Kentucky, or such other
location as the parties may mutually  agree. The arbitrators are not empowered to  award
damages in excess of compensatory damages and each party hereby irrevocably  waives any
right to recover  such damages with respect to any dispute resolved by arbitration. Each party
to the arbitration shall bear its own costs and expenses incurred in connection with the
arbitration (including, without limitation, the fees and expenses of the arbitrator selected by
such party), except that any fees or expenses due or paid the third selected arbitrator or the
AAA (including, without limitation, any fees incurred  in connection with the fXng  of the
claim for arbitration) shall be borne equally by LG&E and TKR.

.Cd cht~~~ *n PW.

(i) The procedures specified in this Section 40 shall be the sole and
exclusive procedures  for the resolution of disputes behveen  the parties arising out of or relating
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t0 this  Xereement;  Trovided.  however. L$at  a parry! without  prejudice !O the  above procedures.

r-- may rile a compiainr  for srxute  oi  limitations or venue reasons. or tO seek a preiiminary
injunction or other provisiond judiciai  relief. ii in its soie judgment such action is necessary to
avoid irreparable damage. Despite such action. however, the pties  will continue to
parricipare in go& faith  in the procedures specified in this Section 40.

(ii) All applicable statutes of limitation and defenses based upon the
passage of time shall be tolled while the procedures specified in this Section 40  are pending.
The parries wiil take such action, if any, &quested by any party hereto to effectuate such
tolling.

.-
@ii)  Each party is required 6 continue to perform its obligations under

this Agreement pending final resolution of any dispute arising out of or relating to this
Agreement.

(f) LimkUqe.  Notwithstanding anything contained in this Section 40  to
the contrary, the provisions of this Section 40 shall not apply to any discussions or negotiations
(or renegotiations) between the parties regarding this Agreement, any provision hereof, or any
replacement hereof, following a suspension or termination of this Agreement (or any portion
hereof) as contempiated  in Section 6, it being expressly understood that ail such discussions
and negotiations shall be conducted solely by the parties without the aid or involvement of any
mediator or arbitrator, and that any amendments to this Agreement or new agreements

r-
reMting from those discussions or negotiations shall be upon such terms and conditions as are
acceptable to LG&E and TKR, in their discretion (subject to their commitment to conduct ali
discussions and negotiations in good faith and with reasonable diligence).

IN WlTNESS WHEREOF, the patties hereto have duly executed this Agreement
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through their authorized aoents  effective  as of the date  first nritten  above.2

D ELECTRIC CO,MPkvY

TCJIKR  OF JEFFERSON COUNTY . .
1

By: ,’
j?hry  Ho ard ’
Vice Pre dentJ /

(‘TIW’)
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Restricted Right-of-Way Description

The Route will consist of  LG&E rights of way and transmission facilities beginning at the
point where LG&E  interuxmects  with facilities beionging  to Public Service Indiana in the
vicinity of PSI’s Gallagher Generating Station. From that point, the Route crosses the Ohio
River to Paddys Run Generating Station, thence to Cane Run Switching Station, thence to
Ashbottom Substation, thence to South Park Substation, thence to a connection in the vicinity
of Blue Lick Substation with the 161 KV line, thence south along that line to the point where
LG&E interconnects with facilities belonging to the Tennessee Valley Authority at Green
River, Kentucky.
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1 . ‘IXR wti ptiom the following  acceptance tests relative to each phase of the System
(including without limitation, the Fiber  Strands licensed to LG&E),  prior to its use, consistent
with general industry standards:

* Bidirectional spike loss, for each spike.

* Overall attenuation end-to-end to be’nductcd  from distribution frame to
distribution frame at each hub location as applicable.

2 . Upon completion of all auxptance testing, TKR will make available to LG&E upon its
request  all test data sheets and optical records via OTDR for LG&E’s  review.

3. TKR wilI be required at the time of each data review to make available to LG&E one
complete sex  of as-built working drawings for ail faciiities covered under these acceptance
kxing  criteria.

4 . As part  of the turnover as-built documentation package, TKR will supply LG%E with
the following detailed documents:

* Cable routing drawings.

8 Manhole and duct assignments as applicable.

* Aerial  pole  and assignments where applicable.

* Cable termination drawings and assignments.

* Copies of permits and construction approvals from appropriate authorities and
landowners.

5 . LGkE may request additional tests and documentation as reasonably necessary from
time-to-time.
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TKR will endeavor to keep the number of spikes in a span to  a minimum, marking fibers both
aerial or underground.

TKR shall also meet the optical  fiber specification~,,as detailed below:

To insure that specifications are adhered to, TKR will require the vendor to provide certified
loss measurements for every fiber (including the fiber licensed to  LG&E).  Factory certified
attenuation test  data will also be made avaiiable  to LG&E.

Optical Fiber Specifications - Single mode Fiber

Maximum Attenuation at 1310 nm. 0.50 dB/Km

Maximum Attenuation at 1550 nm. fU.Q  dB/Km

Mode Field Diameter 9.4 3~0.7  pm

Cladding Diameter 12!5.0&2  pm

Cladding Non-Circularity *296

Core to Clad Concentricity Error 1.1.0  pm

Cable Cut-Off Wavelength A 1270 nm.

Zero Dispersion Wavelength 1310 & 12 nm.

Zero Dispersion Slope 1.0.095  ps/(nm’-Km)

Maximum Dispersion (1285  1330 nm) 3.5 psl(nm’-Km)

Reference: EU RS-455 Test Method
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OTDR End-to-End Radings - Readings taken from both locations added together and divided
P by two.

Single Mode Fiber

The system will be tested at 1310 nm. and 1550 nm. The end-to-end attenuation acceptance
criteria for fibers will  be based on the following formula:

Maximum Acceptable End-to-End Attenuath  at 1310 nm =

[0.5 dEWrn  x the installed length of cable (in Km)]

+ IO.3  dB  x number of splices]

+ [x dB  (see note A below)]

Maximum Acceptabie  End-to-End Attenuation at 1550 nm =

[0.4 dBKm  x the installed length of cable (in Km)]

+ [0.3  dB  x number of splices] + [x dB  (see note A below)]

(0TDR  readings will  also  be taken at 1310 and 1550 nm.)

Where:

A) The attenuation contribution of each pigtail with associated connector (x) is considered
to he 1.3 dB,  comprised of 1.0 dB  connector loss and 0.3 dB  splice loss (pigtail  to
street cable splice).

Therefore, this will be 0 dB  if span is not co~ecuxizai  at either end; 1.3 dB  if span  is
connectorized  at one end; and 2.6 dB  if span is connectwized  at both ends.



- ?xR @ice ioss wiil average 0.3 dB  for ail spikes  that are made by IWI. The 0.3 dB  splice
average will apply oniv to the junction between two identical optical  fibers, i.e., identical ind
core and cladding dimensions, refractive index and optical 10s CkUX~~SLkS.

All splices shall be of e1ecui.c  fusion tp.
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